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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

THE OLD RELIABLE

NEW ADVEKTI8KMKNTH THIS WEEK.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ORGANIZED MARCH 17,

1873,

semi-annual dividends amounting to
has paid regular
Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).
X. 13. foor.nxiK, President,
C. C. Ill'RKiLL, treasurer,

$201,811.01
33,305.70

Whitcomb, vice-president,
Burrill, assistant treasurer.

patient, who was suffering from a
slight attack of eczema, is entirely reThe

and 6.18 p m.
m, 5.86 and 9.48 p

m.

attendance is

m.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. II. Iceland, J, A. Thompson

9

and H. W.

NAT'L

FIRST

BANK

Estey. Single copies,
5
cents;
subscription price,
#1.50 per year in advan ce.

BLDG.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

|

Herberts. Hail, of Costigan, is in the
city for a few days.
Mrs. Herman H. Echenagucia is visiting
relatives in Castine.

Miss Bernice Smith, of Ashville, visited

city Monday.

O. W. Tapley and wife left last Friday
for a week’s trip to Boston.

TAPLEY,

0. W.

insurance

of all kinds.
We represent succompanles as the following: *\Etna,” ••Hartford,” “National,” “Royal," “Western," “Commercial Union,” “New York Underwriters," “Ham burg-Bremen," “Norwich,” “Manchester,” “Mercantile.” and “Williamsburg City.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
rates.

Give

us a

call.

BANK BUILDING, ELLSWOKTH.

There will be a supper at the Methodist
vestry next Wednesday evening, Nov. 18.
Rev. David Kerr begins a series of evan-

gelistic

services

Sunday evening

Man-

at

set.

literature club will meet w ith Miss
M. A. Clark on Park street Monday evening.
The

P. B. Day gave an “autumn dina party of ten ladles last Thursday
evening.
Mrs.

ner” to

THE HAT

QUESTION
is

,

a

serious

question

with the

ladies.

John B. Cole and

Harbor,

fine assortment of

•

J

styles

prices.

and

hats,

in all

The

/

Prospect

of

relatives

on

and

friends in the city Monday.
Vernon C. Moore, who is employed in

If you will call at
Baugor,
Moore’s store you will find a relatives

v\

wdfe,

calling

were

is

spending

his

vacation

with

friends in this city.
F. C. Burrill and wife spent Sunday
with C. R. Foster and wife at Camp Ellis
ou the shore of upper Branch pond.
and

W. Dunn returned last Friday
Saco, where she has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. Catherine Waterhouse.
Mrs. H.

from

Millinery

C. C. Adams,
East Franklin, were in this city last
week visiting their brother, H. W. Dunn.
Mrs. A. C. LJrann and Mrs.

of

is the best ever shown in this
store. Do not forget we carry
a good stock of Coats and Furs, and everything m the Dry
Goods line.

E. Hall, who came home
days from Scboodic, where she

Miss Fannie

for

a

few

had spent some weeks, has
Greenville Junction.
The schooner “Storm

A. El. MOORE.

loading

now

gone to

Petrel”

finished

C. J. Trew-

cargo of staves for

a

at
Jonesboro yesterday, aud sails
to-day for New Haven, Conn.
A party of Ellsworth business meu, including tx-Mayor Greely, C. R. Foster, E.
F. Robinson, J. H Brimmer, A. W. King,
left to-day for an outing of several days
at Camp Ellis.
Henry W. Cu-bman, cashier of the

orgy

Customers That Know
that our line of Underwear is the best in the city.
We have recently stocked up on these goods, so everything is new and fresh—no goods left over from last

Say

First

All sizes and prices.

year.

WE AKE THE FI KM that is selling out our Wall l’apers and Carpets at
greatly reduced prices. It is not our policy to carry goods over, hence
the great reduction in price.
such

buy Silks, as well as other goods, one should liave
Our line of stamped
a good assortment to select from.
goods and silk to go with them is exceptionally good
and we invite your careful inspection.

To

CROWNS,
FILLINGS,

sale of cooked

roe rxovemoer committee

in

food

oi

tne

con-

Uiy

mnR,

s

_on

miinlrlir

a

a

'1-^

nim,u.ovU».rv,v„

BRIDGE
GOLD CROWNS22-kar.t, each
RICHMOND
WORK according to number of teeth, each $S.
GOLD
half porcelain and half gold, SS. LOGAN CROWNS, all porcelain, $4.
JUS up.

^

possible.

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,
Ellsworth.
First National Bank

I>r. F. o. BROWNE, MgT.

Bldg.,

NTT*
1

NEW AND
which I

am

selling

bone.

Hoyt H. Austin, who

has been

office

employed

for

the

past

street.

David
A young black
horse, with
Johusou driving, broke the monotony of
things about the streets this morning by

jumping
bridge.
colt

Johnson

at

the

west

the

over

was

turn,

so

way round bo bolted.

end

trying
when

of

the

to turn the

house.

Hancock

didn’t want to

he

He took

The colt

got half
the iron

that j have

that

prices

at

SOUTH STREET,

on

hand

a

large stock

of

Terms to suit.

LORD,

1—■

ELLSWORTH.

■

W.

defy competition.

Xb&rrt&emoit*.

public

SECOND-HAND CARRIAGES,

3.

L.

Ter inform my friends and the

P? LJ
P)
Cf

HaveYou Been

noon

I

UNDERTAKER,
ELLSWORTH.

I

Miss Rubie

Dec. 10.

B. McGown, who left

some

she has
is

ing, Nov. 27.

city bigbly
and

is

Mr.

with

classed

Paderewski,
Kubelik.

Farlnpd

comes

recommended

to the

by the press,

such

artists

DePachman

Ysaye,

as

and

went like clock work.

v

divided off into several
booths, where the wayfarer could deposit
bis loose change for home-made candy,
ice-cream, fancy articles and the like. The
The

ball

tables

were

was

presided

by

over

ladies of the

society.
Preceding the s»ereopticou exhibition
several prizes were drawn, and this made
much sport for the younger
element.
There were all sorts of prizts, from a suit
of clothes, drawn by Fred Doyle, to a little
black pig, drawn by Mrs. M. J. Coughlin.
The stereopticon views were good, but
rather small for

so

large

ball.

a

The

ma-

operated by M. M. Mertz
Doyle presided at the piano.

was

Miss Lizzie

This evening the programme will be a
Mias Hazel Larhigh-class vaudeville.
kin, of Waterville, will appear to-night
for the first time before an Ellsworth
audience. Miss Lora V. Parsons, pianist,
F. W. Rollins, basso, and John Manning,
comedian, will also appear.
Thursday evening the loug-talked-of
minstrel
of

with

entertainment

a

Absolutely Pure
THERE 15 NO SUBSTITUTE
SEW CHURCH FOR BAR HARBOR.

chorus

Catholics to Erect an Edifice
that' will Cost $25,000.
Friends of Rev. J. D. O’Brien in Hancock county, and more especially those in
Bar Harbor, will be interested to learn of
The

forty voices will come off.
is the programme:

Following

PART i.

Sunrise council. Daughters of Liberty,
entertained the Mt. Desert council of
Bar Harbor, last Thursday evening. The
visiting council brought two candidates
up for the home team to work, and it was
done in a very satisfactory manner.
Banquets were served before and after the
work.

Overture.Monaghan’s Orchestra
A L Friend—Master of ceremonies
opening

ensemble—arr

by

the

Miss Nan I Drum-

of

Under

The many friends of Fulton J. Redman,
of Erastus F. Redman, of Pawtucket,

I., formerly of this city, will be pleased
to learn that be has been chosen president
of bis class—freshman—at Bowdoin colR.

sophomore class has honored
Rowe by electing him class sec-

The

lege.

Frank D.

retary and treasurer.
Walter S. Wilson, by the accidental
discharge of a gun Saturday, lost two
Wilson was
fingers on his left hand.
hunting in Trenton woods and had his
gun over his shoulder with his hand on
He fell

the muzzle.

stump and the

over a

Dr.

discharged with the above
Simouton attended him.

re

Klark-Urban company will present
entire week a change of plays that
all new and of high reputation. Spec-

ular

for the
are

ialties

introduced between the acts

are

as

of plays that Mr. Klark
aud his company will present are those
that are sure to meet the wants of all
On Monday
loverB of good amusement.
evening tbeplay will be the beautiful fourusual.

The class

society drama,
True.Kentuckian.’
Mr. Klark has spared no pains or money
the
Klark-Urban
to make
company one
“A

act

of the

best, and

as

it

is

so

well

bor and has

returns,

as

by

WAIL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

Wiggin

&

Moore,

DRUGGISTS.
Corner

opposite Post Office, Ellsworth.

a

undertaking

new

met

all

with very encouraging
willing to assist in the

seem

erection of this

proposed building.
The old Catholic church property on
Kebo street haB been sold to DeQrasse
Fox with the understanding that it is to
be used

place of worship until the
at the corner of Cottage and
High streets is ready for occupancy.
Tbia will not be for some time, however,
as Mrs. Henry W. Gray has a
three-year
lease
new

tbe

as

a

building

new

of

the

lot.

cottage that stands on the
155x185 feet and cost

The site is

parish $11,000.

expiration of Mcb. Gray’s lease
O’Brien intends to begin the erec-

At the
Father

lay

companion
remains

Shbrrtisnncnta.

for that place. The
taken to the home of Capt.

headed

were

J. H. Rumill.
Death was supposed to have been due to
heart disease, as Mr. Stanley had been
somewhat troubled in that way, although
at the time of bis death he seemed in his

Our

usual health.
He leaves
and

two

one

besides many

more

The

upon a deer
A few rods

As he continued

another.
he

lying beside the road dead.
further along be came to

heard

that would almost

just passed.

had

along his route

The

of

cause

it all

was

several men in the woods blowing tin
horns, and trying to scare the deer out into the road, where stood fourteen men (by
actual count) with rifles ready to drop
the unlucky creature which attempted
to

cross

t^e

road.

The

hunters

had at

ready secured two deer and by the noise
they were making it is safe to say they
To a perwere on the trail of two more.
w'bo did not know what

of firearms meant
be

a

it

would

this display
undoubtedly

great shock, and the hunters would
clean

probably

see as

they

witnessed.

ever

a

pair

is

now

distaut relatives.

Soda and

“Mt. Desert”.

of

heels

as

being built in

about to start to go aboard his veswas lying in Buck’s Harbor he

which

suddenly fell to the floor and died in a
few hours.
Capt. Condon^was about Bixty years of
age and haB always been in the coasting
business.

He has also

for

a

number of

the board of selectmen.
years been on
He leaves a widow and three unmarried

daughters.

Her

Tartar.

suc-

East Bos

an

will

COMING EVENTS.
Tuesday,

delight

See

your eyes.

it.

Thursday

and
Hancock

Wednesday

Nov. 10,11 and 12 at
of Catholic society.

hall—Fail

Saturday, Nov. 14, at Unitarian vestry-

Sale of

cooked

food

by

Mrs.

Wlggin’i

Sunday school class.
Week beginning Nov. 16, at Hancoct
hall—K'ark-Urhan Co. Tickets now or I
sale at Wiggin & Moore’s. Ladies’ ticket)
are limited to 200, and must be exchangee
before 7 o’clock Monday night.

■

j

Wednesday, Nov. 18, at Methodist

try—Epworth league

vea

supper from 6 to

7

But make

an

actual trial of

goods in your
cooking, and you’ll be
the

home
more

than ever—with
Price, 15 cents.
Wednesday, Nov. 18, at West Franklinrally of Riverview local union.
results. Do it now.
Wednesday, Nov. 25, at Hancock hallAnnuat concert, ball and supper by DIrigt
>_

delighted

Annual

althletic c'ub.

was

resorts.

summer

Cream

yard.

be

the dead deer

rouse

ton

alongside

racket in tbe woods

a

Maine coast
cessor

big window display of

Three Crow

sister, Mrs. J. H. Rumill,
Elmer—

brothers—Boweu and

known

sel

10 and

to build

church in that

Southern Skies
Minnatonka
Jane—Mandy Won’t You Let Me be
Your Beau—I’ll be Busy all Next Week—
Oh, Mr Moon—Dat’s the Way to Spell
Chicken—l Hates to 8ee the Rent Man
Come Around
When the Springtime
Comes Around—I’ve Got to go Now
Tenor solo— Wtien the Wind Sighs in the
West.Clarence Foster
End song—If Money Talks It Alnt on
Speaking Terms with Me.J H LInnehan
Soprano solo—The Message of the Violets
(from Prince of Pilsen)
Miss Lucy Monaghan
End song—Then I’d be Satisfied with Life,
Charles Hurley
Bass solo—Asleep on the Deep,
Howard W Dunn, jr
End song—Good-Bye Eliza Jane,
Charles P Halpln
Soprano solo—Rosalie, (from Miss Simplicity).Miss Bertha L Giles
Grand finale—Iutroduclng “Hut” Duffy In
buck dauclug, assisted by enthe chorus
—

tion of his new chnrch, which will have a
seating capacity of from 800 to 1,000, and
as said before,
will cost approximately
part II.
Bills are out announcing the annual
$25,000.
orchestra
Overture.Monaghan’s
concert, ball and supper of the Dlrigo
By his earnest wurk among the summer
athletic club at Hancock ball Wednesday Harry Gerry.Orator people and residents this
season. Father
Soprano solo.Miss Huzel Larkin
evening, Nov. 25. In the concert Miss Ellsworth Banjo, Mandolin and Guitar club,
O’Brien has raised $7,000, and this fall he
Bertha L. Giles will sing. Miss Bessie M.
Mrs Charles E Alexander, Misses N F
expects to have the satisfaction of paying
Drum n.ey,
Ida
Joy will play the violin and Harry Gerry
over half of tbe purchase
Higgins,
Margaret
price.
will make a stump speech. Further parDresser, Messrs F O Browne, F C BurThe lot on which tbe present church
rill. M M Mcrtz
ticulars will be announced later.
4
stands has been purchased by Mr.
Fox, toMaster Walter L. Smith, son of Moses
During the opening chorus little Mar- gether with all buildings, for $2,500. This
C. Smith, aged thirteen, is clearly a chip garet Grout will be introduced in “Oh, lot was given to the parish twenty-four
Last
of the old block.
years ago by Mr. Fox. He will alter the
Saturday he Mr. Moon”.
shouldered his rifle, and started out deer
property considerably after the removal to
the new church is made.
Isaac Stanley Drops Dead.
huuting. fn the neigkborhood of BrimOf Father O’Brien’s diligence and
9
Seal Cove, Nov.
per(special)—Isaac severance
mer’s bridge he struck a trail, followed
in this matter too much cannot
of Center, dropped dead this
Stanley,
his
shot
and
met
be
said. He has worked faithfully and
deer,
it,
triumph
it,
persistently on this matter so near his
Walter’s older morning. Mr. Stanley was engaged in
antly brought it home.
heart and it is undoubtedly very
gratifybrother Fred G. got a flue buck at Green scallop fishing and was working about
to him to have his efforts rewarded
ing
his boat, wheu he suddenly fell backLake on Saturday.
with such success.
ward and expired instantly.
Commencing Monday, Nov. 16, the popnear Seal Cove and
His boat
his
was

gun
suit.

For Sale

SHIELDS,

he has met in the

Buccess

raising $25,000

Catholic
popular summer resort.
Father O’Brien is an earnest worker
among the summer residents of Bar Har-

mey.Entire chorus

—

eon

THE OLD RELIABLE

society opened with a rush last evening.
The attendance was good, and everything

chine

15 Cents each.

VACCINATION

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

IE. J. DAVIS1

evening,

and

weeks ago for New York, has joined the
Lewis Marshall Comedy Co., in which

he

J 0 R DA N,

vestry Thursday after-

at the Unitarian

Capt. Augustus Jm Condon Dead.
Capt. Augustus L. Condon, of South
Brooksville, died very suddenly Thursday
morning from a paralytic Bhock which
seized him at a late hour last Wednesday
night.
Capt. Condon, who was in his usual
health, had been to a meeting at the
chapel at South Brooksville. After the
services he,
being a member of the
choir, stopped at J. H. Tapley’s to practice for the next Sunday’s singing.
As

Vaccinated

| FURNITURE

§

requested.

There will be a business meeting of the
Unity club at the home of Rev. S. W.
Button this afternoou at 3 o’clock. The
club’s annual saleand suppor will be held

son

A

2Urorrtiaanntta.

v

Now on—Good Programmes for Next
Two Evenings.
The bazaar of St. Joseph’s Catholic

gregational society will give a party next here, there is little need of making a long
The steamer “Mt. Desert”, now hauled
Thursday evening, Nov. 19, at the resi- story.
up at Rockland, for the winter, has probdence of Mrs. J. M. Hale, Main street.
L.
Edward
Drummey, the rural free de- ably made her last trip on the muchSome novel features will be Introduced.
livery carrier of route No. 1. saw a sight travelled route between Rockland and
W. H. Smith, an employee of the hard- recently that would freeze the blood in
Bar Harbor.
wood company, received a painful injury the veins of most any
man if
he did
This craft was built twenty-five years
a
fall
on
his
having
weight
Monday by
not know what was coming. Monday
ago, and is no longer equal, either in
one
bone
and
otherwise
hand, breaking
afternoon while doing his regular turn speed or size, to cope with the immense
bruising his hand. Dr. McDonald set the around Oak Point, Mr. Drummey came business which has
sprung up in the

in The American

.1

FULL SET, $7.

Wiggin’s
Unitarian

the

All my work guaranteed in writing; for ten years. three years, left for Boston Monday.
FREE—rainless extracting when others are Friday evening he gave a farewell party
needed. I use nothing but the BEST of material to several friends at his home on Hancock
111 ail

^

a

of

Unitarian vestry Saturday afternoon
from 2 to 5. Tea will be served.

Teeth!
■

class

school

the

ELLSWORTH.

r^*Tl

The members of Mrs. S. D.
church will hold

WHITING BROTHERS

^

bank, is off on a twoweeks’ hunting trip after big game in
the vicinity of St. Elmo, Victoria county,
New Brunswick.
national

Sunday

Baptist

the

the

a leading position.
The company
touring the Boutb. Last week it
played in the principal cities in Virginia.
Alfred A. Farland, a banjo virtuoso,
York visiting
will appear at Hancock hall Friday even-

James Lord is in New
relatives.

friends in the

will be held in

of

vestry Thursday evening for the purpose of appointing officers for the ensuing year and the
transaction of other
buuiness. A full

MAIL CLOSES AT TOST-OFFICE.

l

meeting

business

A

society

m
a

tbiee weeks ago has been raised.

street

covered.

Going East-6.80 a m and 5.80 p m.
Going West—11.20 a m and 5 and 9 p
No Sunday trains.

r

The quarantine which was established
alleged case of smallpox on Grant

effect October 12, 1903.

CATHOLIC BAZAAR

into the vacant

over

on an

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Goino East—7.10 a
Going West—UAtf

and Dave

below the Odd Fellow* block, a drop
of eight or ten feet. They nil struck in
the mud and snow and were not damaged.
lot

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

In

John F.

F.

Exec notice—Eat Lewis Y. Marshall.
Liquor indictments.
Probate notice—B»t David M Rice et als.
Admr notice— Est Waller L Fernald.
A W Greely—Simmons watch chain.
Floyd A Haynes—New cash market.

railing, gig

Tickets at

Cunningham’s

Friday. Nov. 27, at Hancock hall—Al
fred A.

Farland, banjo

virtuoso.

Thursday, Dec. 10, at Unitarian vestryAnnual sale and supper of Unity club.

&6&rrttstmntts.

Hot

Water

Bags

Good bags, made of good rubber b3
a good firm.
Every bag carefully Inspected and all imperfect ones throwr
out. No cracks or weak spots in anj
of them.
All good substantial bags
that will stand hard usage. We invite
The
you to examine this new lot.
prices are at the bottom notch foi
better
such quality.
mad*
Nothing
for the money. 1 qt., 2qt., 3 qt., 4 qt
CJ.A.
No. 14

PARCHER, Apothecary
Main Street, Ellsworth Maine.

Every package of these
goods contains a slip which,
with others, will bring you
a valuable premium.
Save
them.

aOID 4 HAYNES,
34 MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH.

CHRISTIAN

¥oplc

ENDEAVOR.

For lt*e Week flrRlnniasr Sot,
ni by Ui>v. S. [{. Doyle.

IK—(

EDITED BY “AUNT

ah lish

h*

the

ip
T6pic.—H"W may
Ualoon?— Eph. vi. 1—13. (Temperance.)
That tin* saloon should he abolished
ab:»u!d admit of n<* question. That it

It8 Motto:

stringent laws about selling

THE TIRED

minors and to confirmed drunkards
The young
have proved a failure.
patronize the saloons, and those cursed
with the appetite for strong drink have
If the su
no difficulty in obtaining it.
loon were abolished and alcohol used
©nl\ for medicinal purposes drunkenHut it
ness would soon pass away.
In
never will while the saloon exists.
the face of tat terrible effects of intemperance how can any one interested
tn humanity advocate the saloon or
oppose its destruction?
The problem of abolishing the saloon
to beyond question a gigantic one. Its
patrons are legion, and there are legions more who are absolutely indifferent to the havoc it plays among the
children of men. Hut this only makes
It the more important that those who
do desire and pray for its overthrow*
■hould be instant in season and out
of season for the accomplishment of
their purpose.
To
The saloon can be abolished.
aome this may seem a vain boast, but
it is not so. The saloon has been ubolIxhed. In some towns, in some counties and even in some states it has
been prohibited and has ceased to exist and what has been on a smaller
scale can be on a larger one if the
people of the larger sphere can be
made to see and act as have those in
the smaller one. The abolishing of the
gsloon in the smallest hamlet in the
dJnlted States is conclusive proof that
It can be abolished throughout the entire nation if the people of the nation
Will act as the people of the hamlet.
Since the saloon should be abolished
and can be abolished, what may we do
to bring about this desirable end?
1. We may help abolish the saloon
by personal action. No one who dedres the overthrow <%f the curse of
mankind should ever patronize it in
any way, shape or form. The total ab
atainer is a constant hindrance to tin?
aaloon. and if all men could be Uni to
totally abstain from intoxicating drinks
as a beverage the saloon would soon
dose its doors and cease to exist.
we

Help auoiisii tne saloon
Public of inion should be educated against the
■aloon. and every antisaloonist should
be an educator of the public ui>on tills
•object. The saloon is firmly Intrenched
in our national life. It is supported by
tremendous financial and political indueuces; but. for all that, when the
people of the United States want the
•aloon to go and say to the saloon
“Go!” it will go. “Educate” should U.
the battle cry of all opposed to the saloon in our land.
3. We may help abolish the saloon
by political action. The "ballot is th<
decisive influence in our laud, and
if all Christian and temperance people
would upon every occasion cast thelf
ballots against the saloon the day of
ita doom would be hastened. But here
It Is well to remember that denunciation should have no part In our campaign against the saloon. Denunciation of friends and fellow lalsirers who
do not see as we do never won a battle, much less a campaign. God never
made two men exactly alike.
Intemperate zeal upon the part of many
advocates of temperance has done more
to Injure the political campaign against
the saloon than all other causes combined. Education and toleration should
be our watchwords rather than denunciation.
4. We may help abolish the saloon
by prayer. In spite of sin God’s power
Is still absolute upon the earth, and
HU people should cease not to appeal
tmto Him for help in the great struggle
against this gigantic evil. In Ills
■trength we should fight against It
and earnestly call upon Him for divine
power to bring about its overthrow.
may

BIBLE

j

READINGS.

Josh. 1. 6, 7; Prov. xx, 1; xxiii, 18-21.
29-32; Isa. v, 11; Zech. iv, 6; Hab. li.
IB, 16; Matt, xvli, 21; Rom. xiv, 14-23;
1 Cor. ill, 1-7; Gal. v. 19-26.
The

Pledge

In

Rhyme.

Christian Endeavor World recently had a competition, with 160 entries. for a rhymed version of the
The folChristian Endeavor pledge.
lowing was the choice of the judges.
Its author is Lucy G. Whitwell of
Cleveland. O.:
The

Now. trusting in the Lord for strength.
This promise I can make:
That I shall try to do His will.
To live for Jesus' sake.

#

My rule of life shall be to pray.
My Bible «Iaily read;
To help my church in every way,
Her services to heed;
Throughout the week, whene’er she calls.
Or on the Sabbath day!
I shall be there unless He leads
My steps another way.
Endeavor meeting I’ll attend.
Whene'er that meeting be;
To all my duties I’ll be true;
No silence there for me.
If hindered by the Lord, my God,
I’ll not forsetful be.
But send a consecration verse
Which may be read for me.
One Gri

Bnt

tic

and

Hopeful

i

WIFE.

good wife rose from her bed one morn.
And thought with nervous dread,
Of the pile of clothe* to he washed, and more
Than a dozen mouth* to be fed.
There were meal* to get for tl«e men In the field,
The children to fix for Mrhool,
And all the milk to be skimmed and churned
In the morning while twascool.

to

by educational Influence.

"Helpful

A

Is the direct calls.- of drunkeun ?ss cannot be denied, uor can it be so regulatas to make It possible
ed by the sta
for th‘^ saloon to exist without making
drunkards. License as a preventive of
The
excessive drinking is a failure.
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MADGE”.

•>iiimi
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most
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illutual Benefit Columu.

Object.

what is our whole system of
Christian Endeavor if it is not a series
If unconscious steps up invisible mounThe prayer meetings, in a
tains?
sense, are routine affairs, fulfilling the
pledge in our^ discouraged moments
may seem like a perfunctory obliga- j
tion, the committees like the lifeless
parts of a machine, but one great ob
ject of the society is to form habits of!
well doing, habits of confession, of devotion, of service —Rev. Dr. Francis
JBL Clark in “Fellow Travelers.”
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My friend Thatcher was very Inconsiderate of my feelings In the time that
he chose for his departure for the next
It had rained In the night and all of the wood
world. If he could only have waited
Wax as wet a* wet could be.
There were pudding* and plea to bake, beside
until his daughter Ellen was a little
A loaf of cake for teo.
better able to take care of herself. I
her
head
and
The day wa# hot
aching
should have been saved a lot of worry
Throbbed wearily as she said
and bother- As it was I had to postIf maidens but knew what good wives know.
pone my trip to Egypt for a whole
They would l»e in no haste to wed.
month until 1 could get her settled
Annie, do you know what I told Tom Brown?
with Thatcher's two maiden annts. for
Called the farmer from the well,
of course be bad made me her guardA flush crept up to his bronzed brow.
ian. The fact that I was only thirty
Hi* eyes half bashfully fell;
while she was fourteen was of no Im'Twas this, he said, and coming near,
He blushed and looking down,
portance in his eyes.
it wa* this, that you are the best.
When oiS'e appetite for wandering
town.
wife
In
And the dearest
has laid hold on a man, he knows no
so my year of
The farmer went l*ack to the field, and his wife j time nor place to rest,
travel dragged Itself out to six. betIn a smiling and absent way.
tors came at intervals from one or the
Sang Snatches of tender little songs
She’d not sung for many a day.
other of the aunts telling me that Eland
her
clothes
The pain in her head was gone,
len was well and happy. Once or twice
Were as white as the foam on the sea.
in the earlier years 1 had a brief and
Her bread was light, her butter sweet
very conventional note from the young
And golden as it could be.
lady herself thanking me for all that 1
The night came down, and the good wife smiled
had done for her. I suspected Ellen of
To herself as she softly said,
symptoms of irony In those expressions
’Ti* sweet to labor for those w love,
of thankfulness, for the only tiling
’Tis not strange that maiden* should wed.
that 1 had done was to take myself off
to the ends of the earth and leave her
Dear M. B. Friends:
to the care of Providence and her
1 am sure you will be as p?ea«ed with
aunts, not alwi/ys synonymous terms.
“C'i” poem as I have been. Perhaps yon
In the course of time I drifted back
have not realized that these different conagain to the land of the stars and
tributions to the column come to Aunt
stripes. My first days passed drearily
Madge with ail the freshness with which enough. I visited my old club, but the
and
1
doubt
if
come
of
to
they
you.
any
best chairs were occupied by men who
you read them over more tiroes than does had been
striplings when I was last In
she.
the land of civilization. My old churns
we
will
call
the
attention
of
our
Yea,
had drifted away or into matrimony
“Johns” to it, “C,” and we thank you for
and only dropped into the club now
the poetry and for the following good
and then to shed a few drops of pity
letter:
on their single brethren.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Finally 1 bethought me of my long
I send a poem for the column which, if ever It
ward and determined for the
neglected
appears In print, hope all the “Johns’* will read.
lack of something better to do to pay
It tells how a Utile praise lightened one woman's
the child a visit, so sent a note to the
burdens. I dou’t believe In flattery, but an
to apprise them of my coming.
occasional word of honest appreciation won’t aunts
I have received many severe ‘shocks
hurt any one.
in my life ami have, I trust, borne
As a rule we take too much for granted, Implying by our manner “that it is no more than them with Christian fortitude, or at
you ought to have done”.
least with pagan stoicism. I have been
I want to thank Mr. Titus through the column
turned out of my berth in an ocean
for a glimpse of Mr. Scott and his den. Since
liner in the middle of the night to shivtaking Sabbath Reading I have enjoyed his er and scorch
by turns In an open boat
letters, but now find myself turning to them,
in the middle of a sailless ocean. 1. have
not waiting to read up as I was in the habit of
been held up and courteously relieved
doing before.
of all my valuables by Greek brigands.
Since this cold snap came on no doubt most or
I have even withstood with equanimity
the sisters are making things comfortable for
winter. It was just what we needed to remind the charge of a brigade of Swiss hotel
us that winter was near, and the holidays at
keeiH’rs. but all these were as a fall of
hand. If any one has any new Ideas for making dew compared with the surprise which
Christmas gifts, 1 hope she will pass them on.
I experienced when Ellen, my little
With greetings for all,
C.
ward, came into the parlor of the cottage to give me dutiful greeting. I had
From a personal letter received from
left behind me a seraggly little girl,
Boston I quote a few sentences in referawkward and frightened. I found myence
to sunsets.
Alluding to a dear self shaking hands with a beautiful
mutual friend of ours the writer says:
young lady, slender, erect, with a calm“She said to-day, after reading The Ameriness
and self possession infinitely
can, that she didn’t know you ever had time to
look at the sunsets. What lovely ones we have
been having lately! I just enjoy coming across
the common with that lovely glow in the western

sky.
“I wish you could see the frog-pond as I saw
It to night; on tbe left is the hill where the soldiers’monument Is; on the right the land rises
gradually to Beacon street; directly across the
pond I could see that«beautiful golden glow—the
Bky; it was reflected also in the water, and the
trees, with all their branches and twigs, were
outlined against the sky.
“My teacher in botany at South Hadley opened
my eyes to the beauty of tbe trees wbeu the
leaves had fallen.”

This last idea may be a new one to
of you; let us ‘topen our eyes” and
nature in tbe trees bereft of foliage.
Our thought, I fear, has been that
the leaves fall, the glory of
tbe

cfeparts.

many

study
when
trees

_

Dear Aunt Madge:
I smiled very broadly when I read your little
ditty, and 1 smile every time 1 think of It, and
anything that will bring a smile and dry a tear
serves to brighten more than one sad heart.
1 am glad our dear editress la broad-minded
enough to weigh both sides of the question, for,
like most subjects, there are two sides, or at
least a chance for two lines of thought connected with It
“S. J. Y.M has taken up one line of thought*
and I heartily agree with her, and although the
question was stated In the affirmative, our good
Aunt Madge certainly was anxiously waiting to
bear the negative.
Perhaps, as she suggests, we do not clearly
understand her thought, but If not we will leave
her a Utile space to define it more clearly after
all the pros and cons are counted.
But my experience goes to prove that the selfsatisfied people are the most disagreeable. 1
have met a few such ones, bigoted. Intolerant of
other people’s opinions, careless of other's
Interests, sarcastic and unlovable, and. like the
Pharisee, although not much addicted to the
giving of thanks to God or their fellow travellers on life’s journey, yet like him point with
scorn and derision to those who, like the poor
publican, are overwhelmed with dissatisfaction,
and are craving for a higher life, and, like the
Pharisee, thank themselves for all the good that
has come Into their lives.
No, dear sisters, I do not believe that God
created us that way, else the Pharisee would
have gone down to his house justified after telling over his many vtitues with his head uplifted
to heaven’s fair light, and his finger of scorn
pointing to hla poorer brother. We were not
created that way, but in our pride and selfsufficiency have allowed ourselves to grow tha.
way by cultivating selfish thoughts, Interests
and purposes until we say in our self-esteem,
behold all this wealth and honor 1 have gotten
to myself, and we do not see the good there is In
others.
The good nmn standing by the kitchen window said, our neighbor has no light to-night,
while his wife, looking from the <dtting-room
window', saw a very brilliant light as If the
whole room was full ol brightness, so she
quietly stepped to her husband’s side to look
from ids point of view, and the light could not
be seen—from no fault of the neighbor’s, but
simply because of a lilac bush planted years ago
on their own lawn.
Do you see the point?
Sistbb B.
I am so glad for the expression
of
opinion these two good listers nave given
ns; I refer to “Sister B.” and “S. J. Y.”
The question is still open for discussion.
Auufc Madge is awaiting developments,
aud is very glad “Sister B.” gives her so
much credit for.broad-mindedness.

Aunt Madge.

ns I Informed the goad Indies, might
much better be preparing for the next
world. The aunts sniffed in chorus.
“Then what do you say to Mr. Cawcus?” Inquired Miss Henrietta.
“Pditica isn't bad for a man If he is
well shod and doesn't mind muddy
roads, but the woui;:^ who travels
with him is apt to get Quashed a bit.
Another sniff fr- m the aunts.
The other Candida tea were trotted
out in turn, and all seemed to mo
ipparcnily the
equally undesirable,

aunts

were

surprise!.

f

r

thgy

after

had gone ever the most likely of the
applicants only to find that my opinion
of them grew steadily more unfriendly
Miss Henrietta turned upon me with
as near a glare as her regard for the
observances of polite society would
permit and remarked In an ley tone:
“Well, Mr. Crcssley, It would appear
that your regard for the other mem
bers of your sex iu the capacity of
husband for your ward and our niece
is very low* Perhaps you are thinking
of applying for the vacancy yourself."
This was a bombshell with a vengeance. I eyed her sternly for at least
ten seconds. Then I said, with polite
emphasis. “Madam, it Is little short of
an insult to accuse me of so far presuming upon my relations with your
niece as to fall in love with her." Aft
er which 1 bowed in my very best
manner and went out.
In the hall 1 dime face to face with
Miss Ellen herself, apparently in a
great hurry to get away from somewhere. I stopped and stared at her.
She stared hack and tossed her head.
“I wouldn’t stop here If I were you."
she said. “Some one might insult you
by thinking that you were talking to
me."
“Ellen, you heard," 1 gasped. She
nodded. “Then you—you—listened”—
“At the keyhole? Yes." the replied
calmly. “Since it was my future that
was being discussed it seemed to me
that I had a slight Interest In the mat
ter.
But I newer expected"—here she
began to bristle up again—“I never expected to hear a man say that it was
an insult to be told—to have it thought
—that he—that I"—
Actually there
This would
were tears In her eyes.
never do.
“But. my dear girl, don’t you understand that I was only trying to conceal the fact that—well, that 1 am nl
ready your slave." The last words
“There it is. Now
came with a rush.
It's your turn to be-insulted.”
She looked down and then up at ine.
“If your love is an insult.” she wild
very slowly, “i think that the best that
I can do is to accept the Insult, don't
you?” And I agreed with her.
Animnln nod

Second

Sight.

It is a common belief that many animals see ghosts and future events.
Kerncr declares that they are endowed
with second sight.
This faculty is
thought to be especially strong in dogs
and horses. Storks are known to have
foreseen the burning of houses on
which they have been wont to build
their nests and to have abandoned
them, taking tip their abode on other
buildings or on trees in tlie vicinity.
No sooner had the anticipated conflagration taken place and a new house
been erected on the same site than they
returned and built their nests as before.

greater than my own.
In the days that followed my wonA
French
derment only deepened.
count marked genuine, thfc son and
sole heir of a railway magnate, a mining baron from Denver of slightly adOldeNt Clock In the World.
vanced years, but undiminished ardor,
The great clock of Wells cathedral,
and a newly risen but still rising politi- in Somersetshire, England, is very
cian with his eyes on the United States
nearly the oldest and certainly the
senate and his feet planted firmly on
most interesting of clocks in existence.
more
valuable real estate than the It was buHt in 15*22 by Peter Lightfinite mind could well comprehend foot. one of the monks of Glastonbury
w’ere
the major planets which con- abbey, six miles from Wells, where it
stantly revolved around Ellen. Then ran for 250 years until the abbey was
there was a countless number of sateldissolved by Henry VIII. and its last
lites, young college fellows, bankers, abbot hanged over the town gateway.
!
I
and
merchants.
was
regard- The clock was then removed to Wells,
lawyers
ed as a fatherly old chap whose favor where it has been running ever since.
was worth having only by virtue of the
—St. Nicholas.
relation In which I stood to the young
in
This
was
to
galling
lady
question.
A Valuable Asset.
me. as I was ready to take my oath
It was after her husband’s failure.
half
of
would
the idiots
that at least
“She acts as if she expected to reI think Miss trieve their fortune.” was the comnever see my age again.
Ellen divined my resentment or else ment. “Have
they any assets left?”
the quizzical twinkle playing about
“Oh, yes!” was the reply.
I
the corners of her eyes belled her
“What?”
thoughts.
“A daughter who is pretty enough to
I went prepared to stay three days.
be quoted high in the matrimonial
The end of a month found me still market.”—Chicago Post.
there. I had fallen head over heels in
love with my own ward. When 1 had
Extremely Small.
succeeded in diagnosing the case to my
Tom—You called on Miss Milyuu last
own satisfaction—and despair—I
condidn’t
night,
you?
cluded that I must take myself out of
Dick—Yes.
the way of danger. Accordingly I anTom—Spent the evening indulging in
nounced my intention at luncheon one “small
talk,” eh?
day. The aunts were politely sorry,
Dick—Well, her talk was eutirely too
and I could almost have sworn that small.
She said, “No.”—Philadelphia
Ellen looked sad for at least thirty Press.
seconds.
After luncheon the aunts cornered
Sadden i nic.
me in the library and asked me flatly
Professor (discussing organic and inwhat I thought about Ellen's matrimo- organic kingdoms)—Now, if I should
nial future. I protested that I hadn’t shut my eyes—so—aud drop
my head—
thought about it, didn’t know that she so—and remain perfectly still, you
had to have one and didn't know that would say 1 was a clod. But I move, I
it was any concern of a guardian’s leap. Tlieu what do you call me?
anyway.
Voice From the Hear—A clodhopper..
“Of course it’s sorfle concern of
yours,” said Miss Henrietta, the elder,
Thoughtful.
taking up the last point that I had
Mistress- Kate. I found the gas esmade and going through my argument caping in the kitchen last night. Y’ou
backward, woman fashion. “She must must never blow It out.
marry, naturally, and she must marry
Kate—I didn't, mum. I turned it out,
well,” meaning, as I guessed, that she then turned it on again to have It
must induce Dan Cupid to lead her In
ready to light in the morning.
the direction of a well grown bank account.

“Well, what do you think of the
count?” asked Miss Angela, the younger. I replied that I would rather not
think of him if she didn't mind. I
didn’t object to counts for people who
liked to spend their money that way.
hut I preferred men for myself. Miss
Angela sniffed ind then asked my opinion of the offspring of the railway
magnate. I replied that 1 considered
his whole claim to the respect and
gratitude of mankind to He in the fact
that he was not twins. Two of a kind,
of that kind at least, would have been
altogether too much for a long suffering world to bear. The mining baron,
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Fraternity Membership

If

Not Nee.
1 *»terln* college
T*1*
.gain
*
at Br»t. however
warmly aoHclted joi “
Iraternlty. At acme Institution,
which I am acquainted I

Wav down In Maliif*.
Where ®kl«# are blue »# ®M— can be,
Where *un#htn© fall* like fto't!* n rain
On fro n hill* eloping toward® the ®ea.

Wcr*

There hide# a little sunny nook,
Thlcfc#t«rre«l wltn spring’* fir*! violet#.
Far from the city** crowded street*.
The narrow life that jars and fret*.

iolu,

learning they
I olteo

suss.*,,?'

«o

Jartli™ t2?

1 abouid

ulLT

avoid them,
preferring the risk of
whatever good a
might
r.mer than that of
8
into
10
antisocial spirit.
American manhood BMdi toninlodlyidoallly of thought
In matter, of opinion we
go too much
droves.
Instead of

a?1**
-m*

fraiernlty
lulling

J"

and,eUo„P

strengthening
tendency college life should
help
Fraternity electloneercrs

.nSg'

to dragoon their victims someth*.
into
vahey of diciaion by crying: "Now *
never.
Tbla is your last
chance;
unlm
U” “ once
>uu «e

hopele„~

Meff”.
Thi,

Insults the man to
whom it t.
and. It means that when you are
known you will not be
he that men unite with
fraternities who
should they wait, would wait In
vain- V*
upper-elssamen are taken Into the
fraternitl*-* every year.
1 would
.io,
voter a
Iraternlty under this or under
any other pressure. However desirable to
be in a fraternity, auch
membership I,
uot absolutely necessary for
college ,uc
if you wish to joio,
cesa.
provided you
are worthy and your Initial
college record la good, the way will
open, even i|
you are not rushed In on the Ides of your

her,.!

u,XJ?

wanted.

Man.

Tlie factor which Is overlooked by
those who fear the ascendency of any
quixotic notion is the existence of the
average man. This individual is not a
striking personality, but he holds the
balance of power. Before any extravagant idea can establish itself it must
convert the average man. He is very
susceptible and takes a suggestion so
readily that it seems to prophesy the
complete overthrow of the existing order of things. But was ever a conversion absolute? The best theologians
say no. A great deal of the old Adam
is always left over. When the average
man takes up with a quixotic notion,
only sc much of it is practically
wrought out as he is able to comprehend. The old Adam of common sense
continually asserts itself. The natural
corrective of quixotism is Saneho Pan
zatsm. Jhe solemn knight, with his
head full of visionary plans, is followed by a squire who is as faithful as
his nature will permit. Sancbo has no
theories and makes no demands on the
world. He leaves that sort of thing to
his master. He has the fatalism which
belongs to ignorant good nature and
the tolerance which is found in easy
going persons who have neither ideals
nor nerves. He has no illusions, though
be has all the credulity of ignorance.—
S. M. Crothers In Atlantic.
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freshman October.—Success.
Where Life in

Happiness is in
Charles Wagner

a

Song.

this mind

or nowhere.
“The Simple Life”
gives s beautiful illustration of this. “h>
ray country of Alsace”, be says, “on tbe
solitary route whose Interminable ribbon
stretches on snd on under tbe forests
of
tbe Vosges, there is a stone-breaker
whom
I have seen at his work for
thirty years.
Tbe first time I came upon him. I was a
voung student, setting out with swelling
heart for tbe great city. The sight of this
man did roe good, for be was
humming a

in

song as he broke his atones.
We exchanged a few words, and he said
at the end: “Well,
good-by, mv boy. go0c
courage and good luck!” Wince theu I
have passed and repassed along that ‘■ame
route, under
circumstances the most
diverse, painful and joyful. The student
has tini-tnd his course, tbe breaker of
stones
remains what he wbh. He has
taken a few more precautions against tbe
season’s storms; a rush-mat protects his
back, and liis fill hat is drawn further
down to shield his face. Bet the forest is
always sending back the echo of his
valiant hammer.
How many sudden tempest* have broken o’er his tent back, how
much adverse fate has fallen on hi* bead,
on bis home. 01. his country !
He continues to break ht* atones,
andj coming
and going, I find him by the roadside,
smiling in spite of bis age and his
wrinkles, benevolent, speaking—at ove all
iu
dark days—those simple word- of
brave men, which have so much effect
when thev are scanned to the breaking of
stones —Success

One of nil! Xff'* J«k«*n.
When BUI Nye one day happened on
the modest sign of Major Pond, the
lecturer manager. In a window of the
Everett House, in New York, he said
to a friend who accompanied him:
“Here’s the man that incites the lecturers. Let’s go in and see if we can’t
induce him to lead a better life.” Entering. Nye removed his bat and ran
his hand over the hairless expanse of
his head and after staring about for
a
moment said, “This is Major Pond.
I believe.” “Yes, sir. What can I do
for you?” answered the major. “I want
to get a Job on the platform,” returned
Nye. “Ah, yes.” said the major slowly.
“Have you had experience?” “Well.
I’ve been before the public for a couple
of years.” "Yes? May I ask in what
capacity?” “I’ve been with Baruum.
Sat concealed in the bottom of a cabinet and exhibited my head as the
largest ostrich egg in captivity.”

IVople are Like a Tonic.
people act like a tonic or an invigorating and refreshing breeze. They
make us feel like new beings. I'rider tbe
inspiration of their presence, wt- can say
ami do things which it would be imposSome

Some

sible for

ua

to say and do under different

conditions.
One stimulates my thought, quickens
my faculties, sharpens my intellect, opens
tbe floodgate* of language aud sentiment
and awakens tbe poetic within me, while
another dampens my enthusiasm, clews
tbe door of expansion, and chills me to
There
ttie very center of my being.
emanates from biro an atmosphere which
dwarfts
paralyzes thought,
expression.—

.Success,

Banking.
I-—

Friend.

Before he was elected to be the chief
executive of the Old Dominion Governor
Montague of Virginia met an
old classmate ou the train. They had
not met for years. Mr. Montague was
a candidate for governor and the other
a plain couutry lawyer with a small
income.
“What can I do for you when I’m
governor-/” said the candidate as he
put his arm around his friend. “What
can I do for you. old hoy?"
"Just what you have done now,"
quietly replied the lawyer.
"Why. what's that'/” said the other.
"Simply put your arm around me
and call me ’old boy.' That's all I
want.” was the reply of the true friend

your money will
Invested In shares of the.
Is what

earn !f

£lls¥ortli Loan and Bnildina Ass’n.
1»

A NEW BE HIES
open, Share*, 91 each; monthly
payment*, 91 per *hare.

now

WHY PAYS RENT
when you can borrow ou your
a first mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and iutereat together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

shares, give

boyhood days.—Philadelphia La-tiger.
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“Do

particulars Inquire of

For

Lady Catherine Wyndham, daughter
of the Duke of Somerset, wife of Mr.
William Wyndham and mother of the
first Earl of Egremont, died, as was
supposed, at Orchard Wyndhams. the
family seat in Somersetshire, and was
buried in a vault beneath the Chtireh
of St. Decuman’s, near Watehet. The
sexton went down- Into the vault at
night, opened the coffin and endeavored to force a ring off her finger.
Lady Catherine awoke from her trance,
got up and lighted herself home with
a lantern which
the sexton had left
behind In fife vault when lie fled In
terror. A few months afterward she
presented her husband with twins, one
of whom tK'oame Sir Charles Wyndham and Earl of Egremont.

hiug
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he
fTlBE undersigned hereby gives notice that
X has contracted with the city of KH»w<»rt
a
ensui
the
for the support of the poor, during
for tot
year, and has made ample provision
'*•>
all
forbids
He
therefore
p«r»«»ii"
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furnishing supplies to any pauper on
count, as without his written order he win y
Hahbv 8. Jo>ts
for no
so furnished1
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Goone.

“I Bay, do you believe that story of
the goose laying a golden egg?”
“Well, it would be Just like a goose
to do such a foolish thing.”—Chums.

Turn Out Well

IEggs

fertile—when your hen*
have been fed with

—more

Yea, Alonzo, lt’s easier to get a girl to
love you than It ie to induce a tailor to
trust you.

pot ie worth two

A boll in the

the

ot your neck.

back
As

on

a

rule

an

heiress is more interesting

than she looks.

When
to on

a

the

fleet goes

on a

cruise the

crews

fleet.

The dirty-faced boy evidently wants the
earth.

i,-

ihu

seek

O drear f wall* of brick and stone!
O weary life that numbs the brain!
Horn* sick, my heart calls out for yoa.
Dear hill# of Maine!
—Florence A. Jonen »'» October LippincotVe.

of

crjticj(a

members to

smbtwletbs,
oliques^
**r- W**™ '» i»

Ah me' to know, ju«a as of old.
Where spring first spill* her violets.
To find, far from the world of men,
Some llttie nook where one forget®!

Uoyhood

be

uee

service

Again my bare, brown feel have found
The shortest way across the hill
To where lip* nut® fall earliest,
And berries redden by the mill.

The

hardly

can

them with efl.ct In
boldl,,*
bard work and
trap ary conduct.
are
They
of indeBnttely large
in
as In other
*>,
way*.
But at some
their
influence
painfully
urmS!.^
their

t> little bouse among the bill®,
I, alone exile, often dream
t stand once more within roar wall®,
1 roam once more by field and stream.

Average

net*

anywhere l suould
my ground. Fraternltl., do
good. A, they eiiat
many *

And sate within thl* sheltered spot.
There «t*n is a house, wo— grown and grey.
With 1 til garden* round about.
Where wand'rtng breeze® stop and play.

The

should

and

know

Sheridans
CONDITION
—

Powder

It make* strong, healthy chick*. Bring* pullet* to early maturity, helps hen*
through moulting and makes both lay In Winter when egg* are high. io
insure succeas in poultry raising, give Bheridau * powder to your dock daily,
In a soft mash, from hatching to tnurket age. Begin now—result* will please.
One package, 26 eta; live, $1. 3 lb. -an, $1.30* tlx, fi; express paid. .Sample poultry paper/r«
I. S. JOHNSON *

CO., Boston, Mass.
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THE ACHIEVEMENT
ii Of ALEXANDER
By BENNET MUSSON
Copyright, ISO*, by T. C. McClure
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to come to any man
Success Is snltl
The
rakes one thing seriously.
took seriously was
thi'.g Wilfred Daly
burl- |Ue. He wrote odd. fanciful litthe newspapers and
ti,. sketches for
so convinced
magazines, .and he was
of the characters ho
0f the sincerity
cat hi them that he felt rather hurt
when an editor or critic referred to his
stories as "charming nonsense-’ or ‘’de-

wiio

lightful foolishness."

After in ess another thing entered
his life which he fouml necessary to
The last item had
take seriously.
blond hair, blue eyes and a bewitching manner, and Wilfred’s meeting
with h r was due to his spending the
fumintr in the Catskills. He had decided to Stay at a farmhouse on account nf its privacy. When, lie found
that this exclusiveness did not Include
Kiss Dorothy Sibley, he had cause to
bless the general fitness of things.
He was sitting on a fence one after
noon blessing the fitness ami regarding
Alexander which ills
a goat named
ported itself in an orchard with all
the perky mannerisms of Its breed.
A pair of lawn clad arms were pres
cntly placed on the fence, and two
bine eyes looked laughingly Into his.
“Are you seeking material for a story In Alexander?" asked Dorothy.
I was criticising his
“Not at all.
nsnie." And Wilfred leaped to the

ground.

“I suppose that it was given him by
some facetious summer boarder.” said
Dorothy, regarding Alexander, who
pirouetted toward them with a look
In his eye that was half vicious, half
humorous.
"I think Rip Van Winkle would be
more In the way of a summer boarder's
name,” dissented Wilfred.
“Anyway,
I’m glad the fence Is between us and
that goat, for I suspect him of being a
villain."
‘Tlow have you been upending the
afternoon T asked Miss Sibley.

“Reading a story.”
“A good one?”
“One of njy own."
“Then the question is answered,"
Dorothy said smilingly.
Wilfred drew a magazine from his
pocket, and they strolled down the road
to n little glen.
They seated themselves In a nook which often had contained them during the summer.
“You know, I don't usually take real
people for my characters.” said Wilfred. "hut 1 couldn't resist this one. lie
Is a new member of our club,
lie Is
small, fat and fussy.
A row lie bad
witii a waiter furnished the Incident
for lids sketch, and my only fear about
It Is that when lie reads the tale, as lie
may. he will recognize himself in it and
ask the house committee to suspend me
from he club.*
A blond bead and a cnrly black bead
were soon bending over the magazine,
but Wilfred's story was unread.
“Don’t ask me to go over It again,”
he said. "I've something to tell you
this afternoon."
The "something” was told, and it
was a story in which burlesque and the
fantastic had no part—a story which
often is called old, but which keeps
the world going for all that.
When it was ended, Dorothy leaned
hack against the tree which supported
her leaned as near the tree as an enWilfred
circling arm would allow.
gazed pensively at the green and brown
Bide of a nearby mountain.
'The summer is almost over,” he said
•oftly, "and life is Just begun.”
“Or will be when you have spoken to
Unde Bryan,” Dorothy said roguishly.
“And he is to come today!” Wilfred

exclaimed.
“Yes.

What time Is It?”

“Half past 5.”
juuipeu

‘"ni)

iu nt*r rm.

wan

to lut'd him ut 5'.” slto cried.
Wilfred laughed, and they started tie
wani the road. Around a bend in It
<aui" a small, stout man clad iu a
cheek suit.
Dorothy ran to him and
greeted him affectionately.*
"It "as good of you to come to find
me. I.'ncle
Bryan. 1 intended to meet
you," she said as Wilfred approached,
“hut Wil— Mi-. Daly has heeu telling me
something”— She stopitod and blushed.
“Of course you haven’t met him. This
is Mr.
Daly; my uncle, Mr. Bryan
Ifo-V she continued formally.
“This Is the Mr. Daly whom you have
mentioned In your letters'/" asked Mr.

Ives.
‘l'es,” said Dorothy, aud she looked
at her uncle
wonderingly, for he did
not offer to shake
hands with Wilfred.
Then she gluneed at Daly and was surprised to see him regarding the older
mart with

Mr. Ives
look of horror.
one of his pockets a magaMue and turned over some of its
pages
1 have had
the pleasure of seeing
Mr. Daly at the club, though I have
not met him
before,” he said. “His acquaintance with me seems to be extensive, however.” Then be read from
the magazine:
‘He is a type easily
recognisable—red faced, rotund and
‘liolerlc. As he sits at the club table
°ne is
vaguely reminded of truffles.’
Dorothy turned with distress to Wilfred. “iie is t|je hero of
your story?"
a

<hx*w from

•no

gasped.

He js" Wilfred
said weakly.
Tlie return toward the farmhouse
tempestuous. The points of Mr.
Dos'
personality on which Wilfred had
touched in |,ls sketch were, of course,
mose about which
in* was particularly
sensitive. He was deaf to ail appeals
or
forgiveness; be was bent ou taking
Dorothy back to New York the next
aJ he was determined that she never

jras

Should
■A*

set*

they

Wilfred again.
neared the orchard in which

was

peacefully

browsing
Idea occurred to
Wilfred Daly.
"I.et us cut through the
orchard,” he
said, opening a gate.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

an

Dorothy

looked at him In
surprise,
but before she cold
stop her unele he
had walked Into the
inclosur-. aud the
gate was closed behind him.
"Dorothy, ns you love me go home
and say nothing,"
Wilfred said ear-

One

j

nestly.

Dorothy obediently started away.
Her uncle had
gone some distance before ho noticed that the
others were ;
not with him.
"What’s the matter?” he asked
sharply, turning to look for them.
“Look out!” cried Wilfred.
Hryan Ives whirled around as Alexander, with repressed determination
expressed in his lowered head and the
light of exultation in his eyes, charged
toward him.
Mi
Ives exhibited the unexpected
agility of stout people. In ten seconds
at the most he was seated
among the
lower branches of an apple tree, and
Alexander was dancing around its
trunk.
“' all that beast
away!” yelled Ives, j
"Come. Alexander,” Wilfred said
gently.
Alexander leered mockingly at the
young 'nail, pho turned his attention

ftiiLS WORTH

Week’s

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
The barge -‘An le', built for the Baltimore &
Boston Barge Co., especially for
coal carrying, with a capacity of 2.100
tons,

was

launched at Bath last

week, by

Kelley, Spear Co. She will hail from
Baltimore. Capt H. W Jelllson, of Norfolk, Va., will go In command. The measurements are: Length, 221 feet; breadth,
35.5 feet; depth, 18.1 feet. The gross tonthe

nage

Is

duplicate

The

1,098

construcPon

of

a

is well under way.

Fire broke out Friday in the powerWaterville & Fairfield Electric Railway & Light Co., situated on the
land formerly owned by the N. Totman &
Sons Co.'s mill privilege, and afterward
sold to the electric light company. The
fire spread very rapidly, and nothing

WkdmK8day, November 11,1903.
MAIN!

LAW REGARDING

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

A

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
»?. good order and tit for
shipping, is 60 pourde;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
.rood order and (It for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga *urnlps and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

house of the

cmld

he done to

save

the

plant.

The

uuiialng whs not valued for much, but
the machinery was estimated to be worth
between |6 000 and f7,000, which is about
covered
one

t»y insurance. The plant is the
used for the incandescent system of

lighting, and now the work will
auxiliary plaut until new

at the

ments are

be done
arrange-

made.

Country Produce.

Hottsr.

Creamery per lb.28
Dairy.18 §25
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.
16§18
Best dairy (new).- .16
Dutch (Imported)..
Neufchatel.a.
05
Kggs.
Fresh laid, per doz
82 935
..

Poultry.
Chickens.20
Fowl. 14 §16
liny.
Rest loose, per too...12§14

Baled..

Loose.10 912
Baled.
VpgCtHldc*.

Cauliflower,
Potatoes pk
Squash.

20

20
5
OS

Tomatoes, pk
Turnip ft
Beets, lb

Tomatoes, ft
Cabbage
Green corn doz. 12 §18 Carrots, ft
Sweet potatoes, ft
03 Beans- perqt

I)l»!nuoe

I.«ndn

Crinoline.

Chase's classes in
painting was a young chap who could
uot paint pictures much better than
he could save money, and the allowance given to him by his father was
very often gone before he knew it. One
day Mr. Chase was talking to the
class on the subject of perspective, and
this particular student did not appear
To make
to get the idea very clearly.
it plain Mr. Chase weut back to the
one

of

Mr.

rudiments to get a good start.
“Y'ott understand,” he said, “that the
farther you get away from any object
the smaller it appears?”
The young follow shook Ids head.
"No,” he replied doubtfully. “I’m uot
about that.”
Mr. Chase was provoked and not a
little surprised at such ignorance and
said so.
••It’s all right as to some things,” responded the student, ’’but not all. Now,
there’s a ten dollar bill. The farther
1
away from that the bigger it apso sure

get
pears.”
The

_

Old Clotli*** Ornament*.
rich are uot unthrifty.
why they are

probably explains

That
rich.

You have been told of tbe wealthy
wives in our New York Faubourg St.
Germain who after wearing a gown
twice or three times at most sell it to
dealer in seca certain Sixth avenue
ondhand clothes for about one-sixtb of
its original cost. Women in moderate
circumstances wbo know this dealer
at a
keep themselves in finest regalia
more
reasonable outlay. Kieh men are
thau rich
particular and less thrifty
women.
They despise the “ole do's”
down theii
man and prefer to hand
with as
cast offs to servants to do
Hut many a
seemeth good to them.
ornament in swell houses is

parlor
a new
bought with old clothes; many
kitchen is
pot or kettle in my lady's
the resuit of barter with the peddler.—
New York i’ress.

can't get perma
Sneeze sail lllow, but you
unless you purify your
net.i relief from catarrh
does this. Boothes
blood. Hood's Sarsaparilla
surfaces, removes all
and heals the luflamed
catarrh.
acrofulous taiuta, and cures
Sick headache
—Advt.

l. cured

by llood’s Pills.
,

2Sc-

Crinoline had its origin in a woven
fabric composed of hair and linen (flax)
This fabric
warp; hence the name.
was first used for shoes, then for bonnets, the word being coined in 1830.
As this article was costly and did not
extend the dress to the desired bulk
light steel hoops were fitted with tape
upon the bird cage principle. So popular was the crinoline in 1802 that the
rolling of the steel developed a great
trade in Sheffield, and one firm alone
averaged an output of from ten to fifSeveral deaths octeen tons a week.
curring by fire through the use of
crinoline killed the fashion, but Dr.
Richardson in his “Field of Diseases’*
gives an instance of a lady escaping
from the effects of being struck by
lightning by the hoops acting as conductors.
Kearranfrinff the llnala.
"You are charging me $7 a week

for
board and lodging, Mrs. Irons,” said
the gray haired person of the name of
Harris.
“May I ask how you would
What part of it is for
itemize it?
board?”
“Five dollars,” replied the landlady.
"And $2 for my room?”'
“Yes.”
“Well, if you don’t mind, Mrs. Irons,”
he said, proceeding to square up for
another week, “we’Ii consider hereafter that I’m paying $5 for lodging and
$2 for board. It will seem more as if I
were getting the worth of my money.”
—Chicago Tribune.

12 §15
10

Fruit.
25

t ran berries,

Oranges,

12 Lemons,doz
Groceries,
Klee, per lb
.06§.08
.16 §.25 Pickles, per gal .45 §.65
35 Olives, bottle
.25§.75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
.Java,
Pure elder,
.20
Tea—per ft—
.05
Japan,
.45§.65 Cracked wheat,
.04
Oolong,
.30® 65 Oatmeal, per ft
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per ft—
.04
05)$ Graham,
Granulated,
CoflTce—A & B, .05*. Kyemeal,
.04
.05 Granulated meal,ft 02)$
Yellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.65®.70
Havana,
Linseed,
Porto Rlc®,
.50
Kerosene,
13§16
.60
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
i 25
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
13 914 Hemlock,
135
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 §14 Clapboards—per M—
16 @20
Extra spruce,
24 @26
Spruce,
20 §25
Suruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 20 §40
Pine,
20§50 Clear pine,
25§50
Matched pine,
50
20@25 Extra pine,
8bingles—p‘ir M—
Laths—per M—
3 25
2.50
Spruce,
Cedar, extra
2 75
2 00
clear,
Hemlock,
'*
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per ft
.04@.06
**
extra one,
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
"
No. 1,
1 25 Lime, per cask
95
"
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7@11
White lead, pr ft .05@.l8
Provisions.
Beef, ft:
Pork, ft.
16
Steak,
.153.30
Bleak, ft
12 §.25
16
Chop,
Roasts,
.ns @.10
.C6
Corned,
Pigs’ feet,
18
Ham, per ft
16@"0
Tongues,
.05 §08
.13
Shoulder,
Tripe,
Veal:
18
Bacon,
20
Salt
j0
Steak,
10
Roasts,
10@.l4
Lard,
Lamb:
C5
Tongues, each
10 §15
Mutton,
Spring lamb, 10 a 18
Fresh Fish.
20
06
Clams, qt
Cod,

Coflee—per
Uio,
Mocha,

qt

Haddock,
Halibut,

06 Oysters, qt
16 §18 Lobsters, tb
25§30 Blueflsh,

Mackerel, each
Finnan Haddle

12

50

25
14 a

16

14

Sea trout,

12>4

Smelts,
Fuel.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 §6 50
3 00 §5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
100 @125
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
5.00
Buttings, hard

50
7 50
7 50

7 50
7 0*

Flour, Grain and Feed.
50 @55
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 25 @5 75 Shorts—bag— 1.15 § 1 25
ft
100
1
30
Mixed
bag
feed,
bag
Corn,
1 25 @1 30
1 30
Corn meal, bag
1.60
130 Middlings, bag
Cracked com,
The

Hoopoo Dird.

The hoopoo is essentially a bird of
the desert. A pretty tradition regarding the crest upon this bird’s bead
tells that tlie crest was a gift from
King Solomon in gratitude for shelter
from the midday sun provided by a
flight of hoopoos. The first decoration
of gold, but as this
a
crown
was
brought unwelcome attentions from
fowlers the monarch changed the
crown to a crest of feathers.
The characteristic note of the hoopoo is produced as follows: The bird
swallows as much air as possible and
then taps its beak upon the ground.
The escaping air produces the “hoohoo-hoo” which has earned for the
bird its popular name.—Ixmdon Mail.
Drumiix'r.M

In

King;

Henry's

When Washington Was

Inn

archy.”

answers a

A \tin*bt J-(‘aI
Yachter—Seems to

purpose.

“I.tfllp Cold*” neglected—thousands of lives
sacrificed everv year. Br. Wood’s
Norway
Pine Syrup cures little colds—cures big colds,
too, down to the very verge of consumption.
—Advt.

Uncle John—Which is right, Willie,
“I have had my boots blacked”, or “I
Willie
have bad my boots blackened”?
I guess neither ain’t right, Uncle John.
Yon should ssy,
My boots need black-

J. Noonan, of Lee, Mass.,
the

by

use

after three doctors had failed
relief.

cured of

was

of

utterly

to

give her

Mrs. Noonan says:
“

I

was run

almost

down with stomach trouble.

impossible

for

different doctors did
to take Dr. Greene’s

first.

Now I

am

It

was

Three

anything.
good. When I began
Nervura I improved from the
to eat

me

me

no

well.”

Dr. Greene’s Nervura is recommended and sold
all reliable

druggists.

Write to his

br

Dr. Greene’s advice is free.

office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.

Mwcjfiru

NATURE’S OWN CURE
Hyomei Cures Catarrh Without
Dangerous Drugging of the Stom-

*£odwif

ach.

Hyomei was discovered
possible to truthfully say
that a remedy for catarrh was known.
This remedy is breathed through
the Hyomei inhaler for a few minutes
four times a day, and during that time
every particle of air taken into the
lair passages and lungs is impregnated
with the germ-killing and health-giving Hyomei. It is the only treatment
Not until

has it been

JWi

that cures catarrh.

Stomach drugging often causes dis
ordered digestion or brings on some
other diseases and never makes a permanent cure of catarrh. Hyomei not

only kills the germs in the throat and
nose but penetrates to the minutest
air cells in the luugs and enters the
blood with the oxygen, killing the
germs in the blood. It frees the mucous membrane from poisonous microbes and gives perfect health.
A complete outfit costs but SI.00,
and includes an inhaler, dropper and
sufficient Hyomei for several weeks’
treatment.
G. A. Parcher has so much faith in
the merit of Hyomei that he agrees to
return the money to any purchaser
who may be dissatisfied.

*
■

To read your sign people must go
to it.

Send

using

your

an

sign

to the

people by

American want ad.

bring homes to
properties and bring
satisfaction to buyer and seller.
American want ads get anything
you want, or sell anything you have
American want ads

the homeless; rent

to sell.

Thousands of people in Hancock

County

want
read TnE American
column every week.
If your want ad is not there they
are not reading it.

A;iWA**' I

LA.N

3ai;s^:s

i

If Because it Cures. 3
A

BROWN’S
INSTANT
RELIEF

I

1
s

■ will not disappoint yon.
I once, a specido for

It stops all pain nt
jgj
and l.owel B
DyspepsiaHeadache.
H
the

I troubles. Neuralgia,
Clrippo.
■
Money Refunded if it. fails when U'od u
H as directed. All dealers sell it. Prepared by B
Norway V edicine ('o.,
■ Send for Testimonials.
Norway, Maine. B

Or. Emmons’

happiness to
Monthly Regulator has brought
hundreds of anxious women. There is positive*
science
ly no other remedy known to medical
work.
that will so quickly and safely do the
from
obstinate
and
most
irregularities
Longest
Success guarany cause relieved Immediately.
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger, orlnter-

dren and adults have
mod for other diseases,
indigestion, with a
foul tongue; offensive
full belly with ooea1 jiainsnhoutthenavel;
ill; Itching of the nose:
grinding of the teeth ;
leep; slow fever; and

uguratcl.

On the occasion of Washington's second inaugural many of the members
of congress were desirous of waiting
on him in testimony of respect as chief
A motion was made to
magistrate.
adjourn for half an hour for the purpose. which, however, met with great
opposition as a species of homage—"it
was setting up an idol dangerous to
liberty; it had a bias toward mon-

^

The World’s Greatest Tonic

Time.

King Henry V. had a band which
discoursed sweet music during his expedition to llartleur, each member being recompensed for his services with
the sum of 12 pence per diem. When
the citizens of London were mustered
in the thirty-first year of the reign of
Henry VIII. we hear that "before every standard was appointed one dromslade at the least.” Each company of
100 men at this time possessed a couple of drummers.—Ail the Year Round.

experiment th®

Dr. Greene’s Nervura

ft

Experience.
me
you had a
squally time at your house last night.
Birds That I.ay Four Eggs.
Young Father— Yes, indeed; The tenThe spotted sandpiper and kllldeer
der Willie, with what might be termed
and
other
snipe
i “bare poles.” was caught by a spankplover and most of the
plover lay four eggs at a clutch. The ing breeze astern.—Town and Country.
or
on
the
in
the
nest
eggs are arranged
bare ground with their small ends toPop'll Grievance.
gether, and as they, are pyriform in
Mother—Tommy, stop asking your
The
father so many questions. Don’t you
shape they join in to perfection.
see it annoys him?
eggs of the snipe and plover groups
are proportionately exceedingly large
Tommy—Why, mother, it’s not the
and
the
for the size of the bird,
saving questions that make him angry. It’s
of space by this arrangement undoubtbecause he can’t answer them.—Punch.

edly

Mrs. M.

and

doctors argue

worse!

serious stomach trouble

.85§.45
25 §30

doz

the

patient gets

—

Pea.

Apples, pk

While

\

Die.

Argue—Patients

18

25
02
03
04
02

Yellow-eye

—

In

Doctors

straw.

dinner of the Maine society
of New
York, composed of Slate of
Maine gentlemen residing in greater New
York, occurred ou Nov. 10 at 7 30 p. in. at
Hotel Manhattan, N. Y. Judge James
MtKeeu is president of the Maine society
of New York.
The annual

to Mr. I ves.
‘‘Sir," be said. “I have done you an
Injustice, and I regret it but the happiness of two lives is too great a penalty to pay for such an offense. First
r
I must make my most humble apoloA Wonder of i'recoclty.
gies for wounding your sensibilities.
Christian Heinocker was born at LuThen I must tell you that I shall
beck on tlie (5th of February, 1721.
wound them more, for if you do not *
When <«uly ten mouths old he could rewithdraw your objection to my atten- j
word spoken to him.
At
tions to your niece I shall at once go ; peat every
twelve months of age he had memoto the farmhouse and call all its occurized all the principal events in the
pants to witness your present posiPentateuch.
Before he had finished
tion.”
his second year of existence he had
At the end of this stilted speech Mr.
learned all the historical parts of both
Ives looked down at the capering Alexthe Old and the New Testament. At
ander and considered. Wilfred started
the age of three he could reply correctaway.
ly to all questions put to him regard“Hold on!” cried Ives.
“Let me
ing universal history and geography,
think.”
and in the same year he learned to
As he thought a dormant sense of
both Latin and French.
humor asserted itself, and at the end speak
in ms rourtu year lie employed nis
oi’ five minutes his features suggested
time in studying religions, especially
this feeling.
the history of the Christian church.
“(let that infernal goat away,” he
He was not only able to glibly repeat
said.
all that he had read, but was also able
\\ llrred opened the pate. Alexander
to reason with considerable of judgcharged madly and with such speed
ment and to give his own opinion of
that he shot into the road. Wilfred
things in general. The king of Denstepped into the orchard, again closing
mark wished to see this wonderful
the gate and leaving Alexander vainly
child, so he was taken to Copenhagen.
butting the fence. Then he and Mr. j
After his return to Lubeek he learned
Ives took the jshart* cut to the fann- I
to write and was beginning on the
house, and when they approached that
study of music and mathematics; but,
building they were arm in arm.
his constitution being very weak, he
#
took down and died on June 27, 1725,
Study!iik on the Cara.
four years, four months and
“We have something of a reputation aged
twenty-one days. What a wonderful
out west for hustling,” suit! a business
record for such a short life!
man fropt Kansas City, “but I never
saw such persons as New Yorkers,
Ilnttered Locks.
both men ami women, tot working on
In Abyssinia one method of doing
the tnVley tars, the elevated and the
the hair that Is adopted by warriors is
ferryboats. 1 wonder the companies
the market place, buy a
don't IimI some plan for renting desk- to stroll into
it upon
It is cus- pound of butter and, putting
room in public conveyances.
the top of tlie hair, stand still while
tomary to see men reading on the cars
When the
the sun arranges things.
everywhere, but you have to come to
hair Is thus dressed with melted butter
New York to find half the passengers
the Abyssinian knows that fate cannot
on a car correcting typewritten manulie is a picture
or will not touch him.
script, humming over music scores,
of well dressed elegance done in oils.
casting up accounts iu little memoranAnother style is to tress the hair, and
dum books or on the buck of an entress means something. A young
velope and poring over shorthand les- every
warrior with a head of liair untressed
Persons studying foreign lansons.
is of no account. He has not yet killed
guages read them aloud on the cars,
a man.
Wbep, however, he has done
and nobody appears to pay any attenso all
his hair is shaved off except
tion to them except visitors from other
to make one tress, which is of
cities, who are not accustomed to see enough
the same signification as a notch on a
such ostentatious industry at home.
pistol stock. After that every man he
They don't do that even in studious kills entitles him to add another tress
Boston. I huve noticed that advertiseuntil as a conquering hero of 100 tressments for lost manuscripts and notees he is a formidable man to try conbooks constantly appear in the newsclusions with.
papers.”—New Y’ork Times.
Enchantment.

Rtfenticmm*.

MARKKTfe.
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convulsions.
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Is the beat worm remedy made. It has
H
been in use since 1 s51. is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where H
n
no worms are present it acts asnTonic,
and corrects the condition of the muH
cous membrane ot the stomach uud
H
bowels. A positive cure lor Constipation and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
of children. Brice 35 cts. Ask your H
K
druggist lor it.
Or. J. F. TKi’E A CO., Auburn, Me.
■
Special treatmeutforTmpe Worm*. Free Puiuptyet.

K|

EZiIiSWORTH

STEAM
AND
“NO

of
ference with work. Have relieved hundreds
The most difficases where others have railed.
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
of ladles
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds
whom we never see. Write for further particuj
not
out off
I>o
advice.
confidential
lars and free
Retoo long. All letters truthfully answered.
under
member, this remedy Is absolutely sale
leave*
and
condition
every possible
no after ill effect upon the health. Sentby mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should bo
Troregistered. Dll. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170
mont St., Boston, Mass.

positively

I I HIPC Who Have Used Them
LAD LO Recommend as the BEST
OH.
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
U*ed for year* by ieeding specialiat*.

Hundred* of teat!,
monials. A trio will convince you of their intrinsic value
in earn of *unpremion.
Send ten cert* for smnpl* and
book. Ail iirUKKMt^ orby mail $1 JO box.

KING MEWIN' CO.. C.ix 1930. BOSTON, MASS.

LAUNDRY
BATH BOOMS.

PAY, NO

WASHEK.”

All kinds of laundry work done at short ntloo. Goods called for and delivered.
H. «. ESTKY A CO.,
Ellsworth. *»f.
West End vTulve,

High Grade Double Barrel Shot Gun, equal to
any $25 gun made. 1M.08 for Single Barrel.
Send lor catalogue. (Mention this paper.)
BOSTON. MASS*
TRt. P. BLAKE CO..

—
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The Ellsworth

American—only COUNTY Paper.

PUBLISHED

Pacific coast states a systematic attempt is being quietly made to convince the people of that section that
the advantage to all that part of the

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

country in the trade with the Orient

Che dl&tuovth American.
LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

MRS. ELIZA J. WHITING.

To the Editor of The American:
It may be tbat you will like to print tbe

destroyed if the canal should
The argument is based npon
fact that the geographical position

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

letter, wbicb concerns a actjsct
great importance to all tax payers in
Maine. Tbe circumstances under which

enclosed

be built.

BY THE

of

the
of the Pacific coast is such that the
products of that part of the country

HANCOCK COT STY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
year; $1.00 for six
mouths; If paid
months; 50 cent* for
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and S* cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Bute*—Arc reasonable, and will
be ma le Known on application.

Subscription Price—$2 00

a
three

it

was

written

An

marked advantage over
otbei sections in the trade with the
Orient, and that all importations will
will have

Interesting Dijwussion.
Harbor, Nov. 9,1903.

An

Southwest

will be

AT

will cell

we

lying

able farm

near

X,

Business communications should be addressed
and all money orders made parable to The
EllsHancock county Publishing Co.,
worth, Maine.

of

owns

tbe shore at

mine,
a

valu-

a

point

potent
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The President’s message to Congress, now in extra session, is a forceful appeal to that body in behalf of
It
the commercial treaty with Cuba.

a.

the treaty is not made effective

©MoVu

rn.

&:45
p. ni-

19 ZZ \

Fhst
y

on

Quarter &l

0:3*

principles

formal announcement of Perry W.
Richardson, of Tremont, that he will

to

STATE OF MAINE.

cime

date.

Very respectfully,
Charles F. Dole.
1 have thought more of our talk concerning
the laud, and, on the whole, it seems to roe well
to write to you briefly how the matter looks to
us, and franaly to ask you to consider whether
it is not fair to all for me to carry out the plan
which I shall suggest at the efid.
1. No one doubts your legal right to refuse
to sell your land, or to ask an impossibly high
price for It. But I submit the human consideration. Here is land which you are in no way
using yourself, and which your present policy
forbids other human beings from using, who
would at once put the land to the uses of hap-

is what Great

Pond says this week.

The

price of lobsters has
The faces of tbe
lobster fishermen have dropped twelve
wholesale
to 12

cents.

Inches.
_

More

By the Governor.

mayflowers!

Gracia,

Alderman

of

the

little

H. H. Hooper, of

daughter
Ellsworth, sends to the editor of The

A PROCLAMATION.
In observance of the custom established by
forefathers and conforming to the proclamation of the President, I, John F. Hill, Governor of Maine, hereby designate
our

American

a

picked Nov.

4.

nice

bunch

of

piness.

mayflowers

Twenty-sixth day of

'lay of public thanksgiving to Almighty and the late
departure of wild geese,
God for the multitude of blessings which we
each by tbe close observer of such signs,
have received at His hand aud for the expresis said to be evidence infallible.
sion of our gratitude for His loving kindness.
On that day let all unnecessary labor be suswas
The little village of Marlboro
pended, and in oar homes and accustomed
places of worship let us unite in making thte-a raised to a high pitch of excitement last
time of grateful and heartfelt thanksgiving.
Friday when it was found that three tame
The year now approaching its close has been ! foxes
belonging to Coleman Hodgkins Lad
one of prosperity to the State &r,d the Nation.
escaped. The whole village, armed with
To the highest degree we have enjoyed every j
rifles, shot guns, crow bars and broad
blessing of civilized life, and a» we give thanks
with several dogs, chased
to Him whose watchful care ruletb over all, let axes, together
the poor animals all day before bringing
us rtincml er the unfortunate and needy that 1
them down.
they also may share in our prosperity.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
The slaughter of porcupines still goes
this sixth day of Noveml«er, In the year of
on in Washington county, and neither
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
j
three, and of the independence of the United the zeal of the hunters nor the supply of
States of America the one hundred and : porcupines
is exhausted,
though tbe
as a

_

inis

E. C.

Burleigh.

announcement

prise,

only

comes as a

because

sur-

it

is well
known that Mr. Burleigh is a candidate for renomination, but also benot

j

j

day will be neid in Surry Baptist church
Thursday afternoon and evening, December 3.
The printed programme will be
used.
Tbe

would

attempt

that

strong

4

been

The

backing, in the field.
allegation that Mr. Fellows

is

in the field for congressman on the
theory that Mr. Burleigh is to contest
Senator Hale’s seat is promptly given
its

qnietnB by

the Kennebec

Journal,

which says:

gress."
Mr. Fellows’ announcement clears
It
the local political atmosphere.
takes him out of the State senatorial
race, and leaves th“ field at present to
William A. Walker, of Castine, and
Sumner P. Mills, of Stonington, both
of whom have formally announced

candidacy.

Friends of

an

isthmian

canal are

somewhat alarmed by reports from
the West which indicate that in the

Thompson,

Trenton,

whose decease

was

Fire at Belfast. 4
three-story wooden block, owned by
F. B. Knowlton, was badly gutted Monday by a Are which originated in the
third story, occupied by a young men’s
club. The loss was nearly flO.OOO, partially covered by insurance.
The losses are estimated as follows:
B.
On the baiiding, about f2,500; F.
Knowlton, dry goods, the Arat Aoor, |2,800; Stephenson A Sargent, confectioners,
Arst Aoor, f2,500; W. H. Clifford A Son,
hairdressers, second Aoor,|250; Miss Etbei
A

THOMPSON.

well-known

s

brief

to

reference

made in last

week’s

at 7 p.

|

m.

Prayer meeting Friday evening
UNION

CONO’L, ELLSWORTH

Sunday, Nov. 15—Sunday

at 7.30.

FALLS.

school at 11.30

a. m.

Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
BAPTIST.

Rev. David

Kerr, pastor.

Sunday, Nov. 15— Morning service at
Sunday school at 11 45. Junior C.
C. at 6 p. m. Praise and preaching ser-

10.30.

vice at 7.

Prayer meeting Fridty at 7.30 p. m.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. no.;
Mr. Kerr.
Surry—Services Sunday at 2.30 and 7
p. m. Mrs. Kerr.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 15—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

a. m.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday, Nov. 13— Prayer and conference
meeting at 7 30.
Sunday, Nov. 15—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
The sole motive for substitution is to
permit the dealer to make tbe little more
profit paid by the sale of less meritorious
medicines. He gains; you lose. Therefore accept no substitute.

jneaown

te,

litre arc ihcuub oi

uura,

gu«u

your farm.
You are hi 111 allo wed to hol l It within a trifle
Aud
of Us old valuation as fanning properly.
on the strength of this exemption, evidently
unjust to others, you bar out the kind of friends
and neighbors, whom we snould welcome, and
whom the town itaelr needs, aud whose building of houses would benefit a number of people, carpsoters and masons, etc
5. W hat ought I to do? 1 have no voice In
the town, but Is it not right for me. as I feel, to
petition to the town officers asking that they will
alter their policy of exempting the value of
choice shore lots to the plain injury of the town
of Treroont? Is it not fair that we ask, not
necessarily that they will at once mark up all
the property to Us actual selling value, but that
they will begin this course at once? Is It not
quite fair, for example, that when any owner
has refused a bona fide offer, as you have just
done, of $600 for a single acre. In a corner of
your woods which one can tcarccly see from
your bouse, the assessors should at least add
that value, if no more, to the vaiuutlon of the
farm; and that they should coutluue to make
such additions of offers of cash refused, till me
property stands near Its average selling value?
I cannot think wherein this would be unfair,
in fact, I believe that the new policy would be
better for you. I have, you know, always held
that every acre of land which you sell to a bona
fide purchaser with Intent to bull 1, leaves all
the rest of your land more valuable than it was
before the sale was made. You thus see how
far I urn from any wish to do yoti even the
semblance of a wrong
1 honestly believe that In your late refusal of
$600, and your discouragement to prospective
good nelgnbors, you did the community and
Let me add that I
vourself also an injustice
am not one of those who personally h »ve ai y
special wish to see this quiet shore frequented.
Nevertheless, I am
I am content as it Isbound to believe that in a plain issue of justice
like this, one must sav what seems fair aud tor
Yours truly,
the greatest good of ail.
Charles F. Dole

given

I

J. P. Simonton, pastor.

Sunday, Nov. 15—Morning service at
10.30. Suuday school at 11 45.
Preaching

Adams,

At the grave the solemn and
masonic burial services were

impressive
performed hy Mt. Desert lodge, of which
Mr. Thompson bad been a consistent
member for many
Mr. Thompson

years.
was

born

on

The Windsor hotel

Thomp-

son’s island, June 15, 1828 He cime of
his
grandfather, ;
revolutionary stock,
Col. Cornelius Thompson, having served
in the Revolution, as captain of a priva- j
teer, when but tweuty-one years old. j
He moved from Beverly Farms, Mass., to
Hull’s Cove prior to 1789.
i

absence of

I

was

saved

only by

good

servants when

they

they

sleep,
anything

should,
pale, thin,

was

many years,

and

later

constructed

the

toll-bridge connecting Mt. Desert island
His death occurred
with tbe main land.
in 1888.
Kendall K. Thompson was educated at
the common schools of tbe town, and at
Brownvilie academy, after which he

|I
!

the:

they keep

Peptiron Pills
(Chocolate-coated)

Strengthen the

j make

The favorites—You all know them

they

and

nerves

servants of them;
both medicine and

good
are

food for them and the

brain;
ironize the blood, give healthy
color to pale checks, lips and
ears, create an appetite, aid
digestion, and promote refreshing sleep.

Peptiron Pill* arc prepared only by
C. I. HOOD CO., proprietor* Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Lowell. Maas. Price 50c. or *1.

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main Street

Professional

J)R.

Carts.

bunker.
OF BAB

HAKBOK,

wishes to announce that hereafter he will give
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
the

Eyp, Nose,

Throat and Ear.

Office equip|K*d with all the modern instruments and appliances for the examination and
treatment of these diseases,
Easy actress to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

Y,

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

T-

Offices in Manning
Dr .1. E. Manning.

Block, formerly occupied by
Office open uayaini night,
on professional calls.

except when absent

TELEPHONE.

J)R.

H.

GREELY,

DENTIST.
etraduate of the Philadelphia Denial ccUejr*
Jane of '76
•w-OyricK in Gii.k»' Block. KLL.wo.ru
i'toned Wednesday afternoon, until furtbei
otlce.

Host.
T 08T-Between West Hancock and^^La^
Jj moine. gold watch, filled case*. New
York Standard make.
Finder please com-

municate with Cuba C. Hodgkins. I.araoine.

l2Hantrt>.

to

All new

plays.

New Specialties.

MONDAY NIUUT, the beautiful
“A TRUE KEN-

society drama
TUCKIAN.

Special scenery.

Prices 10,20 and 30c.
Tickets now on sale at Wlggln
Ladies tickets limited to ‘.*00.

&

I flr»t n*ed Ayer's Them- Pectoral 53 T#ttl
I have Men terrible <•**•* f
cnretl by it. | »nt never without tt
AtBbUT «. Hamilton. Marietta.
Ohio.
2V.. flflr., pl.00.
-T. r. ATKP

luw«TE

a*n
ease*

00’

for

MMteMMMMtetena

Consumption
Health demands daily action of th
bowels. Aid nature with Ayer's

Pills.

C.A.

PA R C H

APOTHECARY.

Moore’s.

atmrrtisnnrnta.

HOriE BANKING SYSTEH
Savings Dept., First National Bank,
ELLSWORTH.

'T'YPEWWTINa-Of all kinds done ».th
JL
neatness and
dispatch, at the law office
of L. F. Giles, Bank Block, Ellsworth. Julia
F. Billinotok.
cut cord wood.
Box 672, Ellsworth, Me.
CHOPPERS'"
t''

ER,
Maine

jfor Salt.
home at Town Hill. Eden
50 acres. Good field and
18 tons of hay. Two storv
large stable, all In good repair. Location, 8 miles from Bar Harbor and Northeast
Harbor and 6 miles from Guarr.v ville, whers
there are good markets for any farm products.
Very good location for a country hotel.
Splendid view of the mountains. Will sell on
easy terms or will rent for a term of years
The only reason why I wish to sell is that I am
not aole to work the farm on account of my
age.
Apply to E. M Hamok, West F.den, Me
m

The
they

be

Pectoral

pasture.
house,

Are

and

Fat
of
HOUSE—My
Cuts 15

2Tbt>crt ism ntta.

tyrannical

Thompson’s Island, where
engaged in building shtps for

helps,

Nourishing food comes next.
Then, a medicine to controi
the cough and hea! the
lungs.
Ask any good doctor.

tbe

William Thompson—Kendal! K. Thompson’s father—was horn In Eden April 12, are strong;
masters
1792. While serving on board of a prlva- j
weak—when
are
when
teer in the war of 1812, be was captured I
will not let you
by tbe English and taken to Halifax, N. j
9., thence to a prison ship In one of the] nor
as
nor do
eat,
English ports, from which be was trans- j
when
ferred to Dartmoor prison, and there con*
you
fined until the close of tbe war.
He
and miserable.
! you
subsequently married Aimeuia, daughter
of Dr. Kendall Kittredge, of Mt. Desert,
on

three

Cherry

wind.

|

and settled

nature

nearly every case of consumption will recover. Fresh
air, most important of all.

Webster, tenement, second floor, small;
; Ellsworth,
Dr. Fowler, tenement, third floor, email.

your property a-'well us to the property
others, and add to (he power of your town by
their new taxes, and help us ail to i*c»r our
burden, and you practically turn one after anYou are practically exempted
other away.
from paying any taxes up >n the new value
which the coming of summer residents has

NOTES.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev.

4,
officiating.

to

at 7.30.

"Whatever Inspiration, if any, may have
been behind this report, it is only just to the
public to say that it is utterly and absolutely
without foundation. Congressman Burleigh is
not a candidate for the United States Senate.
The prominent part which is borne, to-day, in
national counsels by the two able men who represent Maine Id that body has contributed immeasurably to the prestige of our State, and
been of Inestimable value to our citizens. Nowhere in the life of our country does length of
service count for more than iu the work of Con-

their

CHURCH

with

a

of

K.

people as neighbors, who would bulM houses on
your land, and who would bring other good
people and add to the value of property here-

attorney-generalship

himself

Kendall
citizen

K.

Monday, Nov. 16

following

j recently

is to be attributed to some of his warm
friends, for it is haidly likely that he
another Hancock county man—Col.
H. E. Hamlin—already, and with so

KENDALL

$10,000

commencing

account of the storm last Satur-

on

Give

known

_E.

M. Adams, of the Con-

1 SolldWeek 1

list
of patents have
granted to Maine inventors:
H. P Churchill, Portland, speed indicaj tor; F. Hanson, Hollis Centre, rotary harsay that the rumor of his candidacy ! row; G. T. Pratt, Weatbro >k, insulating
for senator did not emanate from him;
material; A. Stevens, Westbrook, cutting
and it is probable that connecting his apparatus; F. B. Tupper and G. M. Austin, North Berwi< k, pan.
name with the

of Hancock county, or possibly a candidate for attorney-general.
It is due Mr. Fellows, however, to

the grave, Rev. J.

gregational church, officiating.

Hancock Hall,

Seaside Local I nion.
Tbe postponed meeting of Seaside local

j union

is has been “in the air” that Mr. |
Fellows was to be a candidate either
for senator from the western district i
cause

many esti-

Smusrnunta.

j

well

eight years.
qualities, and made many friends
Mr.Thompson wa-*a man universally reduring her long stay here who will spited, and was beloved by ail who knew
sincferely mourn her loss.
him for bis strict integrity and uprightFuneral services were held in Massa- ness. He was a
good citizen, always ready
chusetts Friday and the remains brought
co assist the needy, and his death will be
to Ellsworth Saturday morning for in- a
great loss to this community.
terment.
Prayer services were held at
M. H.

quanti-

treasury of the State promises to be.
By the Governor.
Millard Andrews, of Nortbfleld, probeably
JOHN F. HILL,
j has tbe record for the
largest number in
Byron Boyd, Secretary of State.
one week, his best week being seventytwo of these animals, and it will be readily
About Politics.
seen that at twenty-five
cents each, It
Interest is lent to the political sitweek’s work. His
made a very good
uation in this corner of Maine by the second best week was
sixty-two of these
formal announcement of Hon. Oscar animals. Fred
Colson, of Wesley, comes
F. Fellows, of bucksport, speaker of j a close second witn sixty-six as bis beet
the present House, that he is to be a ! week, but as he killed two bears during
candidate for the nomination for Con- the week his total bounty money for the
week will exceed that of Mr. Andrews.
gross in the third district to succeed

was

mable

j

twenty-eighth.

He

He
was
county.
appointed postmaster at West Trenton
under President Buchanan's administration, and served continuously for thirty-

1 doubt the moral right of our standing thus
in the way of the use of the means which the
,
This view holds
good God has furnished.
est*eclally with regard to land. You did not
make this beautiful shore. It is rather an acciHe then
taught school a few terms.
dent that it is in your hands. No one grudges
weut to Georgia and operated a large
you the honest value which happen-* to accrue
sawmill for a time. Here be became acto it, but why should you adopt a policy which
for years prevents its use and enjoyment?
quainted with Miss Amanda Clark, of 8t.
2. Suppose you say that others may pay Mary’s, Ga., and tbey were married Feb.
you your price, and that this price is equltaole. 15,1852. They had three children—WilThis brings me to a question of both moral and liam T., Clifford N., of Trenton, and Allegal justice. Your property here would seem menia, of Ellawortb, who, with their
easily to be worth according to your own estimother, are Itving and mourn bis loss.
mate not less than fifteen or twenty thousand
After Mr. and Mrs. Thompson came
dollars. I am not going to place it so high.
Call its value any day about a third of your home from Georgia they moved into tbe
bouse near the Island end of Mt. Desert
estimate, say six thousand dollars. I believe I
could get a purchaser any time at that figure.
The profit of a gold mine depends, not on the ,
Now, you are still assessed at only fifteen hun
dml dollars. This is only one hundred dollars amount of rock crushed under the stamps, but
upon the amount of gold which can be extracted I
more than my little property.
from the rock. lu a similar way the value of j
If the assessment Is right for me, It is surely the food which Is eaten does not depend on the
which Is taken Into the stomach, but
quantity
a
third
of
wbat
you ought
hardly more than
upon trie amount of nourianineut extracted j
equitably to pay upon. I submit that this is ! from it by the organs of nutrition and dlgea- i
lion. When these orga us are dis-xsed they fall!
not fair to your neighbors or to the town.
Your property, as compare*! with our property, to extract the nourishment In sufficient
ties to supply the need* of the several organs of
does not bear nearly its share of taxation.
tne body, and these organs cannot work with
The
result
Is
heart
Moreover, other’s property represents labor out nourishment
and saving, but this increase of the value of “trouble,” liver "trouble” and manv another
ailment. I>r. Fierce’s Golden Medical Discovno
service
w^ich
land
your
represents
anyone ery. acting on every organ of the digestive and
>o
far as it nutritive system, restores It to health and vigor.
has ever done upon your land.
It cures diseases remote from th*? stomach
comes to you, it is like a clear gift which you
through Die stomach lu which they originated.
have not earned. Yet you stand in the way of “Golden Medical
Discovery” contains neither
alcohol nor nan-uDca.
its u*e.
3. isut I should let this unfairness of your
tax, as compared with others, pass and not
concern myself with It, and l»enr the injustice
with smiling face, if ii were not for the fact that
this unjustly low tax upon your land is what
you rely upon in your policy of holding the
laud out of human use or enjoymeut, until you
ELLSWORTH.
V.
can reap a great price for Us sale.
As loug as you are exempted from paying as
others of us pay, you can easily refuse to sell.
If the town marked your land up,As the law of
the State requires, to somewhat near Its actual
selling price, say five or six thousand dollars,
you would be glad to sell a little of the land, as
you easily could at any time.

_

Indications point to an open and easy
Beavers
winter, eays a correspondent.
and muskrats are building
high, the
round tree berries are unusually scarce,
early flowers showing second blossoms,

November, Instant.

injury

greatest possible good for Ail, which
really tbe application of tbe ideas of
justice and tbe golden rule.

———

dropped

an

16

Don’t forget the

snow

is

tbe

that he will be a

tbe 7lb.

Sixteen inches of

Congressman

dog-in-the-manger policy

to everyone concerned.
Tbe fact Is, what we want in America is

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Winter

the

I therefore ventured to write tbe letter
X. calling bis attention to the fact tbat

tbe

a

candidate for the same office.

Thursday,

State legislature.
the
throughout

of her husband in October, 1899. After thia she went to Newton
Centre, and made her home with her only
uutil the death

daughter, Mrs. &. B. Bowen.
Mrs. Whiting was a lady of

Ahuciusrnscnts.

lector and treasurer ten years
In 1871 be represented bis district in the

here

resided

and

Elis worth,

shore

of

and other such.

Prospect Harbor,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11,1903.

retner

taxation, nnd 1 believe tbat
this loose method of assessment is agaiust
tbe interest of all concerned, including X

candidate for renomination as
county commissioner, and by the announcement of Capt. S. O. Moore, of

—

a

narrow

County politics has received an impetus during the past week by the

be

a.10

for

ing what others do, and what tbe assessors permit, but 1 stand for democratic

by

adequate legislation.

PHASES.

U.il

people,

with very

peculiar

spite

22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30__
MOON'S

offer

to

scrubby acre of laud
Issue, died at his home on Thompson’s
frontsge. This
island, Trenton, Nov. 2, 1903, in his sevenwill be an extraordinary proceeding land is not assessed at f50 an acre.
Funeral services were
^pld
i have no quarrel with X, who is a ty-sixth year.
Now,
and
in
in
the
face
of
this
message,
if,
at his house on Wednesday afternoon,
friend of mine, and who is only dogood
relations to Cuba,
of our
of Ellsworth,
Rev. J. M.
Nov.

18 19 20 21

]5 J6 J7

to my knowledge, X refused
of fOOO from
very desirable

Recently,
an

Mm. Eliza J. Whiting, of Newton
Centre, Mass., died at Fitchburg, Mut.,
Thursday eight, aged eighty-two years,
five months.
Mrs. Whiting was a native of Brighton.
Mass., bat shortly after her marriage to
the late Samuel Kidder Whiting, she
moved

friend

excellent

whom

a

follows:

areas

where it is scarcely of any use for agriculbut is in demand for building sites
have to enter through the ports of the ture,
for summer residents.
Pacific coast, while if the canal were
Friends of mine, aud others, have recompleted, there would be compe- peatedly sought to obtain land from X
tition from the east and from Europe. upon which to build. But inasmuch as
It is not known whether this argu- the assessors still value the farm at subinfluence with stantially tbe old value of a generation
ment will have
the present delegation in Congress, ago, X is able to decline advantageous
but it indicates that strong interests offers, to keep tbe laud and market, and
to prevent tbe Datura! increase of tbe
in the country are opposed to canal
growth of tbe town, and tbe prosperity
construction.
which attends tbe building of new

to,

bridge, where he lived until hi* ri<*th.
lu 1868 he was chosen treasurer and agent
and also one of the directors of the Ml.
Desert bridge corporation, .which offices
be held at.tbe time of bis death.
He was a prominent and influential
citizen of Trenton, was elected to responsible offices in the town, serving as col-

OBITUARY.

(Tortfsponticnrc.

Address

IRL—A capable girl for general houseI
work; good wages and good home.
Address 9 Holtkn St., Peabody, Mass.

WOOD—75 cords
HARD
Ellsworth Falls, Pine
West Side

to be delivered at
street, and East
grammar schools, for which
the market price will be paid.
Inquire of or
address
G. B. Stuart, Supt. of Schools.
and

40 to
to

li-g.il ITottus.
To

ail persons interested in
tates hereinafter named.

either of the

es-

At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of November, a. d. 1908.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at H ekaport, in satd county, on the first day of Decomber, a. d. 1903, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

David M. Rice

late of Gouldsboro, in said

county, deceased. A certain instrunn nt purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition (or probate thereof, presented by L. B. Deasy, the

therein named.
George H. Emerson, late of Castine. fn said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the laat will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Joseph W. Linersou and William I. Emerson, the executors
therein named.
Betaey Clark, late of Franklin, in said county deceased. IVtition that A. F. Burnham ur
some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by A. F. Burnham, ass gue and
a'.to ney for the heirs of E. b. Lewis, deceased.
Isaac Pierce, minor, of Mt. Desert, in said
county. Petition fil^i by Zeruro F. Callahan,
guardian, for license to se 1 or mortgage certain of the real estate of said minor.
Harriet S. Spurli g. late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
George A. Phillips, administrate for icense
to sell certain of the real estate of *iid deceased.
Laura E. Nice, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Adalbert
C. Nice, administrator de bonin non. for license
to sell certain of the real estate ol said deceased.
Mary F. Haynes, minor, of Trenton, in said
county. Petition filed by M-lvin D. Haynes,
guardian, for license to sell the real estate of
said minor.
William Murphy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Caroline J. Collins, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Alfred Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased. Final account of ElUabrth A.
Joy, administratrix, filed for settlement.
of unsound
Harriet Ann Mooney, a
mind, of Bucksport, in aaid county. Second
account of Charles J. Cobb, guardian (now
deceased), filed for settlement by his representative. Walter Snowman.
Julia A. Alley, late of Treuton. in said
county, deceased. Second account of John B.
Redman and John E. Bunker, Jr., administrators. filed for settlement.
Lysander H. Bunker, late of Sorrento, in
said county, decessra. Petition filed by Barbara Bunker, * idow of said deceased, for an
allowance out of the personal estate.
Linda Dows Cooksey, late of the city, county and stale of New York, deceased. Petition
filed by Richard M. Hoe and Tracy Dows,
First,
executors of the will of said deceased.
for the probate ci-urt witbiu and for said
county of Hancock t>> determine whether
said property in this State is liable to collateral inheritance tax. Second, if it is so held
liable, that the actual market value of said
property, the persons interested in the succession thereto, and tfie amount of tax thereon
may be determi- ed'by said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dokk, Register.
executor

persdii

subscriber hereby gives notice
she has been duly appointed executrix
the l.ast will and testament of George
Wescott, late of Castlne. in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Maby Josephine Wkscott.
October 6.1903.
"I'HE

X

of

subscriber nereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of William
W. Oke, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
estate
the
demands
having
against
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJknnib P. Bell.
mediately.
October 6, 1903.

THE

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of William s.
Homer, late of Bucksport. in the count?
SPECIAL
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as tne
not trespass in Cuniculocns Park. 1 law directs.
All persons having demands
demand protection to life and
the estate of said deceased are ueagainst
ana
from the county of Hancock, the property
pfred
to
State of
present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to maxe
Maine, and the United States of America.
C. Fretz Aphtiw.
C. 0. Hombk.
payment immediately.
October 6, 1903.
Lbslib C. Ho«ekj
INFORMATION WANTED.
this reaches the eye of any fpHE subsciiber hereby gives notice that
relatives of Isaac Q. Austin, will they
she has been duly appointed executrix
1
communicate with P. O. Box 482, Ellsworth, of the last will and testament of Lewis Y. MarMe,? Mr. Austin died in Santa Cruz. Cal., shall, late of Trenton, in the county ofitauearly in 1603, aged 78 years, leaving consider- t > :k. deceased, no bonds being required by tne
able property.
termsof said will. All persons havingdemana
ae*
fa <ainst the
estate of said deceased are
sired to present the same for settlement, an
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
maxe
to
11
s
indented thereto are requested
Joint Special Legislative Committee
payment immediately.
Feea wU1 Rive a
Phebb L. Marshall.
November 3, 1903.
hearing
at♦ the Court House, Ellsworth.
Thursday.
1903. at 9 o’clock a. m. On salaries
’hat
subscriber
and fees of the officials of Hancock
hereby gives notice
f|1HE
county.
he has been duly appointed adminisX
Geo hue G. Weeks. Chairman.
trator of tbe estate of Walter L. Feruala, lat
Fred J. Allen, Secretary.
of Mt. Desert, in the county of Hancocx,
deceased, and given bonds as tne law direct
esA
A!I
having demands against the
ready tatepersons
of said deceased are desired to presen
assortment of
tudebte
at the
t e same for settlement, and all
thereto are requested to maxe payment imAbraham C. Fkbnalpmediately.
November 3, 1903.

Special Notices.

THE

NOTICeT'^^'

DO

_Mary

AUSTIN—If

rpHE
J>n,?alarie,,taud

splendid

Your deposit with us earns mice pci ecu. in-1
terest. Open your account with $1 or more, get
one of these Home Deposit Hanks free, and
watch your savings grow.
Notice—If you cannot call at the bank, notify us and our representative will call upon you.

rrnMCnow

rLKiNo

EIlsworthGreenhouse
Telephone

connection.

_

Thk American: ?f paid &

advanc.

A SEXTON'S HABIT
V

[Original)

J

of St. James'
Old Pollock, sexton
bis wife «,c#o childless.
and
ebureb,
because she hail not
j[rs Pollock pirn'll
her company and PolKlrl to keep
her wish.
lock shared in
of stepping to his
Pollock had a habit
before going to Iasi
night
every
door
look at nis church, not that
to take n
to see anything unusual—
be expected
His
mere matter of habit.
a
was
it
it was a liahlt and
wife told him that
it up.
lie gathboggl'd him to break
his resolution for an effort to do so.
This effort took place one night in
November. At lb o'clock Pollock put
in the house and went to
out the Itglits
the beginning of
t,e,l. This was only
came to him. and he
jt No sleep
struggling will. .1 desire
tossed a'
> to the door and look at
to get up. g
which he knew he
the church, after
would go hack to bed and to sleep,
in the
inrnlng
[t was near 2 o'clock
before lie gave way: then, rising, he
it.
looked
at
went to I lie door, opened
the church and was about to turn
when lie saw or thought he saw a
flush of light at one of the windows.
Putting on Ids clothesyand taking Ids
lantern and the key to a door opening
into the vestry, he hurried over to tlio
dark within, though
gloomy pile, now
lighted dimly without by a waning
Opening the door, lie entered
moon.
and. passing through an arch, stood on
the chancel steps with his lantern behind him. that It might not interfere
with his vision, and peered at the
naves Indeed, at those
pews, aisles,
things with peculiar names that go to
make up the Interior of a church.
Seen at that hour, liy the faintest
glimmer of moonlight shining through
the windows, nothing could have been
Even a sexton may
more uninviting.
have feeling, and old Pollock, although
be bad seen the sight many times before. remarked to himself that he would

er,',!'

grave oy uayngnt
rather
opening
standing there gassing over a sea
not
seeing anything
of emptiness. But.
ttnnsual, he was about to take his departure when he beard a fumbling at
the great front door lock. Not wishing
to be seen, he blew out his light and
got Into one of the choir pews, whore
he could watch any one entering the
church.
Sure enough, the big door opened and
Then came the
tome one came In.
scratch and flash of a match and the
lighting of a candle. By its faint flame
Pollock saw a man enter the church,
lend'ng a shrinking girl up the center
aisle, who shuddered at every step. The
pair cause nearly to the chancel, where
the man waited, listening for a sound,
while the girl sat in a front pew. her
face burled in her bunds. They were
be

a

than

evidently expecting

to meet

some one.

Then tile clock in the tower struck 2.
A moment later Pollock saw a light
moving In the guild rooms, and presently a man dressed in the vestments of a
clergyman came in. holding in his hand
a small lamp.
The man before the
dtamvl met him at the rail and whispered something to him. Then he turned to the girl.
“Grace, dear,” lie said, "this Is the
Rev. Mr. llnrtshorne, rector of this
church. He will marry us.”
From this moment
Pollock saw
through what was on foot as well as if
he were intimately acquainted with the
parties. He hud served ns sexton with
Dr1. llnrtshorne for twenty years and
knew full well that the man liefore him
was not I>r. Hartshorne.
A young girl
was about to lie ruined by a mock mar-

riage.
Buf what was he to do? lie was an
old man Incapable of overcoming these
two rascals and dkl not think that to
appear and accuse them would be of
any avail. At any rate he did not dare
try it for fear of bodily injury. The
girl w-as almost dragged to the altar.
There was light enough for Pollock to
lee that the man was well dressed
while the girl wi^g lu the garb of the
Poorer classes.
The mock clergyman
Began the s rvice and had reached the
words, "Grace, will you have this
man"
when Pollock gave a groan that
echoed through the church with all the
despair of one suffering from melan-

cholia insanity.

FROM

WASHINGTON.

E*trn Session Opened—Maine News
»n<l Matters at Capital.
Washington, D. C„ No*. 9 (special)—
Senator Halo and ex-Oov.
Burleigh, both
ot the old third
district, were out here
this

morning bright

and

early.

Although
to town, they
Inaugurated
their department work
Immediately, and
went about together
looking alter the

just

ANSEL

Interests of constituent*. No Barer
sign
that Congress was about to assemble Is
needed than the
appearance of these two
Indefatigable Maine men in their accustomed places at the
Capitol.
Both are very active men, and increas-

ing

WAS

clergyman

up the bride, who had fainted,
flurried down the aisle with her.
f*rop her!” roared a sepulchral voice.
The giri was
dropped in the aisle and
ruen
frantically made for the door.
p

olloek, fearing they might gather courflff? to return,
picked up the girl and

carried her out of the
vestry door and
10 bis
house.

Leua Bruce remained with the old
couple till they died,
they believing that
Tovidence had caused the sexton to
£ bis resolution
on that very night
flflu break
it after midnight for the
Purpose of saving the girl and giving
e*? u daughter. Lena, who was a
food
Christian, only yielded' to the vils

clandestine marsolicitation
flge on bis promise to take her to a
urch. No church was available exV at an hour
when all the world was
s een.
But how they got the keys old
nover knew.
lie did not again
x
of going to bed without his last
1
his charge and often got up in
♦s’
,h* night to do
so.
to

a

th°

BEI.LE ATWOOD.

FOUND

BY

SEARCHING

PARTY

LAY ACRO88 HIS FEET.

Ansel P. Goodell, of plantation No. 8,
found dead in the woods live miles
from his home by a searching party Monday afternoon.
was

Goodell, lu company with Fred
of Ellsworth Falls, started deer

Witham,
hunting

Impair the activity of Saturday in one of the worst snow storms
They go togetber from depart- that ever visited this section of the State.
department, and when they ask During the forenoon they got on the

ment to
for son etblng in

track of two deer and followed them for

ledge

several hours.

earnest, with full knowIt Is poeaibls of acio npllahment, tbclr request la almost certain to be
granted.
that

Finally

the deer

separated, and the

parted company.

Witham

men

followed hts

Burleigh, much youugor In the deer’s tracks and came out way down to
federal aervlcofihaa long been an admirer Franklin Hoad station, tie took the train
Uov.

of the eenator’a

business-like methods of
He will unhis experience
and influence here,
roach Mr. Hale’s
0|
efficiency in shaping national legislation.
The govt rnor’s friends in
Washington

conducting public affairs.
doubtedly, as time adds to

are

he senalor’a

■

friends,

and vice

versa.

Tula morning ibey paid a call at the
treasury to attend jointly tosome matters
of EPsworth Interest. There were several
other errands

they transacted belote
Capitol nili to he present at

ing up

opeoiug
Ha

of

rid-

the
extra session.
Senator
town Thursday evening, and

the

e os me lo

was on

hand late In the week for
important conferences with his leading assocIhIch in the (Senate, and also for some

conferences with President Koosevelt at
tbe White Huuse.
These all dealt with
the programme for legislation this
Gov. Burleigh arrived in town

home.

Goodell

eral hours and it is

sev-

supposed became lost.

Sunday a searching parly started to find
him. They took up his tracks where he
had
and

parted from Witham the day before
followed them for hours. They did

not, succeed

in overtaking him Sunday
early Mouday morning starred out
again from where they left off the night
before.
and

In

following bis trail they found sevplaces where he had sai
down,
evidently lo rest. As they neared the
where
his
whs
place
body
found, they
came to several places where the man had
eral

evidently

fallen from sheer exhaustion.
BODY FOUND.

At

winter.

o’clock Uoodelt’s

11

body

was

Saturday, found in a patch of burnt timber land,
accompanied by Mrs. Burleigh and their lylcg at the foot of an old stump. His
daughter. Miss Etbelyu. 'They are at 996 gun was lying at his feet and had not
15.h street, the residence they
occupied b en discharged during the day. There
here at the last session.
iiiv

was

coruiany
bis associates iu tbe House.
Kuvcrmir

whs

welcomed

not

a

mark

on

the

body to indicate

a

violent death.

by
Mr. Cannon, wbo was formally elected speaker
of tbe House to-day, sent for him, wish-

It Is supposed that when the daylight faded ttie man lost bis way, and,
being easily confused, had plunged on

ing especially

regardless of where he

to talk

about the wisest

way of disposing of some of tbe
ant committee places for New
members.

The

governor

is

importEngland

seekiug

no

committee places himself, being well
with those he already has, and
Mr. Csnuon often relies upon his good

new

satisfied

judgment
Since he

to

as

came

to

what

is

best

to

do.

Congress Gov. Burleigh

has been

growing in strength and in the
estimstiou of the House constantly. He
has

already attained

fluence

in that

lation.

a

popular

commanding
branch of

in-

legis-

Many
Inquire after Mrs. Burleigh’s health.
Official Washington was much pleased to
of their friends have called

to

that she is much better than last
winter, when she was quite ill most of
the session.
learn

Of
for

it would have

course

Burleigh to
about by himself

Gov.

been

improper

discuss

matters

Mr. Cannon,
but he spoke to-day something about the

talked

and

work of the extra session
to

as

it

appeared

him.

“Everybody
“as

far

agreed,”
republicans

seems

House

as

said

he,

are

con-

cerned, that we ought at once to pass the
legislation to put tha Cuban treaty into
(fleet. That is carrying out the express
the President.

I

not

purpose

of

pecting

the announcement of House

mittees till sometime

though
and

in

am

com-

December, al-

ways and means committee
two others will be announced

this week.
really but a few committee
places to be bestowed, but Mr. Cannon is
visited very extensively by both democratic and republican members, who are
almost as eager and as numerous in their
requests as though all the committees
were to be recognized.
“All the Maine delegation, fortunately,
are well provided for, considering their
“There

are

length of service in the House. Our cauSaturday evening promptly transacted the business before it, but that, of
course, is a republican characteristic at
cus

Washington.”
Senator nrye

ana

nepresemauves aian,
Littlefield were all here to-day

Powers and
In their seats when the gavels (ell at
noon. It has been rare in many years that

and

in
any one ot the numerous absentees
Senate and House at the beginning ot a
session has been from Maine. It is also
rare that any of the Maine men are absent

His

going.

appearance,
on them.

as

Tho meeting
number of

w»h

union

attended

men

by

a

large

and all seemed to

be in favor of the

proposed enterprise.
The store if started will be run on a co-

on«r„tive basis. A subscription paper was
circa ated at the meeting and quae a latge
bu .1 of money was subscribed lor stock.
A committee consisting of two men from
each of the unions In town was appointed
to attend to the work of preparing the
papers for the new corporation. The committee is as follows: R. A. Eddy and G.
H. Hamor, of thekiarpenters’ union; Eben
Parsons and Orlando Wescott, of the
masons’ union; ..Joseph A. Stevens and
Ernest Haynet*, of the painters’ union;
Jf'hn Carney a'wl John Bilk, oftbeplunnhmh’ union; Eugene Branu and Fr*. «k E.
Walls, of the confederal tou of labor.

attend the dedication ball and supper of
the new hall. The party left here at 8 30
on two large buck hoards, and wa*
made
up as follows:
Mrs. Edwsrd B. Rodick,
Miss Jessie F. Post* r M:-s Catharine
Mornn, Miss l..a Gupti », ivl ss Florence
Davis, Miss Isabel Cleaves, Harry C Copp,
Joseph Woodward, BAtnitet Adam-, Carl
Reynolds, Maurice C
Uumsey, Charles
Young, Edward Woodbuy.
The hall In which the dmc? was held is
in ti e new three story building juw. completed, and owned t»y B. H. Y\ in. laser, of
Seal Harbor.
The floor marshal was B. H. Whhtaker
and the aids were Walter Haynes, Northeast Harbor; Charles Ward, Man«et; Fred
Hapwortb, Bar Harbor; C. Hurley, Ellsworth; G. Moore, Trenton.
A supper was serve 1 during the evening.
The dance was attended
by many from
all parts of the island.
Music was by
of
E iswortli.
Monaghan’s orchestra,

Ueputy-Sberin John Sum ins by made a
of liquor Monday
from
the
steamer “Catherine”.
The goods were
seizure

consigned to James Lynch, of this place,
and consisted of one barrel containing
tifty-two Iquart battles of whiskey, and
one
barrel containing sixty
pints of
whiskey, and sixty half-pints "of whisky
in bottles. A hearing will be held later.
Klark-Urban company commenced
engagement at the Casino Monday evening. The company will present
a repertoire of ne v plays with a change
of bill every night. New and high-class
specialties will be introduced between the
a

week’s

acts.

The play at Monday night’s performhastily made and the ance was the society drama “A True Kenwhich presents an interesting
tuckian”,
remains placed on it, and then began the
story with lots of comedy and with an exsixteen
long, weary tramp through
cellent stage setting. A good house witA stretcher

was

of snow to the main road, at
they arrived about 3 o’clock.
INQUEST NOT NECESSARY.
Coroner
Foster was summoned and

inches

nessed

which

meritorious

viewed the

quest
ance

remains,

but deemed

an

in-

unnecessary as there was no appearof violence on the body, either Worn

gun shot wounds or otherwise. The position in which the body was found indicated that the
and
It Is

had

man

stopped

to

rest

leaning forward on an old stump.
supposed he was s* zed with a cramp,

was

subject, and fell backwards. The position of bis ride when
found bears out this theory.
The body
was partially covered with snow, showing

to which he

that it

was

was

still

when the

storming

man

met his death.
Mr.

Goodell

around

was a

well

man

known

all

county, as he has lived at
Ho has been on the
his life.
board of selectmen several times, on the
school committee and has held various
o uer edices.
The funeral was
held
at his late home this morning, Kev. J. P.
Slmonton officiating.
the

No. 8 all

FROM BUCKSPORT.
No Smallpox—Steamboat War
on—Breezy Locals.

Still

Sutcliffe

have

Rev. and Mrs. Robert
returned from

trip

a

The
sals of

the

performance, which
in ail respects.

was

a

one

first of the regular weekly rehearthe Bar Harbor choral society was

held last

Thursday evening

at 7.45 in

the

high school room with a good attendance.
The first hour was spent on Gaul’s Holy
City, a sacred cantata, which will be sung
at the festival at Bangor next fall. This
work is not new to the chorus, as it has
spent considerable time in its study during the winter of 1901-02.
The study of Carmen, which will also
be sung at the next festival, will be begun
as soon as the books arrive which will
probably be in time for the next rehearsal.
A business meeting was held after the
rehearsal Thursday night. The following
were elected members:
Rev. Stephen II.
Green, Miss Green, Mrs. Mark C. Morrison, Mrs. Simoson, Miss Blanche Deasy,
Miss Louise Newman, Mark C. Morrison.
It was proposed to make some changes
in the constitution of the society, among
them being one as to the ownership of the
munic.
Under the present arrangement each
member pays f2 a year dues, and the
money thus derived goes to pay for music
the
and other necessary expenses of
society. The society thus owns the music
which is loaned to the members.
It is proposed that each member shall
buy and own his music, which is the arrangement adopted in most choruses of
the State.
The dues under this plan
would be reduced to about fifty cents a
year. The expense to each member would
be about the same as now.

In hand during the summer, and they
will be in excellent shape to present to
If
Congress for additional appropriations,
it is decided to,,have a public building
bill. It is too early yet to make any prediction as to that.
President
on
The governor called
and
Roosevelt at the White House to-day,
with
during their Interview he discussed
of proposed
Mr. Roosevelt several matters

legislation.

session
The belief here Is that the extra
within a few
will continue right up to
of the regular sesdays of the beginning
senators and the
sion. Both the Maine
made their
four representatives have
a
in anticipation of such programme.

plans

at

Sorrento.

Postmaster
P. L. Aikeu was appointed postmaster
at Sorrento Thursday.

what

on

the

new

progressing finely under
Contractor W. F. Perry. The building
muBt be ready for occupancy by Jan. 1.
Knox is

Fort

The branch establishment of W. J
Creamer’s knitting factory, which was es-.
tabllshed here a few months ago, Is doing
a steady
business, and the number of
machines is on the increase.

Bucksport Is
smallpox. The

now
one

entirely

There has been

covered.

tree

from

wholly regeneral vacci-

has

case
a

quite certain that the
disease has been stamped out.
None of the Bucksport fleet of Grand
Bankers has arrived, although some are
expected daily. It is probable, however,
nation,

and it

is

high
of 0 to 0, much to the satisfaction of the
seminary boys, who expected defeat.
Humors are occasionally set in motion

a resumption of shipbuilding at the
McKay & Dix plant, but tbus far they
unfounded. Quite a large number of

Bucksport

men are

at work in the Brewer

yard.
is expected that there will be a
Thanksgiving Day football game between
It

Torrent
and
which will
The two companies
mean lots o( sport.
met last year, and the game was a great
success.
/
elevens

representing

Deluge

engine

the

companies

The rival steamers “Merryconeag”
"Golden Hod” are entering upon the
winter campaign with not the least sign
of any change. It is rumored that Capt.
Bennett is to replace the “Golden Hod”
In this
with a larger and faster boat.
and

case

it is also understood that the
have a successor.

coneag” will

“Merry-

Ringing

Farnsworth

used

to be

is

the

of the

one

successor

of

factories of

quires

tion,

Iowa.

Hood’s

the

KatlroabB

was a

very

quiet

Tuesday.

tei

The

affair.
BLUE HILL LINE.
FALL SCHEDULE, 1903.

BORN.
ABBOTT—At Franklin, Oct 23, to Mr and Mrs
Frank E Abbott, a son.
BRAY—At Stonington, Oct 31, to MrandMrs
Charles T Bray, a daughter.
DOW—At Bar Harbor, Nov 2, to Mr and Mrs
Clarence Dow, a son. [Roland Norton.]
iROSS—At Stonington, Nov 2, to MrandMrs
John Henry Gross, a daughter.
iROSS—At Stonington, Oct 21, to Mr and Mrs
Jordan J Gross, twin daughters.
[IA RRI M A N—At Bar Harbor, Nov 7, to Mr and

Leroy llarrinian, a daughter.
JOY—At Franklin, Nov 3, to Mr and Mrs Frank
II Joy, a daughter.
UITCHKLL—At Bar Harbor, Nor 9, to Mr and
Mrs John Mitchell, a daughter.
?KRRY— At Bar Harbor, Nov (5, to Mr and Mrs
Benjamin Perry, a daughter.
s

MARRIED.
IORDAN—DAVIS—At Waltham, Oct 3', by
RevG D Garland, Miss Lucinda Ifeald Jordan
to Percy D Davis, both ol Waltham.
4EVELLS—SELLERS— At Stonington, Oct 27,
by Lafayette Collins, esq, Mrs Emma Nevells,
of Stoniugtuu, to Isaac E Sellers, ol' Deer Isle.

Commencing Saturday, Oct. 3.
GOING WESTWARD.
Steamer will leave as follows:
Monday*
•Tuesdays, Thursdays, West Tremont (*Tue*
uayo), South Brooksville (Mondays), Ellsworth
Hurry, Bluehlll. South Bluehlll, Brooklln. Sedg.
wick, North Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, ••Llttte
Deer Isle, Dark Harbor.
GOING EASTWARD.
Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Saturdays, Dark
Harbor, Little Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, North
Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Brooklln, **South Blue*
hill, Bluehlll, Surry Ellsworth South Brook*
pllle (Saturdays), West Tremont
(Tuesdays).
•Steamer does

BAR

days.

MASON—At Mt Desert, Oct 27, Mrs Mercy J
Mason, aged 78 years, 1 month, 17 days.
WHITING—At Fitchburg, Ma~s, Novo, Eliza J,
wid"\v of Samuel Kidder Whiting, lormerly
of Ellsworth, aged 82 years, ft months.
YOUNG—At Trenton, Nov 4, Margaret, wife of
Arad P Y’oung, aged (59 years, (J days.

Oct. 12, 1903.
HARBOR TO BANGOR.

*3*30 .f,*«

HARBOR. 10"ol
Sorrento. 4 05
Sullivan. 4 30
Mt Desert Ferry.
11 i'o 5 00
Waukeag S Fy. 11 2« 5 07
BAR

Hancock.
fll 2*i 5
* rMnklin Road. 1137 5
Wasb’gton .June. 11 49 -f5
ELLSWORTH... 1156 5
h1 Is worth Falls. fl2 01
5
Nlcolin..... f12 151 5
Green Lake.
fl2 24 6
Lake House. +12 8’ f6
Holden .. fl2 40 f6
Brewer .June. fl 00i 6
Jiangor, Ex St.
1 07! 6
BANGOR, M C.
1 10 6
I

P M

.1

ortland.

S.'DOcrtisnnrnts.

Waukeag,

tStop

on

Ellsworth

Just as stylish and hand-

all-gold ones,
long, and a good
deal cheaper. They are
guaranteed to give entire
wear

S

signal

wearer.

f

All women and most all
with I
charmed
men are
I
handsome ring.
!
We can show you rings to
suit all tastes, from simple
ones for babies to those set
beautiful
with
gems
a
delight
enough to
duchess.

Ellsworth Lumber Co

Wednesday, Nov 11
Sch Caressa, Harvey, Bar Harbor
Sch Myra Sears, Moseley, Bar Harbor

20.|.
2

45;

)| 12

or

45j

7 35

to

to

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVAN8,
Vice Pres, and GenM Manager.

Mt. Desert Division.

FALL

SCHEDULE.

i

Commencing Monday, Nov. 2, 190.3, the steamer
“Catherine” leave* Bar Harnor Monday, Wednesday and Saturday at 6 a. m., touching at Seal
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
and Stonlngton, connecting at Rockland with
steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From

Boston

Mondays and Thursdays

at

ft.

m.

From Rockland Sunday, Tuesday and Friday
at 5 30 a. m„ touching at Stonlngton. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.

FOOTWEAR

and Children.

HATS AND CAPS.

Lumbermen
to

get good

outfits

ceptional opportucheap.

Tie J. T. Crippen Store.
Corner Main and Water streets.
Next door to

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Calvin Austin,
Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr.. Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

EDWIN M. MOORE,

$

dealer in all kinds of

Fresh, aalt.i Smoked and Dry

J

FISH.

«

_

MISSnTfTd R U MIVIE Y,

Giles’

Office,

Typewriter...

X

|

2

Haddock,
Halibut, BlueflBh.g
Mackerel, Oysters, ClamB, Scallops, X

0

Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

0 Campbell A;True Bide., East End Bridge,
t
ELLSWORTH, MK.

AMERICAN

ADS

PrompCService.,
Bank

£
«

ACod,

Public Stenographer
...and

£

postofflce.

ELLSWORTH.

Reasonable Prices.

Subscribe for The America*.

8
8

9

5 Main Street

^—L -JUk

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

M, Mitchell, Macblas
Monday, Nov 9
Sch Agnes Mabel, Bowden, Bar Harbor, wood
H B Phillips
Tuesday, Nov 10
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Patten, Boston, lumber,

6 04
5 11
t5 30
f5 37
5 45
5 S6
6 08
6 13
6 23
6 31
16 30
g 43
6 60

A. W. OBEELY,

aity

Sch Cora

9 00
12 40

Steamship Company.

p.

Friday, Nov 0

notice

I A M

EASTERN

remem-

merchants.
Sch Agnes Mabel, Bowden. Bar Harbor
Sch Myra Sears, Moseley, Bar Harbor
SAILED

4 26
7 26

6 05 10 05 |
6 >2 1
12,
16 32 tlO 34
f6 39 flO 42
6 47 HO 50
16 56 TlO 59
7 09 II 13
7 16 11 181
7 30 111 27)
t7 38 11 87
f7 46 11 45
7 49 n 43
7 55 11 55

Fy.

as

M, C. Foster has returned from a tenat the Katahdin Iron Works
with two deer. Dr. J. T. Hinoh, who accompanied him, will return in a few days.

Thursday, Nov 5
Sch Wm Eadle, Closson, Rockland, freight for

A M

1 05
57

5

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially

Simmons
satisfaction to the

47
50

Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bo*
ion and St. John.

Watch Chains
some as

40

*6*00 f0M00

Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan..
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

WATCH CHAINS,BUT
THE GREAT MAJORITY
OF MEN WEAR

12
20

10 45

Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nlcolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wa-'h’Kton June.
Franklin Roarl.
Hancock..

GOLD

05

7 40.

Holden.

WEAR SOLID

28
36
43
55

P M

BANGOR.
Ran go. Ex St.
Brewer .June.

MILLIONAIRES

191

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOB.

Portland.

ATO

9 00
9 07
9 10
920
9 40
9 47
9 62
10 05
10 14
10 22
10 30
10 6#
10 W
11 0t

17

A M

6 85
9 Of

Boston.

Boston.

just

Boston.

..

days’hunt

MARINE LIST.

tar

—

Commencing

JON DON—At West Brook? ville, Nov 5, Cajit
Augustus L Condon, aged
years.
FROST—At Mariavllle, Nov3, William W Frost,
aged 34 years, month, 10 days.
SOODELL— At FU-worth (No 8). Nov 7, Ansel
P Goodeil, aged 47 years.
SOTT—At Tremont, Nov 1, John M Gott, aged
91 years, 1 month, 27 days.
SUEENLAW—At Boston, Nov 4, Parker, son of
Mr and Mrs Eben Greenlaw, of Stonington,
aged 24 years, 3 months, 20 days.
HASKELL—At Sunset (l»eer Isle), Nov 3.
Luther K Haskell, aged at> years, 0 months, lo

Dr. and Mrs. Elmer J. Morrison and
their son William, aged six, returned last
week from a hunting tripat Fred Stlmpson’s camp in Aroostook county. Tney
brought back one moose and two deer.

well

not connect

••Flag landing
Wednesday and Thursday
luring October; Thursday during November.
Note—This company will comply with above
In
eve
nt of unavoidable causes
schedule, except
)t delay to its steamers.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
D
Rockland,
Me., Oct. 3. 1903.

DIED.

Jonesport.

Col. Charles H. Lewis,

£feambo»<-

ant'

flocflaM, BlneMll i EJlsworti stceiimi

Justice Powers Married.
The marriage of Associate Justice Frederick A. Powers, of llouiton, and Miss
Virginia Haws, of Danfortb, occurred at
wedding

Sarsaparilla

Cures catarrh of the nose,
throat,
bowels Ac., removes all its effects, and
builds up the whole system,

The

the home of the bride last

constitutional remedy.

a

*‘I suffered from catarrh in the head and
loss of appetite and sleep. My blood wai
thin and I felt bad all over most of the
time. I decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and now have no symptoms of catariiL
have a good appetite, and sleep well. I
heartily recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla tn
all my friends.” R. Long, California Junc-

business of the town.
The industry ia a credit to the place,
to the people and to the management of
the plant.

factory will ciose in December,
help will pass a pleasant winter,
looking forward to the opsuiug of the
factory in ttu spring.

Noises

In the ears (how disagreeable they are!)
become chronic and cause much uneasiness and even temporary distraction*
They are signs of catarrh; other signs
are propping* in the throat, nasal
sounds of the voice, impaired taste,
smell and hearing.
Catarrh is a constitutional disease,
originating in impure blood, and re-

capable manager.
The help is paid off in cash each Thursday, and this fact enables him to secure
plenty of help, and this in turn helps the

Last Wednesday the steamer “Monhegan” of the Portland and R >cklaud line,
made her first trip of the season to Bar
Harbor on her way eastward.
During
the winter the “Moubegan” will make
one trip a week between Rockland and

of

are

Business—
Fish.

Sea Coast Packing Co.
He has acbe beet plants jof the
quired two of
defunct trust, the one here and tbe one
at Southwest Harbor, and is a
most

of several weeks in

officers’ quarters at

and

tbe

A serious accident at the D C. Blair job
New York
points.
last Wednesday when Reuben
Remick
The special train of the railroad com- and Walter Moore were
injured as the remissioners was down over the Bucksport i sult of a premature discharge in blasting
branch this week on the regular tour of rock.
At the time of the accident the men
inspection.
were on top of a pile of logs and other
materials
which were used to prevent the
of
number
Christmas
About the usual
They wers thrown
Some rock from flying.
trees will be cut In this vicinity.
feet
into tbe air, and Remick reseveral
have already been hauled to the station ceived a fracture of his
arm, and Moore
was severely cut and bruised about the
for shipment.
head and body.
Both men were badly
A series ot Denent entertainments tor shaken
up.
the starting of a baseball fund tor next
The men were quickly driven to the
where their injuries were attended
and
the
village,
is
under
consideration,
season,
to by Dr. George A. Phillips.
first wiil be given before long.
Work

Help

fish.

A. W.

and other

bered as conspicuous hereabouts during
the mining excitement, and who was the
capable quartette, ot whom
organizer of Sorrento, has formed a
Maine people here are very proud.
that some of them may remain for the
realty company with
headquarters at
There will be legislation of interest to late fishing whtob is usually good.
Camden- lie will deal in shore property
durnot
but
and
Bar Harbor and
this
at
on
Penobscot
winter,
Maine people
bay,
The E. M. C. 8. football team went to
Northeast Harbor and other points in
ing the extra session. Ex-Gov. Burleigh Bangor on Tuesday to play the Bangor Hancock
county.
well
has kept his public building projects
team. The game resulted in a score

vigorous,

of

Mi

The

In the party who found the body were
Fred
Witham,
Fletcher,
Charles Monaghan, George Eraerton, A.
H. Carlisle and Fred Moore. Mr. Fletcher
ordered the body to be moved to the home
of Mr. Gooden’s mother.

of

There is at ieHHt one town in Hancock
county t bat has a sardine factory work-

and

party of B*r Harbor people drove
over to Beal Harbor Monday
evening to

many

Selectman

ex-

the

one or

tracks gave this
times he doubled

was

Plenty

held at Grand

A

followed the other deer for

Sardine Factory Rushing

tig to ita full capacity—the one in BrookArmy hall Mon- Un. M(.st of tbe factories along the coast
day night for the purpose of talking over of this county are large, but experience
the proposition of forming a union store. big drawbacks
by lack of help or scarcity
was

<?.

ALONE

LEFT

asfaatisniuntg.

BUSY BROOKLIN.

Talk of a Co-operative Store—Liquor
Seizure—Choral Society at Work
—Blasting Accident.
Bar
Harbor, Nov. 10 (special)—A
meeting of all the local labor organiza-

tions

HOME—GUN

yeara do not

either.

at

Picking

P. GOODELL DIES FROM

FIVE MILES FROM

gruuw

looked

FROM BAR HARBOR.

DEAD.

EXHAUSTION.

come

at the close of a session, for all remain
una me mocK clergyman
each other with startled faces. | here religiously attending to their duties.
Tlie bride had to be
The Maine arrivals naturally brought
supported.
“Go on,** said the groom under his j some political gossip along with them.
teeth with an oath, and, after consider- All four ot tue members ot the House
able urging, the service
are candidates for re-election, in which
proceeded.
“iJo you, Grace, have this man’*—
the Stale is fortunate, for the services of
There was another groan, this time J Maine’s four members are proving of
down In the body of the church, for greater and greater value to the State
j
Pollock had slipped around by a side every year. Officials here look upon
Passage and got in among the pews. Maine’s present members as just as much
The pretended
old four were,
clergyman dropped his ! ot a fixture as the famous
book.
the last of whom passed' away in the
“You’ll burn for this!” came a voice death of ex-Speaker Keed. The new
from a still different direction.
men—who no longer deserve to be called
By this time the groom had lost his new men, except in comparison with
a
Berve as well as the
predecessors—are
and. their immediate
“*

FOUND

Bloch, Ellnworili.

PAY BEST

D

K

|

The

American has

subscribers at 106

COUNTY NEWS.

of the 116 post-offices in Hancock county:
mil the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The Amernot

DEATH

tion of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger

cm

COUNTY NEWS.
County A>

trs. *et>

oth9r page*

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Capt.

Nathan

Lowe is at home.

for two weeks when neuralgic
one arm and shoulder, Mrs.
Mason seemed to suffer very little, still she
realized tt at the angel of relief was draw-

pRins affected

days

a

here.

Whitmore has been visiting his
sister, Mrs. George C. Hardy.
George Knight has returned from a
coasting trip in the “Ellen Baxter”.
Samuel

Raymond Joy. of Bar Harbor,
guest of Capt. Charles Scott

the

has been
the

past

■week.
The public telephone has been moved
from Amos Hardy's house to Capt. Charles
Scott’s.
Mrs. Charles Eaton has returned from
vi6it to her sister, Mrs. George Fifitld, in
Brewer.
a

Capt. Charles Gray, wife and daughter
and Elmer Hardy and his wife arrived
home from Boston Sunday.
Francis Holden and wife and Miss
Grace D. Holden left home Nov. 2 for
Boston. Later Mr. and Mrs. Holden will
go to Port Jefferson, L. I., to spend the
winter with their daughter, Mrs. Albert
*
Haskell.
Nov. 9.
Iy.

Harlan

Cunningham

Grange

wife have

re-

turned from Brewer.

Conary is making extensive

Charles

re-

as

by the sweet,
old-fashioned name of Mercy, fit symbol
of her gentle, charitable nature. Born on
Tinker’-* I*.and, Sept. 10, 1825, the third
daughter of Nathaniel and Jane R. Got?,
she in early girlhood joined the Mt. Desert
Congregational church, and was all her
life a faithful, trusting Christian.
she

always

whs

ca'led

but seventeen years of age, sbe
William T. Mason, of Somesville,
who, at his country’s call, went to the
front as a nine-months’ recruit in Banks’
When

married

regiment,
slightly

division, Co. E, twenty-sixth
where he

and

through

malaria,

truete

service,

active

saw

wounded,

and

was

exposure

though really

con-

too

ill

travel, he determined to return with his
comrades to be mustered out at the expiration of his term of service.
By strong endurance he reached Bangor
to

on his dwelling house.
School in district No. 6 closed
with appropriate exercises.

Friday

John Treworgy went to Bar Harbor last week to receive treatment for her
Mrs.

was

thrown

Patten

vaccinating

is in town

LAMOINE.

the

Mrs. C. D. Wlggin, of Ellsworth, has s
in
instrumental music In this

Trenton, is employed
Several
as cook at Lakeview, Alligator.
from Springfield, Mass., arrived at Alli-

Stephen Ober,

of

c!a«s

Lee Smith is in Bar Harbor, where he
will

friends, of
Brooks, was in town Thursday night on
their way to Eagle lake for a bunting
trip. Howard L <rd guide.
E.
Nov. 8.

Dickey,

Charles

with two

had

a

cock, and Mias Ethel Reynolds
school at Raccoon Cove.

last

literary
grange
give
Fridayentertainment at Orange Hall,
evening, Nov. 13. After the entertainment oyster stew will be served. If Friday evening is stormy, it will be the next

of Mr.

Moosebead

has

from

returned

Edgar Bobbins and
visiting in Tlldon.

Percy Grover,

Clyde

son

Harbor,

of Bar

are

visiting

is

parents, E. L. Grover and wife.
Charles Houston and Ransom Johnston,
of Brewer, have been hunting at Betchhis

pond.
Benjamin Jordan, cf Trenton, visited
his parents, George Jordan and wife, last
W ednesday.
Bert Smith, wife aud child, of Bucks
port, are visiting Mrs. Smith’s parents,
hill

Aaron

done.

week.

ministered to him in his last days on earth,
for on Aug. 17, 1863, this brave soldier
calmly obeyed the great commander’s call
to “come up

higher”, leaving

wife and

a

children, one, the eldest, then serving his country as his father had 60 loyally

sorrowing

widow

took up the heavy

bravely and patiently
more loving, loyal mother

to

the end, fora

never lived, and her children cau indeed
“rise up and call her blessed”.
Afflicted for many years with asthma in

distressing degree,

a

she

never

allowed it

though
sunny nature,
home, she was always
her
time
bright and cheerful, occupying
with sewing and readiug. her daughters
and grandchildren receiving frequent samples of her needle work, as she averaged
three or four quilts and as many rugs each
and

her

kept closely

at

year of her later life.

During all the years that have followed
that happy event, the couple have been
highly-respected citizens of this town.
For many years Mr. King was one of the
members of the firm of King Bros., who
were eugaged iu the herring and Grand

arrived

Rev. 8. B. Belyea and family
Monday.

Elijah Herrick,
town

Rockland,

of

was

in

last week.
Prescott, ot Sedgwick, is keeping

Mrs.

hou^e for

Perley

Kane.

by

Beverly, Mass.,

is clerk at J.
J. Bridges’ store, is having her vacation.
Capt. R. C. Stewart has gone to Rockland for a load of coal for the sardine fac-

Stanley,

_

:n

Miss Vida

Cleaves returned Wednesday.

Dr. L. L. Larrabee left Tuesday
Carroll to join a hunting party.

for

lodge, K. of P., has bought an
Apcllelto player for their lodge room.
Mrs. G. Prescott Cleaves and son have
been at E. W. Cleaves’ for a few days.
Schoodic

Schoodic lodge, K. of P., worked the
second rank on one candidate Saturday

night.
village schools close this week.
Miss Wilson will observe parents’ day
The

Thursday.
Miss Margaret

Moore

is

literature.

The funeral services

for

home

a

brief vacation before teaching the winter
the primary school in Winter
Harbor.

term of

Somesville church. Rev. G. E. Kinney
reading comforting passages of scripture
and speaking tender words of appreciation
of the estimable traits of this elder sister
of the church of which be was the pastor,
the choir singing beautiful selections of

who

Deep sympathy was felt
son, Timothy, who could

seven

party which

was

attendance.

attend the
burial services on accouut of the illness of
his daughter Alice; and for the youngest
son, William, who, being employed on the
new lighthouse in
Boston bay, did not
reach home until the following day. One
sister, Mis. H. A. Marcyes, had been very
ill at her daughter’s home in Watertown,
Mass., so was unable to be present.
The silent form in the flower-wreathed
casket was followed to its last resting
place beside the soldier hu-band and
father and mother in lovely Brookside

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Wilbert Stanley was called
Oceanville by tbe death of her brother.

to

G. A. Tainter and family, of Brooklin,
into tbe Willis Gott house last

week.

“J. B.

Norris”, Capt. Lewis
Holmes, of Tremont, has been in the harbor through the recent storm.
Schooner “Radiant”, Capt. Hardy, returned from Rockland Sunday with soft
coal for the M. Baird Contracting Co.
Owing to the storm of Saturday steamer
“Vinal Haven” had to put back. Although
it was the worst storm this fall, only one
boat went ashore here—John Sprague’s
schooner boat “Metis”.
She parted her
mooring chain and struck the rocks near
the lighthouse slip.
By the timely assistance of a large crew she was floated
without much damage.
Nov. 9.

David.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

School here closed Saturday after
of eight weeks.

Page opened

Bchool at No. 9

on

the

a

term

winter term of

Nov. 9.

Miss Beulah Thurston starts for Boston
Monday to spend two weeks visiting her
brother?.

Joe Davis and son, of Newburgh,
in town last week calling on frieuds.
Davis lived here when a boy.

MOh! Those loving hearts lu the realm above,
That Id life we can ne’er forget.
We know they are watching with eyes of love,
WTe know tliat they love us yet.”

Nov. 9.

were

Mr.

Mr. Hanscom, of Mariavilie, who has
been at work putting in new machinery in
Roy Allen’s mill, has returned home.
Mrs. Aiipie Closson and son Eric went
to Rockland Monday to visit Mrs. Closson’s daughters, Mrs. AJyward and Mrs.
Jennie Curtis.
Rae.
Nov. 9.

freeman
much improved.
Dr. Sawyer is also improving.
Mr-. C. E. Cook, of Bangor, is visiting
her father, Capt. William Dow.

Mrs.

and daughter
last week from Baugor.

Harry Gilley

returned
The

is

young

people

of

the

Maud

Christian

Endeavor society have organized a choir
under th leadership of Fred Higgins.
Contractor Doliiver is making good
headway on Lawyer Fuller’s cottage, w bich
now gives promise of being a ueat building.
William Mason and

Leverett Gilley have

returned home and Mr. Mason has gone to
Bar Harbor iu the employ of Graves, of

Northeast Harbor.
Frank Gilley and wife have returned
from their wedding trip end will make
their home for the present with the bride’s
parents, Will Holmes and wife.
Mrs. Walker, with the aid of Miss Esther
Dixon, has reorganized the junior endeavor class, which is to combine missionary and temperance instruction with

principles.

The Congregational sewing circle held
its annual meeting with Mrs. Walker on
Tuesday, Oct. 27. A good report of the
year’s work was made, |210 having been
paid into the church treasury. Mrs. Ida
Clark was elected president, Mrs. C.ara
Phillips, vice-president, and Mrs. J. M.
treasurer. The
Mason, secretary and
members of the work committee are Mrs.
Mary L. Walker, chairman, Mrs. Ju ia
Gilley, Mrs. P. C. Clark and Mrs. Caroline
Lawler. After a dainty lunch the circle
adjourned to meet in two weeks at the
home of Mrs. Ida Clark.
Nov. 9.
Spray.

takeu

his

“Julia Frances”

mate

with

on

exceptionally fine rendering.
After
tempting refreshments were
served, Mrs. Edward Young rend an
appropriate poem, the work of her own

Capt. George

W.

pen. This was followed by timely remarks by Aruo W. King, of Ellsworth.

Alley.
Hannah

a «ev«re

her side.

Leland recently met with

accideul.
Sae is

She fell and struck

Mr. King briefly recalled some
changes of the past fifty years, the

on

rapidly recovering.

Consumption

was a

perfect

summer

Salt pork is a famous oldfashioned remedy for consumption. “Eat plenty of
pork,” was the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100

most.

Scott’sEmulsion is themodern method of
feeding fat to
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott’s Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.
him fat in this
is
which
often the only
way,
is
half
the
battle, but
way,
Scott’s Emulsion does more
than that.
There is someabout
the
combination
thing
of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott’s Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has a special
action on the diseased lungs.

Feeding

A

sample

sent free upon

will be

request.

that this picture in
Be
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Etmus: on you buy.
sure

day.

The ladies of the circle improved it—<tbe
younger members by painting the gates
and iron railing of the new cemetery

BOWNE,
CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
50c. and $1; all druggists.

works

So

Years ago there lived a maiden,
Tall aud stately, fair and Young,
Bright and winsome as .he morniug
Dew when sparkling In the sun.
Now 'twaa so that near by dwelling
Was a youth of Kingly mien,
Pure aud goodly, brave and daring,
Nobler youth is seldom seen.
Anl this maiden often meeting.
He her charms could plainly see.
Till at last he came a wooing,
Did this King of high degree.
Other daughters had good Stephen,
Who did many hearts enthrall.
But to him not one excelling

Hannah, fairert of

them

all.

Months went by and so one evening
In the twilight, son and low.
Spake this King unto the maiden
“I would hear before 1 go,
"Which you cbooue, a queen's dominion,
Honors oft by poets sung.
Or In single bllia abiding
And remain forever Young.*'
Then the maiden answered softly:
“To be always fair and Young
Surely has Us pheasant prospects
And to few but seldom come.
“But to be a queen abiding
In the palace of a King,
True and noule, ever loyal—
That lias been my lot to win—

“Surely this 1=

more

inviting,

And I will with thee abide

Nov. 9.

was

Akk.

Zttjbcrtiscmcnts.

Paine’s Celery
Cosn pound

CURES RHEUMATISM.
Rheumatism, which does its teri .• w -rk
y
in the muscles, joints, and tissues, is cau>r
10 Re*
uric acid which gathers in the blond.
rid of this poisonous acid which produce* the
irritations, pains, agonies, inflammatio- and
*
swellings peculiar to rheumatism, 1 ante
Celery Compound should l>c iwd without
delay. No other medicine give* such prompt,
cheering, ami happy results. It is the only
medicine that prevents a return of the dreaded
Paine's Celery Compound braces
disease.
the nerves, the blood is quickly cleared of all
uilt
irritating poisons, tissue ami muscle aret t ed.
up, and the digestive organ* perfc<
IX> not treat with indifference the -lightest
rheumatic symptoms; the early use of Paine s
and
Celery Compound will save you week*
Mr. S. lb Conway,
months of suffering.
y
St. Louis, Mo., was permanently cure
Paine’s Celery Compound after repeated t ulhe
ures with other medicines and

physicians;

says:—
I am 64 years of age, and have live : in
St. Louis 27 years, and all this time with the
in the
exception of three years, I Ijave served

leave

our simple story
to you to-night,
And the re*.t we gladly render
L’nto Father Time 10 wt lie.
we

Thus

leave

we

our

Engineers* Department

royal couple.

And may many year* of blessing
Still be adaed to their lives,
Golden sunset, royal entrance
Through the gates of paradise.

HU OK Wes Lori Vt

The smallpox scare is over at Indian
Point. School has been resumeo, and the
The

was

Direction t>»>’k and
dyed »ai«i»leo b*-’1'
DIAMOND DYPS,
BurlUigton, Vt.

quarantined is out.

village improvement society

real- !

ized about forty dollars from iu
supper
and sale.
The proceeds will be used in
painting the cemetery fence.
Fred
for

Gonya, wife

Florida for

the

and

son

G.

A.

PARCHER*

APOTHECARY.

left Saturday

winter.

Maine.

They were Ellsworth,
accompanied by Mre. Uonya’s mother,
Mrs. Rich, and Mrs. Florence
Rich, who
are going to
Manchester, N. H.
Nov. 9.

Mrs.

Liver Pills

jyj.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
School closed Friday.
F. Pierce, of
Brookliti, was
Monday.

in

town

Walter Varney and Master Everett

Varney,

of

Skovhegan,

are

Pa>j

’or.

Diamond

VVE8T EDEN.

who

Insjv

FOR HOME USE AND ECONOMY

Nov. 9.

family

as

I contracted rheumatism and was laid
I tried all remedies and doctors, tot all
up.
failed until I struck Paine’s Celery Compound,
which has made a j*rnnancnt cure in my oa*r.
I have recommended it to many, and they
have used it with the same result.”
winter

Aged in }ear* but young lu heart.
Loved and ever kind and loving,
Ever acting well their purl.

were

MK8. YOUNG'S POEM.
Listen frit mis! a little story
We to-night will tell to you.
And though often 'tls repeated
Old and yet forever new.

It

nesday.

Incomplete

in the list.

Dr. N. C.
King and A. W. King, of Ellsworth, and
Kutus Young and wife, of South Hancock. Others would have been preseut,
had not the weather been so unfavorable
: duripg lhe day.

Thursday.

Mrs. G. W. Jettison and Mrs. 8. H
went to Mt. Desert Ferry Wed-

As life's story l* unfinished
Till the last act has been played,
And the curtalu downward falieth
And the actor* leave the stage—

Many beautiful presents were received,
consisting of gold lined silver ware, gold
coin, linen, china, cut-glass, fancy work,
silver aud greenbacks, and others equally
valuable. A fine parlor lamp and clock
guests

here

Kemick

And the King who standing near her
Smiled and looked quite satisfied,
Pleased as when that evening twilight
She had pledged to be his oride.

After

The out-of-town

closed

taught by Eunice Coggins, of Lamoioe.

"Life has brought us many changes,
Lights and shades along the way;
But our love’s a* strong and changeless
As on our real wedding day.”

occasions of life.

were

In town Bunday.

"Fifty years we’ve lived together;
Fifty years since we were wed!
Shared each other'* joys and sorrows,
And bow quickly ilnm has fled!

of the

singing “Auld Lang Syne”
doxology, the company dispersed,
feeling that they had enjoyed one of the

years ago.
Salt pork is good if a man
can stomach it.
The idea |
behind it is that fat is the
[
food the consumptive needs

Harlan Hodgkins is borne from Boston.
Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, was

Albert

What does mean this crowd assembled
All so nicriy, irec and gay ?
Ask the queeu and she will tell you
*Tls our golden we iulng day.

and the
rare

|

we see the people gathering,
Entering there from far and near,
Paying them deserving homage.
Leaving tokens of good cueer.

The host thanked the company for their
presence and manifestations of friend-

ship.

Adelbert Hodgkins is 111.

And

unchanging God, and reminded the company of the uucbanging truth that all
may “leave footprints on the sands of
time” that shall be the means of helping
some one to a higher plane.
In behalf of the company, he expressed
appreciation of the lives of the bride aud
groom of fifty years, and best wishes tor
many more years of happinee.

Stobrrtisnnnits.

MARLBORO.
sweet

evening at the pal ice,
Brilliant light* aetm forth tb<dr gleam.
And our Kiug and queen so noble
In their royal ro;*es are seen.

of man; he then drew a beautiful wordpicture of the unchanging works of an

Plutarch.

Nov. 2

C hips.

_

It is

of their

tbe schooner

Nov. 9.

But the year* are pacing swiftly
So we haste to keep them pace,
And again we we a milestone
Beached by them along life's race-

maoy of the familiar sacred songs
breathed an added sweetness on account

family will move into
Coshman Alley’s cottage thH week.
Lelaud is

all

when

and

Thomas Rich and

Mrs

mations of

on

Arrived at Gott'a Island Nov. 4 sloop
“Merrywing", Murphy, from Ba-s Harbor with lumber for M. V. Babbidge.

School

Brings to them that glad assurance
She's not lost, but gone before;
And Is waiting there to greet them
When this earthly life Is o’er.

heard

A pie social In the cborcb vestry Friday
evening brought out a small attendance.
The proceeds amounted to six dollars.

Laid away from mortal view.

love and care, and her

were

Gross and Mise Alice Potter,
Oriatid, are visiting Mias Gross’ aunt,
Mrs. Laura Moore.
Miss Eva

of

withered, drooped and faded;
Day by day she frailer grew,
’TUI at Jas-t theysaw their treasure

death, in

surprise

Miss Lurs Hodgkins, who has been
working st Bar Harbor, arrived Nov. 5.
Mrs. Mary A. Bunker, of McKinley, is
visiting her brother, William P. Harding.

When It

the

invitations were Issued to the
fiftieth anniversary of their marriage.
In response to these invitations, nearly
seventy relatives and friends met at their
home Thursday evening to extend congratulations. and, in many cases, to exchange reminiscences of by gone days.
The presence of distinguished musical
talent called forth a request for music,

quarters.

SCOTT &

GKEAT POND.

Wednesday
Cough Aud Works oft' the Cold
Laxative Brorno-Qululne Tablets cure a cold
do Pay. Price 25eeDts.
d one day. No Cure

J. M. M.

_

the usual endeavor

George W. Staples was at Stonington
one day last week on business.

the

the second son, with whom

lived, her two daughter^, Mrs. Jennie
M. Mason and Mrs. Venie C. Hodgkins,
with their husbands and several grandchildren, and many friends.

J. T. K.

moved

Inez

not

bos

Dolliver

life he and

young womanhood, brought
But during all the
sorrow to their hearts.
cbangiug vicissitudes, so gently has
Father Time dealt with them that excla-

John Kimball baa employment for tbe
wiuter at Northeast Harbor.

CApt. John

nine

B,

GOTt’8 ISLAND.

But alas! for human planning
Oft Is written with Ut-foai,
So this bud so full of promise
Scarce had bloomed with fragrance

But the memory of that loved one
Come# so sweetly o’er aud o’er,
And the words she spake at parting
"Meet me on the other shore,"

sides

Ethel Drew.
Nov. 2.

And from this kind-hearted couple
She received parental care;
Every need was by them granted,
Want her life no longer shared.

*

and esteem of their neighbors
friends, and their home has been a
model of domestic happiness.
An adopted daughter, Susie, received

parental

were
abaent
not
during tbe term:
Gladys Bunker, Hollla Watson, Clyde
Robertson, Maynard
Havey, Joseph
Petrie, Doris
Bunker, Lura Hooper
Ralpb Bunker, Harvard Blaisdell and

And sbe grew so sweet and gentle—
Ever ready to obey,
With a love sweet and confldlng.
Happy all the live-long day.

filled

tnjoyed

Tbe intermediate and primary gradea
now
navlng a abort vacation. The
following pupila of tbe primary grade

are

Ard ere long this tiny maiden.
With h« r sweet and winsome way#,
Wound herself around their heartstrings
Still more closely day by day.

and

she

Dr. C. C. Larrabee entertained the gentlemen with pit on Wednesday night,
while Mrs. Larrabee entertained the ladies
with whist. Refreshments were served.
C.
Nov. 9.

Schooner

for the eld at

during

from them

schooner into winter

satisfactorily
past eight or

the

At the regular meeting of John
Dority
of Eaat Sullivan, last
Frld.y
evening, the ftrat two degrees were conferred ou one candidate.
A large nnmwaa present besides visitors Ironi
Cushman, Pomoln, Greenwood. Jonesport »nd
Blueblll grangea.
grange,

Now the home was no more lonely;
Lltheso me feet from day to day
Ban about the royal palace,
Busy In her childish play.

confidence

tory.

Ralph

music.

given by tbe
village improvement society Friday night
a
small
was enjoyable though there was
cemetery, by
The

held at the

were

him

tng.

prattling,

The office of town clerk

years. In every relation of
have
his worthy helpmeet

for the winter.

Miss Harriet

fisheries.

and treasurer has been

Newell Powers went

Monday

Banks

yonng people from hero ,t.
tended tne dance given by the
high
echool at Sullivan Harbor
Friday even-

So this saying pleased her queenship.
And ere long the cheering sound
Of a childish voice came
Mak lug music all around.

Lamoine.

now

Wednesday.

Several

"One whom we can have to cheer us
Later when life’# sinking sun
Casts her darkening shadows o’er us.
And life’s race Is nearly run."

_

Ward Freethey sprained his ankle last

benefit of tbe church, will
meet
with Mre. Harvard Havey
for tbe

Then tire King spake to his lady ;
"There arc daughter# everywhere,
Homeless orphans without number.
Let us choose one for our heir.

wishes of

seven

tenderly

met and

where his devoted wife

satisfactory
8. A. Bender, of E. M. C.
eemln.ry
Bucksport, occupied tbe pulpit in Union
church Sunday afternoon and
evening.
Tbe sewing circle, recently
org.nlied

So these lives were sometime# clouded
As the days and years bath flown
Bringing not the heir apparent
That would later claim the throne.

Dr.

a

PROSPECT HARBOR.

The best

father of the groom.

of

term.

a

Seldom ta a day so cloudless
But a shadow flitting by
Here and there so often hiding
Nature’s brightness from the eye.

a

One of our worthy young Isdies, Miss !
Eva Linscott,
daughter of Mrs. Angie j
LinBcott, was recently married to Montford Avery, of Bangor. The ceremony !
was performed
by Rev. G. W. Avery,

wife.

and

from her

pleasant evening.
Not all the men in Han ock county are
engaged in fattening hogs, as tlie editor
intimated last week. One of our townsmen, Dyer Hodgkins, has found time to
look over his strawberry bed, and was
rewarded by finding a ripe berry shortly
before the October snowstorm.

Lake.

Mrs.

will

Lamoine

Sbute, of Clifton, is the guest

Varney.
Byron Bobbins

Han-

West

her school at

from

psw*

The grimmer school, E. W.
Obsr
Northeast Harbor, cloaca tbla week

by and peace and plenty
Crowned their lot from day to day.
Much of joy and less of sorrow
Followed them down lire's pathway.

a

La-

Tuesday.
Arthur

enjoying

la

o!h„

Tracert

Years fled

Hodgkins

Clara

vacation

chopping bee

been

lias

who

Harbor.

motoe.

Young

Whitaker,

Miss Susie

NEWS.

County tieuu,

'.—■■■ >.-—

WEST BULLIVAN.
Mra. Vlolette Tracey and
little lon
W»rreo, of Boston, are at G. H

80 unto his palace royal
Took he then hi* comely queen,
And right Will sbe tilled her station,
Happier homes are seldom seen.

employed at Kineo during the season, has
recently returned from a visit tQ Bar

oris.

Arden

stone

masonry.

\lfss

Gertrude Latty has returned from

apprenticeship

an

serve

at

Additional
-r—r-—••■-•—.■■

Wife and husband for the better
Or the worse whate’er may come.
They must bear It each together
Till life's journey here Is done.

vicinity.

gator to-day.

CUUJNTY

this fair Young maiden
Next
In her bridal robe# arrayed.
And the King In royal splendor
Take her hand and they are made
we see

surprise.

H. W. Fiye, wife and daughter, who
carriage and severely injured, is
Mrs. Mason had for several years been a
improving.
faithful member of the Maine Sunshine have been visiting friends in Boston, reMiss Addie Soper returned Sunday from s cietyand took much comfort in the sun- turned Tuesday.
Nov. 9.
Ufe Femme.
Penobscot, where she has been employed rays of cheer received, and in turn gladly
obeying the I. S. S. motto of “passing on”
during the fall.
OAK POINT.
to other shut-in invalids, she frequently
Eugene Haskell has recently purchased
comfort to the comfortless. Her colPalmer Seavey baa gone to Boston to
the Good Templars' hall and moved it gave
lectiop of cuttings of choice extracts from ship for tbe wiuter.
The hall will be renear his buildings.
magazines and papers was extensive, and
Frank Colson bas employment at Hall
paired and used for a store.
proved her appreciation of the best things
W.
Nov. 9.
(Quarry for tbe winter.
from

pag**-

Salisbury
the
are extended
to
the community
Lewis Hodgkins, of Ellsworth, newly-married couple. They will reside
vaccinated
through the town Nov. 1, in Bangor.
by order of the local board of health. As
GOLDEN WEDDING.
yet none lias proved successful.
On Nov. 5, 1853, Hannah, daughter of
Davis.
Nov. 9.
Stephen Young aiid wife, and Eben H
son of
Rev. John King and wife, were
BROOKLIN.
united in marriage by Warreo King, esq
Fred Pierce is home from Bar Harbor.
brother of the groom, at East Trenton,

to cloud

pairs

eyes.
Mrs. Sarah Ward well, who

departure

her

visit about to be
made, glwd to enter the new life and be
reunited with the loved ones gone before.
Altt ouch christened in infancy Marcia

harden and bore it

daDce in

and

ing near, and spoke of
she would of a pleasant

His

NORTH BLL'EHIJLL.
There will be a social
hall Friday evening.

*

Jane,

Frank Hardy, of Camden, is spending
few

bro-spinal meningitis..

oth^t

If*v9

^idtnonai

o>

woodsmen and others.

MRS. MERCY J. MASON.

OF

ant

Dr.

Except

printed

in

for additional

pa&t*

On Tue*day evening, Oci. 27, after a
short illness at her home on Beecbhlll,
Mt. Desert, Mrs. Mercy J. Mason, quietly,
like an infant falling asleep, entered into
rest, the immediate cause of her death
be ng the result of a fall which produced

be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circula-

than that of all the other papers
Hancock county.

*e* oin*t

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

tfre only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
CAN is

Sets*

additional Count

>

And together down life’s pathway
We will journey side by side.”

COUNTY NEWb.

and all taking a picnic dinner wit li
Mrs. John Williams, giving her a pleas-

fence,

That’s what you need; something to cure your biliousPills.
(ness. You need Ayer’s

the guests of

Mr. and Mrs. E. Andrews.
Mrs.

Henry Bridges and son Clark, of
West Brookiin, were the guests of
his
brother, R. O. Cbatlo, Tuesday.
^ov*9
Substitute.

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

50 ctt. of

dfuggl,tl or R P H.II81C0

N

_H

Cures Nothing' But

Rheumatism
_^j^J^£2£BURY^CHEMICAL^O^(lncorporatedM^^SuH|pi8r^St^Boston^Mas^
mone-v

In

Tablet form only.

t^±*2*2 BE222
Cures

a

CohJ in One Day,

NO ALCOHOL.

js
Quinine \£).

Crip

in 2

Days

fn/

Price

50 Cents.

box. 25c

1
*

<

COUNTY
additional

NEWS.

Ing for Somerville, Mw, to visit their
son, G. K. Hodgkin*.
Mrs. Clarence Mart iu, of
Hancock, who
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and
ISLE.
DBBR
SOUTH
Mrs. Hiram Preble, returned Tue
day.
Nov. 9.
George Powers is quite ill with pneu- I
B.
monia.
PENOBSCOT.
is
ill.
Miss
/
quite
Mrs. Lyman Stinson
Nelson Wardweli has moved into hla
for her.
Angeline Bobbins Is caring
new house.
John F. Bobbins and fAmily took posMaster Walter Creamer, jr., who has
aeasion of their old home here Tuesday.
been quite ill with bronchitis, is
iraprovMiss Beatrice Warren arrived here
County .Veto#

for

$ee other

Wednesday for a short visit
friends. She is employed in a

pa<^e$

to

ing.

her

store

The Chase school league will
give an
entertainment at the grange hall this
evening under the direction of Miss Belva
L. Sellers, the teacher.

in

Boston.

good

a

are

There

cases

many

of colds

and sore throats about, but so far no suspicion of diphtheria, though cases are reat Ocoanvilie.

Deer are plenty in this section.
Winfield Grlndl# has shot two. On
Saturday
Fred Wardweli shot bis second
one.
Freman K. Leach also got one Saturday.

ported

The Caldwell family left here Wednesday for Rockland where they will make
their residence as Mr. Caldwell is emof
there at his trade, that
a

Henry C. Perkins has bargained fora
rotary saw-mill of Winfield Pendleton,
Islesboro. Mr. Perkins intends to move

ployed
plumber.

the mill here in

early spring and set it up
his brick yard lot.
School closed in the Leach district Friday after a successful term taught by
Ethel M. Stover, of Blueblll:
Following

News reached here this week of the
death of Parker Greenlaw, son of Mr. and
Mrs Eben Greenlawtof Oceanville. The
family of the deceased have the sympathy
of their many friends.

on

are

strawberry season Is
evidently
as Nov. 6
brought a snowabout
The

storm which will
ance of the crop.

probably cover the
Ripe raspberries

found

of the

names

pupils

who

not

were

day: Dora Gray and Christy
Leach, each five years old ; Vera, Loweua,
Leiia, Mildred and Iva Leach.
W. J. Creamer has recently closed a
contract whereby he agrees to dejiver to
the
International
Paper Co. a large

balwere

Crotch island a few
reported
days ago, but their time is probably past.
Next will be to dig out the blooming pausies from the snow drifts.
Ego.
Nov. 9.
as

the

absent

over,

on

J

WEST HANCOCK.

half

a

amount of spruce and fir pulp wood. Mr*
Creamer has been appointed agent for

Hancock county, and has Rlready purhundred cords in various

chased several
sections.

Mrs. Mildred A. McFarland is still in

bor to work.

Mrs. Jesse Brown bas returned
to friends in Cherryfleld.

He

intends

to

have

several

thousand cords by spring.
A business
enterprize of this kind is much needed,
and no doubt will prove to be a great
benefit to this and surrounding towns.
Nov. 9.
Suba.

poor health.
Irving McFarland has gone to Bar Harfrom

^isit

a

EAST FRANKLIN.

Henry Milliken, jr., of Veazle, visited
hia parents, H. C. Milliken and wife, re-

Tuesday, Nov. 3, a baby boy
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Joy.

cently.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler left for New Bedford, Mass., Wednesday, She will visit
friends In Brunswick and Boston.

Miss Edith Gordon has finished
school in Orland and is home.

au

John Wentworth, jr., and Arthur Matterson, who are employed at Bar Harbor,
spent bunday at home.

Henry Poren leaves Monday for

Mrs.

quite

visit before returning to her
Portland.

Larin

friends here.

E. G.

Butterfield, of Somerville,
Mass., made a short visit to friends here
last week. On her return she was acMrs

companied by her mother, Mrs. Sarah
Norris, who will make her permanent
home there.
Nov. 9.
Sumac,
REACH.
E. Burrill Torrey and Frank T. Annia

yachting.
begun on 8. T.

home from

are

Lowe’s launch.
will be built by J. E. Eaton.
Capt. William Gray and Levi Knight
made a business trip to Belfast rccenty.
Work ha9

She

Brewer, of Bar Harbor, son of
and Lizzie
Brewer, is visiting

Calvin

extended

home in

her

Misses Lena and Mamie Blaisdell, who
have been away at work, are home.

Victor B. Smith and A. E. Clement, of
Northeast Harbor, were recent guests of
W. K Springer and wife.
the Provinces where sbe will make

born to

was

Edward Urann’s year-old hog which he
was fattening to kill died
recently, from
some cause unknown.
It is a severe loss.
Mrs.

Henry Gray,

of

Mrs. Lula Wentworth
town

j

West Sullivan, and

Campbell

were

in

vlsitiug relatives and friends last

week.

J. H. Patten and wife, Miss Cassalena
Springer nnd O. Bean took tea aud spent
the evening with G. H. Kutter and wife

Wednesday

of last week.

Miss Cassie Hooper, wbo is working for
Miss Nina Moon, of Hancock, is spend*
ing a few days with her brother, T. E.

Hooper and wife.
Winter, which commenced bo tierce last
South Deer Isle for the winter.
week, is now trying to back out for
Mrs. Marietta Ixrne is the guest of Mrs.
awhile,and everyone seems willing except
Ellen Hayes at North Deer Isle this week. hunters wbo are hot on the trail.
Report
Misa Carrie Gray was the guest of her has just come that two deer have been
cousin, Mrs. William Goss, In Stonington slain in this vicinity, but tbe names of tbe
Mrs.

Nancy

Greenlaw'

family

and

have

moved to

last week.

Capt. Harry Gray, of the yacht “Alert”,
is visiting his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Isaac Gray.
Several from here attended services of
the Latter Day saint^ conference at
Mountainville last Sunday.
Nov. 9.
NORTH LAMOINE.
W. 8.

Archer

from

returned

Bangor

Saturday.
of

Mrs. A. L. Gray ts In Bangor, the guest
Mrs. P. A. Gross.
Misa

Eunice Coggins is

Marlboro,

from

home

where she has been

teaching.

Miss Annio Young has returned from
East Bluehltl where she has been teach-

log.
Mrs. P. A. Grows and Mrs. Harry Gross,
of Bangor, were the guests of Mrs. Lucy

Gray Thursday

and

Friday.

Walter Young, who has been employed
in

Bangor,

returned

week.

last

there be lost his best horse

While

which he had

recently purchased.

has
Schooner “Mary E.
Pennell”
finished loading paving for H. W. Sargent*
and schooner “Myronos” will haul in to
load to-morrow.

Minnewaukon R. A. chapter worked
the first degeee under dispensation Tuesday evening. There were six who received the degree.
Mrs. Delia Cain leaves to-day for her
home near Corpus Christ!, Texas. She
will take her two children, and a daughter of her late husband by a former mar-

riage.
C.

Nov. 9.

SURRY.
E. N. Osgood found a large wildcat and
fox lu his traps last Tuesday.

Mrs. Pamelia Treworgy, widow of
Levi Treworgy, is ill with heart disease.
Frank L. Jordan joined the schooner
“Storm Petrel”, Capt. Bonsey, at Weymouth

point Tuesday.
Jonesboro

Varden
last week

to load

has

The vessel

with staves.

Lord returned from Gardiner
on

account of the serious

ill-

mother, Mrs. Aseueth C. Lord,
who is suffering from a stroke of parness of his

alysis.

Gowen Whitaker and wife gave

home

and

previous

to that her health bad

been

wonderfully good, considering her ad*
vanced age.
Her husband,
William
Workman, died several years ago. Of
nine children,
her
two—Enoch
aud
Sarah—are dead, the remaining ones are,
Edmond, of Cberryfleld; James, of Sorrento; Henry, of Sullivan; George, of
Philadelphia, aud Talbott who lives on
the old homestead; also two daughters—
Mary J. Hammond, of Winter Harbor,
aud Martha Youug, of Chicago.
Nov. 9.
Jen.
EAST

SULLIVAN.

William Cozeus, evangelist, and
Mr. Noble, soloist, will assist Mr. Barnard in the morning servicfe next Sunday.
Nov. 9.
Reg.
_

He Couldn't
Abraham

frequently

Fool Lincoln.

Lincoln’s kindness

of

heart

caused him to be

Imposed upon,
but iu most cases be submitted to Imposition with a silent knowledge of the fact.
He could be as firm as a rock, however,
when bethought that justice should be
vindicated, and heoften bandied doubtful
cases with the crafty wariness of a criminal lawyer.
Moreover, he rarely failed to

ilame into righteous anger whenever inoffered to his person or his office.
A gambler, who assumed for the occasion me role of a minister of the gospel,
was civilly received
by the keen-eyed
President, when he called upon him; but,
to
practice the fraud a second
attempting
lime, ne met with a reception little to bis
went
“He
into the president’s
liking.
room,” writes Stoddard, “and he came
out; and, when he came through the door,
there was a strange vision of h large fool
just behind him, suggesting to a navel
contractor the idea ot a propeller.
The gambler did not, for the twinkling
of an eye, succeed in deceiving Mr. Lincoln as to his real character. He was re
received from the first as a rogue, a wolf
iu sheep’s clothing,
but his criminal
audacity went beyond the limits of pstient
endurance—and so he was also sent beyond the limits.” The eagle eye and the
keen brain of the great commoner were
very capable in picking men out of the
mnIHtndca
Success.
sult was

—

ASHV1LLE.
Miss Hazel Ash is improving.
Miss Maggie
Harbor.

a

warming at their new home, Frldey
evening.
Mrs. Lydia Workman
died
Sunday,
Nov. 8, at tbe home of her son, Talbott
aged
Workman,
eighty-seven years. Mr>,
Workman had been ill but a short time,

Q-

Nov. 9.

Marten is

home from Bar

O. P. Bragdon and wife visited Mrs.
Abbie Bragdon at Sorrento one day last
week.
E.

School in both districts closed Friday,
teachers, Miss Crane and Miss
Pennington have returned home.

and the

Col.

SEDGWICK.

gone to

R.

GOULDLBORO.

Y.

Nov. 9.

a

lucky ones have not been learned.
Nov. 9.

H. Hodgkins and wife left this morn-

Years of suffering relieved iu a night. Itchlog piles yield at once to the curative properties
of Loan’s Ointment. Never fails. At any drug
store, 50 cents.—Advt.
For rheumatism or neuralgia, you should
bathe freely with Brown’s Instant Relief, tak
lug it internally at the same time.

Thk
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—

W
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[Copyright, 1903, by C. B. Lewis.]
When old Jake Harper left Missouri
by the overlaud trail to make a home
the Kansas frontier, taking along
his wife and two children, he knew
,the risks he ran. He was known as a
on

obstinate man, and one
without fear. Perhaps if he had never
been drawn into argument over the
matter he would not have made a
move, but when his neighbors hoard
that he w*as thinking of a change, and
one after another sought to dissuade
him. he sold his farm in Missouri and
joined an emigrant train.
It was a clear case of pigheadedness, his going at all, and Ids taking up
a claim right in the midst of the Indian country was nothing short of
criminal recklessness.
The frontier
was dangerous enough, but he was
miles beyond it. It wasn’t a fortnight
before a war party of Indians appeared and attacked. It is a mutter of record that the old man and his wife
killed six warriors. The children had
been killed at the first fire. When the
wife received a bullet the husband
managed to break through the band
and mount a horse and escape, though
he was twice wounded.
As soon as his wounds were healed
he set out to reap vengeance. He wandered over plain and prairie, he hid
among the hills, he paddled up and
down the rivers.
lie moved mostly
by night, and not a -week went past
that he did not tally at least one. He
killed Wounded Bird. Little Buffalo
and Red Sun—three prominent chiefs.
In one year he killed thirty-four Sioux
He waylaid them by day
warriors.
and crept into tfieir villages at night,
and Gray Engle offered twenty ponies
In a
for his capture, dead or alive.
way he was a great protection to the
If a raid was contemplated
frontier.
and it was discovered that “The Shadow*,” as the red men called him, was
aware of it the affair w*as abandoned.
Old Harper’s deeds of boldness wvere
counted by the score, but perhaps the
boldest was entering a village on the
Republican river one night during a
thunderstorm. lie made use of knife
and tomahawk alone and killed five
men and twe* squaws. When the alarm
was finally given lie hid behind trees

[determined,

■—
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lacnoH in

Wanp's WlRdoni.

A

Daniel H.
faulted.

cases.

Scire lacias issued.

DeFour

issued in vacation.
John Herlihy.
Four cases. Capias
issued iu vacation.
P. B. Herlihy. Two cases. Nol Pros.
Respondent dead.
Edmund S. Hamblen. One case. Fine
$100. Costs $16. Paid.
John Halt.
One case.
Sentenced.
Fine $100, and costs $20, and in default of payment t»0 days in County
Jail. Fine and costs paid. Nov. 5,
1903.
One case. Sentenced. Fine
$100. and costs $20, and in addition
thereto tO days in County Jail, and
in default ot payment of Fine and
costs 60 days additional in
jail.
Sentence to begin at end of that
in previous case. Mittimus issued
Oct. 24, 1903. One case. Sentence.
Fine $100, and costs $20. and in addition thereto 60 days in County
Jail, and in default of payment of
Fine and costs 60 days additional
in Jail. Such imprisonment to begin at end ol that in previous cases.
Mittimus issued Oct. 24, i903.
John Hatt.
One case.
Sentenced.
Fine $100. Costs $20, and iu additional thereto 60 days in County
Jail, and in default of payment of
line and costs 60 days additional in
County Jail. Such sentence to begin at end of that in previous cases.
Mittimus issued Oct. 24, 3903. One
Sentenced.
Fine $100, and
case.
costs $20, and iu addition thereto 60
days in County Jail and indefaultof
payiueut of tine and costs todays
additional in Jail. Such sentence
to begin at end of that in previous
cases. Mittimus issued Oct. 24, 1903.
One case. Sentenced to line of $50
and costs $15 and in default of payment of tine and costs to be imprisoned in County Jail for 30 days.
Such imprisonment to begin at end
Mittiof that in previous cases.
One case.
mus issued Oct. 24, 1903.
Sentence to fine of $2i0, and costs
$15 and in default of payment within ten days to be imprisoned in
County Jail for three months. Said
imprisonment to begin at end of
that in previous cases. Mittimus
issued Oct. 24, 1903. Fine aud costs
paid Nov. 5, 1903.
Johu Hatt. Two cases. Plea Guilty.

A Sure Way of Saving.

earned.
fortunate
literary speculation, he placed the
whole of the money, together with his
will, in the Imperial Deposit bunk at
Berlin and on receiving the receipt
from the cashier deliberately tore it
The cashier thought he was mad
up.
and told him angrily that it would take
fully three years before he could expect to obtain a duplicate receipt. “That
is just why I have torn up the original,” calmly remarked the depositor,
“and now the money is safe for that
time.”—Golden Penny.

by

varolinn

Herlihy. Two

Capias issued in vacation.
Darnel Herlihy. Three cases. Capias

ingenious method of putting his
savings beyond ills own reach has been
adopted by a German writer who found
from dire experience that all his profsoon

Capias

cases.

An

its melted away as
Having made £1(1.000

cases.

issued in vacation.
S. O, Hanscom One case. Continued
to April Term 1904.
Annie Harkins. Three cases.
Indictment filed.
James Harkius. Two cases. Indictment filed.
Ambrose Haskell. One case. Capias

Naturalists have decided that many
insects have senses which human beings lack. That of location, shown by
the wasp, for Instance, is remarkable.
One species builds its nest in a sand
bank that is only a part of several
acres of such soil, and when it leaves
in search of food it covers the nest
so carefully that no ordinary eye could
discover its location—that is to say, it
is just like all the surrounding location. and yet the wasp flies back to it
without hesitation and finds it without
making a mistake. There is another
wasp that unerringly locates the eggs
of the mason bee under a thick layer
of sun baked clay and deposits her
own eggs in the same cells that her
young may have food when they are
hatched.

more

upcueu

issued in vacation.

Ulysses S. Grant. Three

merged. By It two unusually large
palm trees rear their heads above the
inundation.—Century.

wigwams uniu ne uau snot uowu
warriors, thus making his
The fact that no Inscore thirteen.
dian dog would hark at him and thus
give an alarm was greatly to his advantage. One night he got among a
herd of ponies and cut the throats of
forty-eight of them. During the two
years that he rail loose, as it were, he
killed nearly 100 Indians, set tire to
and destroyed four villages and caused
the death of about seventy ponies.
This record would have satisfied the
vengeance of most men. but Harper
felt that things were going, too slow.
He had also figured it out that he had
little to live for, and he determined
He had trapped for
on a grand coup.
furs while wreaking vengeance, and
one day he appeared at a frontier town
with about $230 worth of choice skins.
He also had a pony loaded down with
plunder taken from the Indians. All
his goods were taken off for powder in
kegs and a two horse outfit. There were
over 200 pounds of the powder. Before
driving away Harper stated to a friend
that tie was going to kill a hundred Indians at once, but did not give particulars. He joined a body of emigrants and continued with them until
well into the Indian country aud then
cut loose. He left the party at night
and drove off at right angles to the
trail, and no one but the Indians ever
saw him again.
A Sioux chief named White Bird was
abroad with a war party numbering
200 bucks. They had heard of the emigrant party and were going to take
the trail ahead of them when they
His wagon
came upon old Harper.
stood in a grove of cottonwoods, and
his horses were graziug. He had dug
rifle pit under the wagon, and as
a
soon as the Indians came within range
IltJ

right

the kiosk is visible resting upon its exquisite columns, which are partly sub-

and
six

Goml Li»teuln((.
and in default of payment 80 days
2Lcgal Hotter
in jail.
Mittimus issued Oct. 14,
Good talking is largely dependent on
1903 One case. Sentenced to fine
a
man
fact
that
The
$100 and co-ts $10, and in default of
good hearing/0
STATE OF MA1NK.
of fine and costs 00 days
able to do his mental powers the juspayment Much
Hancock ss.:—Clerk’s Office, Supreme .Juin Jail
imprisonment to betice of brilliant expression may be due
dicial Court. Ellsworth, Maine. November
gin at the end of that in previous
case.
9, A. D. 1903.
Mittimus issued Oct. 14, 1908.
to the presencesof some receptive mind
rilHE following is the disposition of each
Laura Robbins. One case. Sentence
ready to invite and appreciate. Wits X appealed case and indictment for vio.ato fine of $100 and costs $20. Paid.
tion of the Jaws regulating the use and sale of
Sherman W. Bobbin* O-e case. Noi
may clash to the point of deafening
Pros for want of evidence.
intoxicating liquors, made at the October
siThe sympathetic anal
themselves.
Term of said Court A. D. 1903, publisned iu
James Sheavlin.
Two cases,
conaccordance
the
with
of
tinued
for sentence on motion of
44
provisions
Chapter
lent listener is the buffer between.
of the Public Laws cf 18-7.
v
County
Attorney.
I
Buskin is said to have been excellent
Ambrose Simpson. Jr.
Two leases,
State vs. A. R. Barrou.
Two cases.
Indictindictments filed.
ment filed.
company. He spoke in u tone of “genJohn Simpson. One case.
IndictPatrick
Bresnahan.
Two
cases.
Fine
tle and playful earnestness.” He had
ment filed.
$200. Costs $30. Paid. Two cases.
H. G. Spofford.
One case. IndictHoods of thought' and knowledge tc
Continued by the County. Attorney.
ment filed.
Two cases. Nol Pros by the County
pour forth, if only he could get the
J. H Sweetzer. One case
Nol Pros
Attorney,
on payment of $115.
Paid. Four
B. Frauk Barstow. One case. Senright hearers. But there were the barcases.
Nol Pros by County Attortenced
30
in
Jail.
MitCounty
ren occasions when listeners were abdays
ney,
timus issued Oct. 24, 1908.
James M. Stewart. Three cases. Casent.
Eddie Comiskey.
One case.
Nol
pias issued in vacation.
Pros
n
reasr
of
lack
of
evidence.
by
One day n friend gave a little dinner
A. D. Stuart. One case. Fine $100.
P. J. Cuddy. Two cases. Indictment
Costs $15. Paid. One case. Confor him, Dr. Jowett and Dean Stanley.
filed
tinued by County Attorney. Two
Fred W. Coburn. Two cases. Fine
But no sooner had the dinner begun
cases.
Nol Pros by County Attor$200. Costs $3u. Paid. Three cases.
ney.
than the host realized his mistake. He
Nol Pros by the Couuty Attorney.
S. Swett. Three cases. ConGeorge
John
J.
Four
cases.
Coney.
Capias
had provided no setting for his jewels,
tinued by County Attorney.
issued in vacation.
Shedrick Staples. One case. Capaia
no
“They
Abraham J. Coben, Applt. One case.
junior men as hearers.
in /acation.
issued
Fine
and
costs
and
in
ad$44.22
$50,
j
wanted to meet one another,” he said.
S. L. Treat, Jr. Three cases. Nol
dition thereto 30 days iu County
Pros by County* Attorney.
“It should have gone off brilliantly,
Jail, and in default of payment of
S, L. Turner. One case. Capias isfine and costs 30 days additional in
but the sou]) came and the fish followsued in vacation.
Jail. .VIittimus issued Oct. 24. 1903.
John W. Wheaton. Two cases. Ined and they simply would not talk. At
M. Dailey. Two cases. Capias issued
dictments filed.
in
vacation.
last I said some stupid thing to StanPearl H. Wardwell. One case. Nol
C. M. Delano. One case. Principal
Pros by County Attorney.
and sureties defaulted.
ley about the architecture of WestScire
Whitmore.
George
Facias issued. Six cases. Capias
Ope case. No!
minster abbey, and that drew Riifekin
Pros by County Attorney.
issued in vacation.
and started us all off. Then all went
Attest:—John F. K:-owlton, Cl§rk.
Rory W. Delano. One case. Continued.
rBut I shall never make the
well.
Edmon Eno.
STATU OF MAINE.
One case. Fine $100,
Youth’s Comsame mil ike again.”
and costs $15.
Paid.
One case. Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lauda
Continued by the County Attorney.
panion.
of
Non-Resident Owners.
Ernest Elwell, Applt. One case. Continued by the County Attorney.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
J. B.
Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock,
Five cases. Continued by
A Lont Inland.
Eye.
for the year 1902.
the County Attorney.
Of the various buildings which adornri^HE following list of taxes on real estate
James E. Ford. One case. Fine $100.
Costs $16.
X of non-resident owners in the town of
Paid. Two cases;
Nol
ed the island of Phil® there remain toWinter Harbor for the year 1902, committed to
Pros by the County Attorney.
day above water only a portion of the
Lizzie N. Ford. Seven cases. Prin- me for collection for said town on the sevencipal and Sureties defaulted. Scire teenth day of April, 1902, remains unpaid;
colonnade, the top of the kiosk and a
Facias ordered to issue.
Three and notice is hereby given that if said taxes,
part of the temple of Isis. The traveler
cases. Capias issued in vacation.
interest and charges are not previously paid,
W. H Foss. Four cases. Principal so much of the real estate taxed as is sufapproaches the ruins in a small boat, in
and Sureties defaulted.
Scire ficient and necessary to pay the amount due
which he may pass down the colonnade
Facias ordered to issue. Two cases. therefor, including interest and charges, will
be sold at public auction at Globe hall, in said
Capias issued in vacation.
and row about in the once sacred chamF. M. Gaynor. Two cases. Fine $200, town, on the first Monday of December, 1903,
bers. It is a novel and interesting exCosts $30. Paid. Two cases. Nol at 9 o’clock a. m.
Pros by County Attorney.
One
Amt of
perience, but to those who were facase.
Verdict Not
tax due
Jury trial.
miliar with the Island in all its beauty
Name of owner, deincld int
Guilty.
Chas. D. Gallagher. One case. Capias
scription of property.
it is full of sadness. Of the columns
&chgs
issued in vacation.
Nathan A Barrett, lot of land No 44, as
which formed the colonnade only the
Arthur Giipatrick. Four cases. Conshown upon plan of Grindstone Neck,
tinued by the County Attorney.
recorded in Hancock county registry
capitals remain above water. Upon
One case. Jury Trial. Verdict Not
of deeds, book of plans 2, page 11,
$ 4 24
these one sees, beautifully chiseled and
Guilty.
L Brackett, Lots Nos 42, 43, 44,
Sidney
William Goggins.
One case. Conornamented with delicate coloring, Ti
45, 46, 47,Sec J. 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,
tinued by the County Attorney.
52, 53. 54, Sec J, Nos 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
berius offering gifts to the gods or
Two cases. Nol Pros by the Coun33, 34. Sec H, Nos 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
A
ty Attorney.
Nero presenting two eyes to Isis.
26, 27, Sec G, Nos 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
William Giddins. One case. Capias
83, 34, Sec H. Nos 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. 25,
the roof of
short distance to the

as

a

case. Sentence
fine of #100. Costs $18.71 and in
addition thereto 30 days in County
Jail. One case. Sentenced to fine
of #100 aud costs #20.9o and in default of payment. 60 days in County Jail. Such imprisonment to begin at expiration of that in precase.
issued
vious
Mittimus
Oct. 24, 1903.
One case. Sentenced
r
to fine of $50, and costs $i0, and in
addition thereto 30 days in County
Jail and in default of payment of
fine and costs 30 days additional in
County Jail. Such imprisonment
to begin at the expiration of that
Mittimus issued
in previous case.
Sentenced
Oct. 24. 1903. One case
to tine of $35o, and costs $9.20 and
in default of payment within 10
days to be imprisoned four months
in County Jail.
Such imprisonment to begin at expiration of that
in previous cases. Mittimus issued
Oct. 24, 1903. Fine aud costs paid
Nov. 5, 1903.
One case. Law
William Herrick.
on Demurrer aud Exceptions.
Three cases.
Warren M. Ingalls.
Capias issued in vacation.
C. E. Leach. Two cases. Continued
by the County Attorney.
T. II. Landers. Five cases. Capias
issued in vacation.
T. E. Lee. One case. Sentence Fine
$100. Costs $15. Paid. One case.
Continued by the County Attorney.
Two cases. Nol Pros by the County Attorney.
George Lovell. Two cases. Nol Pros
on payment of
Paid.
One
$230.
case.
Continued for sentence to
April Term 1904.
E. L. Mason. Three cases. Nol Pros.
Respondent dead.
M. F. Mason. One case.
Nol Pros
by County Attorney.
Two cases.
Asher Moody.
Indictments tiled.
M. C. Morrison and Chas. N. Small.
One case. Nol Pros by County Attorney on payment of $50. Paid.
One case. Nol Pros by County Attorney.
Michael McCauley. Two cases. Nol
Pros by the County Attorney.
Nol
J. J. McDonald. Two cases.
Pros on payment of #230. Paid.
Two cases.
Nol Pros by County

Benjamin Hatt. One

Many

troubles

a

woman

are

to

imagines that all her

due to the fact that she Is

misunderstood.

‘JHAtcal.
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but few red men had rifles. The old
man not only stood the party off for
two hours, but killed four and wounded
Many Ellsworth People Fail to Resix. Then they rushed him, which was
alize the Seriousness.
just what he planned for. At a given
Backache is so deceptive.
signal the party dashed forward on
It comes and goes—keep3 you guessing.
their ponies, and in two minutes the
Learn the cause—then cure it.
old man was dead. Every one gatherNine times out of ten it comes from the
ed close in to see what plunder the
wagon contained, and they were tear- kidneys.
That’8 why Doan’s Kidney Pills cure it.
ing the cover off when a tremendous
Cure every kidney ill from backache to
explosion occurred. According to the
Indians it shook the earth for miles diabetes.
Here’s an Ellsworth case to prove it:
around. Of the war party sixty were
Mrs. John Meader
(wife of John
killed outright, ten crippled for life and |
West Ellsworth, District
thirty burned and otherwise injured. Meader, farmer),
I No. 10, says: “No one can adequately exOver seventy ponies were also killed.
It was the heaviest blow ever suffer- press iu ordinary Anglo-Saxon what I
kidneys. !
ed by the Sioux tribe, and it resulted suffered from my back and
When a person is compelled to place a
in a treaty with them that was observed on their side for the next five years pillow across the back for the almost inwith the utmost fidelity. The body of tinitesiraal relief tuat makeshift gives
the old man disappeared in the explo- when the contraction of the slightest cold
sion. and the Indians figured it out that seated Itself ou the loins, and when any
his “medicine” had preserved him to attempt to do even the least bit of work
take still further revenge. It was years brought excruciating twinges from which
before they would give up that he was ^one suffers until all ambition is lost, that
dead. Up to tlie time of Ouster’s death person naturally endorses the means she
It is to ;
there were still among the followers of at last employed to bring relief.
remembered that I consulted physiflitting Bull about twenty warriors be
who were present at the explosion, and cians and exhausted all my knowledge of1
several of them were blind of an eye household remedies trying to cure myself
1 was unsuccessful until Mr. J. G.
Sitting
or had suffered in their limbs.
Gray, postma«-ter of East Surry, advised
Bull himself was not -there, but he was my husband to go bo Wiggin
Moore’s
and see what effect
tarrying a piece of wood from the drug store for a ooxHe
was very
they would have.
positive
shattered wagon as a charm against about
the benefit he had received himself,
any further tragedies of tin* sort. He
nd his induced me to commence the
Now if a continuation of it
lost this in his battle with Custer, and treatment.
from that time on he was plunged in has nor brought undoubted relief 1 never
would have gone out of my way to recomdespair and predicted that his end mend Doan’s Kidney Pills to more than
would soon come. His second chief, one of my neighbors, some of whom used
tl
rush them and think they are the finest remedy
in
was
*<*o.
Bain-iu-th
fbr the kinneys to be had.”
against *4hf* w-acon, being then out with
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
his first
party, and ho had two Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
bv
a flying fragment.
ribs broken
agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
M. QUAD.
no substitute.

j

j

j

|

Attorney.

Dennis McManus. Four case's. Continued by the Couuty Attorney.
Morrison Medical Co. One case. Nol
Pros by the County Attorney.
John Malone. Two cases. Nol Pros
by the Couuty Attorney.
Joseph Ououtt. Two cases. Capias
issued in vacation.
Edward Owens. Two cases. Capias
issued in vacation.
Two cases.
Charles Riley.
Nol
Pros on payment of $230. Paid.
One case
W\ B. Rowe
Principal
defaulted.
Scire
and
Sureties
Facias issued.
Richard ltyau. One case. Capias issued in vacation.
One case. ConLester Reynolds.
tinued by the County Attorney.
Nicholas J. Rundle. One case. Sentence to fine of $iuO and costs $10,

_

26, 27, Sec G, Nos 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,18,
19, Sec F, Nos 5, 6, 7, 8, S. 10. 11, 12, Sec
E, Nos 7, 8, 9, 28, Sec D. Nos 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, Sec J Nos 35, 36, 37, 38.
39 40, 41, 42, 43 44, Sec f, Nos 19, 20 21,
22, 23, 24. 25, 26, Sec H Nos 12, 13.16, 17,
Sec G Nos 48, 49. 50, 51, 52. 53, 54, 65,
Sec J, as shown upon a plan of H D
Joy property, recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book of

Carter, R M, lot of land No 9, Sec G of
the H D Joy property, shown upon a
plan recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, book of pians 2,
page

44.

22

Coney. John t, lot of land Nos 16, 17,
18, 19, Sec J of H D Joy pnoperty,
shown upon a plan recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book
of plans 2 page 44,

88
O’Connors, william P, lots of land Nos
33, 34, D of H D Joy property, recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, book of plans 2, page 44,
44
Clark, Charles R, lots of land Nos 3, 4,
5, 6. 7, Sec H of HD Joy property, recorded in Hancock county registry
of deeds, book of plans 2, page 44,
53
Haley, Patrick, lots of land Nos 5, 6,
Sec 1, shown upon a plan of H D Joy
property, recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book of plans 2,
21
page 44,
Kurson, Julius, lots of land Nos 18,19,
20, 21, 22, 43, 44, Sec R, shown upon a
of H D Joy property, recorded
plan
in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book of plans 2, page 44,
79
Lelly, Mary E, lots of land Nos 21, 22,
Sec N, shown upon a plan of H D
Joy property, recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book of
20
plans 2, page 44,
Laceita John, undivided one*half of
lot of land No 2, Sec F, Div 1, shown
upon plan of the Winter Harbor
Land Co, recorded In Hancock county registry of deeds, book of plans 2,
1 32
page 5,
McCann, James G, lot of land Nos 102,
26, Sec I, Nos 31, 32, 37, 42, Sec B, Nos
20, 21, Sec M, shown upon the plan of
H D Joy property, recorded in Hancock Co registry of deeds, book of
1*75
plans 2, page 44.
Neil, Warren P, lot of land Nos 1, 2,
Sec R, Nos 5, 6. 7, Sec J, as shown
a
upon
plan of HD Joy property, recorded in Hancock county registry of
1 09
deeds, book of plans 2, page 44,
Sargent, Wilson I, lots of land Nos 6,
Sec R, shown upon the plan of H D
Joy property, recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book of
21
plans 2, page 44,
Stewart, James M, lots of land Nos 32,
33, Sec D, shown upon the plan of H
D Joy property, recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book
of plans 2, page 44.
74
Smith, Lottie, lot of land No 63, Sec R
as shown upon plan of H D Joy property, recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, book of plans 2,
10
page 44,
1. B. Foss, Collector of taxes
of the town of Winter Harbor, Me.
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WALTHAM.
Harvard Jordan

is

with

ill

typhoid

fever.

Mrs. George Stanley, who baa hern seri-

ously ill,

is

improving.

Miss Belle Moore, of Ellsworth Falls, ts
the geest of Mrs. Lulie Hastens.
Miss Ethel Maher, who has been in Boston the past year,;is home for a few weekf.
H.

Nov. 9
_

Thanks
for their

due

are

interest

and

parents
in

friends

Longfellow

the

All were encouraged
by their
presence in the last two meetings.
The league members are wide awake
active.
and
Through
diligence and
economy they have secured a fine bardwood chair and three pretty pictureOne was used to frame Stateframes.

league.

Buper in teodent
he presented to

picture

Stetson’s

which

walls

have

keen

members furnish the items.
A barometer was presented to the ecbool
by Supervisor M. K. Haslam.
Miss Erma Jordan was chosen to take
the degrees of temperature each morning
and noon, and her report appears in the
Weekly paper.
Here is an outline of the first page of
last week’s paper; perhaps it will Interest
other schools:

Morning early.
are a

of

our

interesting items:

Bessie Jordan had a letter from her cousin
•ut in St John, Washington. She told her bow
She expected to tie a
ahe rode horseback.
teacher when she got big; she liked little chil
4ren. I think the letter was very interesting. I
mover saw a letter written on such thin paper
before.—Ada Jtf.

Jordan, age

ten.

The burning out of a chimney in the old
homestead of the late Elliot Jordan caused a
great deal of excitement last Tuesday morning.
The house is now occupied by Mr. Geo. Springer
And family
Mr. Springer was at the barn doing the morn
tng chores. As Mrs. Springer was alone when
the fire broke out, she became frightened and
aalle 1 for help. Kind neighbors came to the
rescue.

Fortunately it was early in the morning,
when the buildings were quite damp; if it had
been later In the day they, no doubt, would
have burned; even as it was, the main house
caught once, but it was soon extinguished.
It was very fortunate for Mr. Springer and
Wife that they had help so near; as they were

Nov.

7._Spec.
BLUEH1LL.

George Osgood

lost

valuable

a

last

cow

week.

Hinckley returned from Ban-

Sherman

gor last week.

Tne Biuebill laundry

will close

the

for

Mellowed recently speot
week in Massachusetts.
William

How To Find Out.
a bottle or common glass with your
and let it stand twenty-four hours; a

sediment

a

^

Charles Snow

taken the milk route

has

George Osgood

which

for

has had

past.
The Hamilton Dodge bouse

two

years

y
was

burned

Wednesday morning about 2 o’clock.
occupied but a few days by a
family from Vermont.
Mr. and Mrs. Allard Sprague and Eugene Sprague and wife, of Vinalbaven
accompanied their sister, Mrs. G. W. Parlast

It had been

ker, home and spent a week with her.
The Rebekehs initiated four new members Friday evening. Refreshments were
Mrs. P. S.
served in the banquet hall.
gave a report of tbe assembly
which Hhe attended in Portland.

M.

Nov. 10.
_

M AK1AV

or

set-

Nov. 10.

8.
_

LAKEWOOD.
Abi Garland

is

seriously 11).

of the kidneys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent desire to
by
pass it or pain in
the back is also
that
the
convincing proof
kidneys and bladder are out of order.
What to Do.
is comfort in the

There
knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, biadder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
It, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day. and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$l. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
discovery
and a book that tells
more about it, both sent
absolutely free by mail,
address Dr. Kilmer &
nome of Swamp-Boot
Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper*
Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
name. Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
and the address, Blngnamton, N. Y., on every
bottle.

a

doe deer

Charles O. Garland met with

Saturday.
bad

a

mis-

hap last Friday, when be accidentally cut
bib hand with an axe.
Mac.
Nov. 9.

Dairy Conference.
Arrangements are being completed
State

for

the State dairy conference to be held In
The
Central halt, Dover, Dec. 1, 2, and 3.
railroads are granting the usual reduced
rates for this meeting, end the exhibition
of dairy products and dairy machinery,
promises to be large and attractive.
The Dairymen’s association has been
fortunate in securing some eminent speakJordan,
ers, among them Dr. W. H.
director New York agri ultural experiment station, Geneva, N. Y.. George il.
Whitaker, George H. Ellis and W. 8.
Keene, of Boston, and Prof. J. W. Sanborn, of Gilmanton, N. H.

speakers from our own State are
George E. Fellows, Prof. William D.

The
Dr.

G. H. Goweil, Orono; Dr.
G. N. Twitcbell, Auguata; R. W. Ellis,
Embdoo, and F. 8. Adams, Bowdoinbam.
Hurd and Prof.

year

the

same

prizes as
dairy pro-

liberal

will be offered for

ducts, in the general classes, and some
liberal offers of special prizes are being
received. The full programme and premium list will be ready for distribution
within

a

short

time,

and

copies

may

be

procured by addressing the agricultural
department, Augusta.

tling indicates an
unhealthy condition

ILLB,.

Garland, of Boston, visited her
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Carr, last week.
Lettie

last

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.

_

a rotten potato
house —Groce O. Jor-

picked up
the

dan, age twelve.

Practically

'5tricrt ism. rata.

Fill

hit him; she

to

ai^l knocked him off

Norris Moore shot

few

The long-looked-for company came unexpect
•dly early In the week. The teacher and school
No. 2 visited us Monday afternoon.

water

Mis* Isabel Warren, of Marlavllle, tft quite a
She tried to kill a squirrel a short
time ago with a *hot gun; the third shot
marksman.

Parker

THE LOWGFELLOW LEAGUE

Tol. 1. Waltham, Maine.
Nov, 6,1903. No. 4.
Motto
is
wealth.
Learning
Perseverance the watchword,
Success the result.
Published weekly by the Longfellow League at
Waltham, Me.
Waltham, Nov. 6, 1903.
Miss Grace O. Jordan, Editor.
All communications Intended for the Longfellow league should be passed in by Thursday
Here

One n»au brought forty,
four feet and nowe.
rice.
It was feared at one time that the government
would take back what they *aid about the
bounty.—JtfaHon B. Jordan, age eleven.

winter this week.

the league.

decorated with
drawings from the Busy Work series,
map-drawing, free-handed sketches to
Ail
illustrate the poem “Hiawatha”.
the children deserve great credit.
The school paper is very interesting.
An editor is chosen each week. Other
The

the same

Mr.
The hedgehog* are very thick of late.
Will Googtoa, of ud» place, paid out from Saturday night until Sunday night over $20 a*
bounty on them
Since ftpring he ha* been paying anyone
twenty-fire cent* that brought him a hedgehog**

failed

THE LONGFELLOW SCHOOL LEAGUE

aDtofTtiarmmt*.

by

month* ago

few

Jordan, age eleven.

The Marriage

Knot.

of those who talk about the
“marriage knot” realize tkat the knot
was ever anything more than a mere
figure of speech. Among the Babylonians tying the knot was part of the
marriage ceremony. There the priest
took a thread of the garment of the
bride and another from that of the
bridegroom and tied them into a knot,
which he gave to the bride, thus symbolizing the binding nature of the union.
Few'

ChanitinK

Snake

a

Into

a

Hod.

A.

PARCHER”

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine

SAVED
HER

LIFE,
MAY
SAVE
YOURS
NO PAID ADVERTISEMENT
“Mn. Laura Morrow, of New Vineyard, tell*
the editor that the True *L. F.’ Atwood's Bittern
is the medicine which saved her life, and she
wishes us to tell the manufacturers of that medicine that she is truly grateful to them. And we
will add that this fa no paid advertisement.”—
Fahbxhoton.M*., Advertiser, May 3, 1901.
For Nervousness. Disordered Stomach and
Bowels, Liver Troubles, ate., the
True *‘L F/' Medicine is a

Never-Failing Remedy

Judge's

Til* Grand

v

'Romanc e
I am a man of dignity. It has been
asserted that 1 have a certain pompos
ity about me. While I am a bachelor
of forty-live no man has ever charged
me with any softness toward the other
•ex.
was thus when the rourts
for the summer season of
a certain .voir and I retired to my usual
resort on the seashore.
It may not strike yon as quite consistent when 1 say that a few days after my arrival a woman appeared who
caught my attention. She was registered as "Mrs.," nnd it was understood
that her husband would appear later.
She was handsome, well formed, refined—in all outward respects a lady.
1 did not have speech with her. but I
admitted to myself that but for my dignity and position I might have attempted what is legally known as a
mild flirtation.
People seemed to understand intuitively that a Judge of special sessions
did not care to hear about trifles, and
so no gossip was poured into my ears.
However. I learned later on seven or
eight rooms were robbed inside of a
week.
Tlie robberies occurred by day.
and generally at meal times, and the
plunder was money and jewelry. In
one case the loss amounted to $500. in
another to $800, in a third to over $1.000.

My position

were

closed

Once, crossing a little tributary of
the Colorado. 1 found that every drop
splashed on my riot Ill's hardened to a
lump of mud and that where the water was but a foot deep mj horse was
nearly washed away by its force.
That fact. Boiler Pocook says In an
article in Pearson’s, told me the secret
Like the Nile,
of the Grand canyon.
i the Colorado flows through a desert,
hut the river of Egypt meanders softly
»nd muddily over low plains, spreadlag when it is full Into harmless lakes.
sluice of run
j whereas this headlong
Ding sand, launched at the naked
rocks, has the cutting powers of a huge
steel saw. The country has risen perhaps an inch a year, but the torrent.
instead of spreading out over the land,
has Bawl'd through the lifting rocks.
The country lias risen to a height of
8.000 feet, while still the Colorado
flows at the ancient level, only 2,000
feet above the sea. That Is the reason
of this profound abyss for 000 rnili-s
through the very foundations of the
world. In all. 30.000.000 cubic miles of
solid rook have been ground In this
vast mall and hurled into the gulf of
California.

n

in l>is tongue.” Tbe wise men of the
race early learned good sense.
Toned

Him

Down.

“This photograph doesn't look a bit
like me,” said Snariey to the photog-

rapher.
“I know it.” said the photographer.
"I was afraid to make it exactly like
you for fear you wouldn't take it.”
Tested.

Cora—Are you sure you will be able
support me. dear?
Merritt—Why. yes. It’s cheaper to be
married than engaged.—Exchange.

to

Hungarian jieasnnts have a superstition that fire kindled by lightning can
only !»e extinguished by milk.
Leisure le the few seconds rest
gets while hie wife Is bunting up
thing else for him to do.

s msn
some-

A Clnclnnatti milkman took poison recently, and tbe doctor evened up old
scores

by pumping

him out.

Texas preacher says that some newspaper men’s only chance of getting into
heaven is on a press ticket.
A

A woman’s Idea

worth telling.

of

a

secret

Is something

|

IvToallertT

|

]

j

llamas

Klrrath

and

It grow

1

I

|
J
I

i

j

I

It grows

by catering

oi>ens with broader, bettsr

ever

manner.

buying possibilities under this

before.

|

Autumn and Winter Costumes.

Stylish

They’re all here and ready for you to admire and choose from. Let
this handsome outfit of new suits assist you in making up your mind
Prices we know will impress you
as to the wanted style and weave.
favorably. We announce special suit prices as follows:

;

#8.73, #10, #12.50, #15, #17.50, #18.50, #20, #25.

firm.

The newest

j

1

The Rhodnm Sldna.

An amusing "Story told by Hood describes bow a country nurseryman
made a large sum out of sales of a
simple little flower which he sold under the name of the Rhodum sidus. This

charming

part. Indeed, I
think that most of our conversation
during the drive referred to the law directly or indirectly. I was a bit surprised that she should ask to bq set
down on the public square instead of
at her friend's house, but dignity forbade me even to raise my eyebrows.
She bowed and returned thanks; I
raised uiy hat and murmured. “Don't
mention it.” and we parted.
Jly position demanded that I should*
forget her as soon as possible or until
I met her at breakfast next morning,
and I had fairly succeeded when I returned to the hotel two hours later.
Then she rushed back Into my memory
at a bound. The landlord and the detectives were looking for her.
it had
become known that she was an adventuress whose photograph adorned
more than one rogues' gallery and who
had even "done time” for theft.
It
was she who had cleaned out the rooms
and given me the plunder to express
away, and it was she who bad robbed
the hotel safe of about f2,(XJ0 at the
noon hour as the clerk left for a moment. I had driven her over to Surf
City that she might take the train and
thus elude the detectives.
M. QUAD.

name

proved quite

an

Fixed Beforehand.

It Is said that one of the most Inveterate writers out of speeches was the
late Lord Derby, of whom the story
went that the manuscript of one of his
most statesmanlike discourses, being
picked up from the floor, where it had
fallen, was found not only to be freely
sprinkled with “Hear, hear!" “Laughter." and “Applause.” but also to contain a passuge beginning. “But i am
detaining you too long [cries of 'No,
no!’ and ‘Go on!'].”
Too Much

For the

Kertei.

“Your husband.” said the doctor,
“has worried himself sick.
He needs
a

Our Dress Goods
Stock

|
1

I

Many ofjour

is complete in all the new and
desirable fabrics. Heather and
Scotch Mixtures, Tweeds. Zibil.
ines, CoTert Cloths, Cheviots.
Of thin goods, for house and
evening wear, our line is very
extensive, both in all wool and
silk and wool fabrics. All wool
and silk and wool Crepes, Voiles,
liatistes, Albatross and fancy
weaves.
All prices from the
lowest to the best.

customers like to

get the first selection from the
exclusive things in Coats. We’ve
got these exclusive styles here;

they

are

ready

to be shown to

you. You know that you are
welcome to come and inspect
them.

PETTICOATS.

This twill be the biggest fur
season in the history of Maine.
We

fully prepared

have

New Petticoats

our-

reen

selves to meet the increased deconnection
mand.
Our long
with leading fur manufacturers
enables us to offer some magnificent values in Kur Coats. Scarfs
and Muffs. Prices to fit every

Jersey Knit
Underwear.

purse.

ready to show the best
of Underwear for ladies,
misses and children we have
We carry a full
ever carried.
line in each of heavy, medium
and light weights in vests, pants

SPECIAL—Some Fur Driv-

ing Coats (ladies’),
$35.
The

introductory

at

$25

We are

and

line

sale of NEW

and union suits.

Autumn Waists.

25c and 50c

as many shirt waists sold
in winter as in summer. Highest
perfection has been reached In

Nearly

making. These waists are
dressy and they're very
modestly priced.
Silk and Satin Waists at $5

Our leaders in

grades.

store offers.

ami $(t.

We have.tlie

Heavy Cotton Waists, Clieviots, Vestings from $1 up to $5.
Woolen Waists from $1.50
to $5.
The lowness of the prices will

Come to us when in want of
or Gloves, and we will

Corsets

Dress

Linings.

the most important departments in our store.
Every
dressmaker knows our lines and
patronizes them. There are no
two departments better stocked
than these anywhere.
are

Bedspreads and Blankets.
We carry the newest Wait-

Carpetings,

ings, Mercerized goods. Flannelettes. The largest stock of Outing Flannels at 5c, Sc and 10c
per yard.

Mattings,

Lino-

leums and Oilcloths, Hugs and
Curtains. A full and complete
assortment.

intention to quote

figures

a

the

are

lot of prices,

only

or even

attraction.

try to

We have

you an outline of our new fall stiick.” Your intelli-

give

gence, to which we

Trimmings] and

Dress

We offer unusual inducements
in bleached and half bleached
Damask Napkins and Towels,

tried to

require.

fit you to whatever you

Domestic and Housekeeping
[Goods.

our

1

Corsets and Gloves

astonish you.

It has not been

j
|

HOSIERY.

waist

convey to you that low

j

Our 25c hose for ladies, misses
and children, in either cashmere,
Ileeced or cotton, are the be? t any

very

simply

in Silk, Mo-

Mercerized.

SPECIAL,—lleautiful Petti#1 up to #10

appeal,

will tell you that

they

are

low-priced goods

and high-cost goods.

Our aim has been and is to give the very best
values possible for the money you have to invest, be it much or little.

M. CALLERT.

change."

“Where ought we to go?” asked the
anxious wife.
"To the city,” replied the doctor
promptly, “where he will not live constantly in a harrowing atmosphere of
suburban trains and time tables.”—Chicago Post.

my

and

coats from

at-

traction to the ladies, and the flower
became the rage of the season. It was
one of those freaks of fashion for which
there is no accounting. At length a
botanist who found that the plant was
not an uncommon weed requested to
know where the nurseryman got the
name from.
He elicited the following
reply: “I found this flower in the road
beside us, so christened it the Rhodum
Sidus.”
All

for

Coats.

|

extended conversation.
1 met her ou the street, a full block
from the hotel, upon my return* but
as
I handed her over the receipt I
merely rmsed my hat again and spoke
of the weather.
The search was made quietly and
with the consent of the guests, but it
proved futile.
The next three days passed without
excitement, and I took it into my head
to order a carriage and be driven out.
It has always been my opinion that a
Judge looks well as he rides out in
a
landau with head erect and arms
folded.
I was being bowled along the boulevard conecting my resort with one
five miles away, with my driver fully
conscious cf my dignity and importance, when a parasol was waved at
me from the sidewalk, and I made out
a lady at the end of it.
More than
that, I made out Mrs. Blank, who said
to me as my carriage halted at the
curb:

shapes

andjWinter

Autumn

|

_

on

intelligent and careful

It grows by giving you the honest worth of your money. It grows through its energy,
activity and push. These qualities are always in'evidence. We want
to give you just the service that you’ll appreciate. We want this
store to be lirst in your mind when you’ve dry goods to buy. The
roof than

|

eyes

GROWS.

know ledge of your needs.

1

j

googoo

our

to those needs in an

new season

|

After the first complaint had been
made the landlord set a watch, but In
the face of that three more rooms were
plundered nnd a confiding guest who
kept several hundred dollars in his
trunk instead of the hotel safe found it
missing one day after luncheon. Then
two detectives were emptoyed, and ail
the 250 guests felt themselves under
espionage, if not suspicion—all but I. !
How could landlord, detective or any j
one else suspect the integrity of Judge i
Coke?
The robberies ceased as suddenly ns
they had begun, but for reasons known
to themselves the detectives decided
to search the baggage of certain guests,
one of whom was the handsome Mrs.
Blank. I heard nothing of this at the
time, but as I left my room on the day
A Slate That Breathes.
of the search I encountered the lady
If ever a state might be said to !
with a small package in her hand nud
breathe, that state is California. It has
She frankly said to me:
“Judge Coke. I have not had the a magnificent lung action, says the Sun- |1
honor of an introduction, but I wish to Bet Magazine. Deep and long drawn are
beg a favor of you. As the clerks are j the breaths of ocean air taken by the j
busy this morning, and as the porter great valleys. And you can almost see
does not look like a man to be trusted, this breathing if you will go to the top
you would put me under many obliga- I of any of the hills bordering the bay of j
In general, air moTe- |
tions by taking this package to the ex- \ San Francisco.
It is directed to my bus- { merit or wind is initiated by difference |
press office.
band, as you see. and contains papers j of temperature. Therefore on summer
afternoons while the broad ocean lies ]
1 am sorry
that he must have soon.
j
tranquilly sleeping at a temperature of
to thus impose upon your good nature.
5T> degrees F. the Inland valleys are |
but”—
“Say no more, madam." I interrupted, basking in the same sunlight, but the
j
as
I took the package from her; "I air a few feet above the ground is quiv>
shall be only too happy to be of service ering at a temperature of 100 degrees |
F. In other words, there is a temperato you.”
I
ture gradient of 1 degree per mile, and
I may have smiled as I lifted my
hat and bowed, but I contend tha. I this brings about a marked movement
lost none of my dignity, and of course of the air, the motion being from the
I did not make it an excuse for any cool to the warm locality.
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Bees are revived by human breath.
even when apparently dead.
An old ]
writer on the subject describes how,
during a very wet May. he discovered
a hive which had been working well
previously whose tenants seemed to be
dead, but by putting a few of them
Into his hand and breathing upon them
for several minutes he at last observed
some
motion at the second joint of
their horns.
By persevering he revived them all. and they became the
best hive In his garden.
He Is, how- (
ever, careful to remark that those who
nse pomatum, pertpme or hair powder
should not make too free with the in- |
sects during the process of restoration.
The secret, of course—though at one
|
time the thing was regarded as mlraculous—Is in the warmth conveyed; hut. 1
besides this, there Is no doubt that bees
|
are roused by human breath, to which
|
they have such an antipathy that they
are much more easily bandied if the
|
operator draws his breath gently and ; j
takes care not to direct it against them.
—London Standard.

volume on the snakes of Egypt
Hlppoiyte Boussae states thati the Incident referred to in the Scriptures of.
judge cote, were you going to drive
changing a snake into a rod is still 'over to Surf City?"
“I am on my way there, madam,” I
practiced by the snake charmers. They
touch the snake at a certain place in replied as my hat came off at the
the neck, when it fulls into a catuleptic proper angle.
“Then—then”—
condition anil becomes straight and
"What Is it, madam?”
stiff. It is then restored to its former
"I have a friend over there who is
condition by taking its tail between the
111, and there is no train for two hours.
hands and firmly rolling.
I know It is presumption on my part,
but”—
kxrptiNii Nxitno.
“Not at all. madam. Let me assist
An Egyptian papyrus which dates
back to about 4000 B. C. has the fol- you in. I will have you there in threelowing injunctions: “Calumnies should quarters of an hour, and the obligation
will be mine.”
never tie repeated.” "Guard thy speech
There were no languishing smiles,
before all things, for a man’s ruin lies
In

_
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The results

CLARION
RANGES and STOVES

Grow* Genial.

“How do you like Tipton?”
“He seems cold and reserved.”
“He does at first, but he soon thaws.
After you have met him a few times
he will come up and slap you on the
j back and ask you for a dollar, just as
cordial as can be.”—Kansas City Journal.

have given every single purchaser for
twenty-nine years should be a guaranty to you of satisfaction with one
of the same kind.

|

Protest.

Doctor—I should say you have about
three months to live.
Patient—Make it longer, doctor.
I
^an never pay your bill in that time.—
IAz..
_

If you want the range or stove that
as good as experience and the best
materials can make it, ask yoci
dealer for a CLARION or write us.
is

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
Established 1S«»

the ideal clarion
for a dozen reasons
THE BEST WOOD HEATING STOVE

u

.inn
Jlillllt.

0

IfailgOr,

Nerve.

She (with an idea of choking him off)
—There are only two men in the world
I could love.
He—Indeed! And who is the other
:
To Cure a Cold In One Gay.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
; drutrglste refund the money If It falls to cure.
E. w. Grove's signature Is on each box. 28c.

Subscribe for The AMERICAN.

H. C.

BUNKER,

I

UedFtaiar ad Mainer. I
Graduate of Egyptian Chemical Co.
Mass Embalming College, Boston.

FRAKICLIN,

MAINE.

t§

®

I

Six

Dining

Chairs Free

with *10 order of Sowp*. Tea*
Cufltx.il. Spleen, Extracts. Toil*Articles and Standard Groceries
Send at once for our big catalogue
of 400 Other Premiums given
with assortments of $5 and upwards. Oepj. A, Home supply
Cu Augusta, Me.

The more eyes an advertisement catches
the more dollars if is worth.

